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Abstract
Advances in wireless communications and low-power electronics are
enabling a new generation of smart water systems that will employ real-
time sensing and control to solve our most pressing water challenges.
In a future characterized by these systems, networks of sensors will de-
tect and communicate flood events at the neighborhood scale to im-
prove disaster response. Meanwhile, wirelessly-controlled valves and
pumps will coordinate reservoir releases to halt combined sewer over-
flows and restore water quality in urban streams. While these tech-
nologies promise to transform the field of water resources engineering,
considerable knowledge gaps remain with regards to how smart water
systems should be designed and operated. This dissertation presents
foundational work towards building the smart water systems of the fu-
ture, with a particular focus on applications to urban flooding. First, I in-
troduce a first-of-its-kind embedded platform for real-time sensing and
control of stormwater systems that will enable emergency managers to
detect and respond to urban flood events in real-time. Next, I introduce
new methods for hydrologic data assimilation that will enable real-time
geolocation of floods and water quality hazards. Finally, I present theo-
retical contributions to the problem of controller placement in hydraulic
networks that will help guide the design of future decentralized flood
control systems. Taken together, these contributions pave the way for
adaptive stormwater infrastructure that will mitigate the impacts of ur-
ban flooding through real-time response.
xi
Chapter 1
Introduction
Urban flooding is one of the most critical unsolved challenges in contemporary civil
engineering. Floods are the leading cause of natural disaster fatalities worldwide, with
roughly 540,000 deaths attributable to floods between 1980 and 2009 [1]. In addition to
their direct toll on human lives, floods inflict severe economic costs by damaging homes
[1], collapsing bridges [2], and releasing harmful pollutants into waterways [3–5]. Urban
floods are particularly hazardous due to their proximity to population centers and critical
infrastructure [6]. Already the most costly natural disaster, urban floods are expected
to worsen in coming decades as cities contend with aging infrastructure [7], increasing
urbanization [8], and more frequent extreme weather events [9]. Despite the serious so-
cietal impacts posed by urban flooding, the physical dynamics that govern these events
are still poorly understood [6]. Modeling of urban flooding is complicated by highly
heterogeneous flow paths and the presence of stormwater infrastructure [6, 10]. Flash
floods caused by excessive localized rainfall are especially difficult to model or forecast,
given that the flood response is extremely rapid and sensitive to spatial variabilities in
rainfall [6]. To date there is no existing model that is “capable of making reliable flash
flood forecasts in urban watersheds” [6], making the development of effective response
measures difficult.
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Traditionally, engineers have addressed urban flooding by expanding gray infrastruc-
ture such as retention basins and conveyance pipes [11]. Larger retention basins help to
store excess stormwater during wet weather events, while larger conveyance pipes help
to carry stormwater away from sensitive urban areas. However, new construction comes
with a number of disadvantages. First, building new stormwater infrastructure is expen-
sive, and many cash-strapped cities lack the funds needed for periodic upgrades [12].
Second, expanding stormwater infrastructure often results in adverse environmental side
effects [13]. Oversized stormwater pipes may increase discharges into natural streams
and lakes, causing erosion and damaging aquatic ecosystems [13–17]. Finally, expansion
of passive infrastructure often fails to keep pace with changing hydrologic, demographic,
and regulatory demands [18]. Cities may spend considerable sums of money on a new
stormwater system, only to find that it no longer meets their needs.
Smart stormwater systems offer a new approach to address urban flooding while solv-
ing many of the limitations of static infrastructure [19]. Drawing on recent advances in
low-power sensing and embedded controls, these systems transform passive stormwa-
ter networks into active ones—allowing operators to preemptively detect water hazards
and then reconfigure infrastructure to mitigate impacts in real-time. Networks of high-
resolution depth sensors will one day allow emergency managers to detect flood events
at the level of individual roadways, enabling targeted alerts for motorists, improved dis-
patch of emergency services, and adaptive routing of traffic around inundated areas.
Taken even further, these systems will enable operators to actively control stormwater
infrastructure to mitigate flooding impacts. By coordinating water releases across cities
using wirelessly-controlled valves and pumps, smart stormwater systems will halt floods
and combined sewer overflows before they occur. While the technologies are new, pilot
studies show that these systems are capable of achieving significant performance gains
compared traditional steel-and-concrete infrastructure at a fraction of the price [12, 20–
26].
While smart water systems offer a revolutionary vision for the future of water resources
management, new research is needed to translate this vision into reality. Real-world
adoption of smart water systems is currently limited by a number of considerable knowl-
edge gaps:
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• First and foremost, the fundamental hardware and software infrastructure needed to
instrument stormwater systems for real-time sensing and control does not currently
exist. How can we develop a new embedded platform to enable scalable real-time
monitoring and control of urban drainage networks?
• Real-time response to urban flooding requires extremely high resolution estimates
of rainfall that are not available inmost cities. How canwe leverage new data sources
to better characterize rainfall over urban areas?
• Sensor data alone is not sufficient to understand or control the dynamics of ur-
ban drainage networks. How can we reconcile real-time sensor data with our best
scientific understanding of stormwater systems, as represented by physically-based
models?
• The impact of flooding on urban water quality is poorly understood due to a lack of
real-time sensor data and appropriate process models. How can we better under-
stand the fate and transport of contaminants during urban flood events?
• With respect to dynamic control of stormwater systems, there are few established
guidelines on how control sites should be selected. How can we select control sites
in order to maximize their effectiveness?
My dissertation will address these knowledge gaps by introducing new scientific ad-
vances in distributed sensing, data assimilation, and control of stormwater infrastructure.
In addition to improving our fundamental understanding of flooding in urban drainage
systems, this work will provide practical tools that will enable water managers to better
monitor and respond to urban flood events in real-time. This work is divided into the
following five chapters.
Chapter 2: This chapter details the development of an end-to-end hardware/software
platform that combines embedded systems, wireless communications and cloud services
to enable continuous monitoring and control of stormwater systems at unprecedented
scales.
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Chapter 3: This chapter presents a new methodology for improving rainfall field esti-
mates using windshield wiper data from connected vehicles.
Chapter 4: This chapter introduces a novel methodology for real-time state estimation
in sewer/channel networks using a custom-built hydraulic solver alongside an implicit
Kalman filtering approach.
Chapter 5: This chapter describes a new numerical scheme for real-time modeling of
contaminant fate and transport in urban drainage networks using the advection-reaction-
diffusion equation.
Chapter 6: This chapter advances a new graph-theoretic algorithm for placing hydraulic
control structures within drainage networks that maximally attenuates peak flows.
Chapter 2: An end-to-end platform for real-time monitoring and control of urban
water systems
Advances in internet of things technologies are transforming water resources manage-
ment by enabling dynamic monitoring and control of previously static infrastructure [19].
However, adoption of smart water systems has been hampered by a lack of “plug-and-
play” solutions that combine the necessary hardware, software and documentation into
an accessible package. In this chapter, a new end-to-end platform for real-time monitor-
ing and control of urban water systems is developed that will enable cities to build and
maintain their own smart stormwater systems.
In spite of the many benefits offered by smart stormwater systems, mainstream adop-
tion has been slow [19]. A major factor in this delay is the lack of purpose-built systems
for instrumentation and control. While some proprietary solutions exist [12], there are no
open-source hardware/software platforms designed specifically for real-time monitoring
and control of urban drainage networks. Moreover, acceptance of smart infrastructure
within the water resources community has been hindered by a lack of real-world case
studies that document the steps needed to deploy these systems and demonstrate the
tangible benefits that can be achieved.
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To address these knowledge gaps, this chapter introduces open storm—a new hard-
ware and software platform for real-time sensing and control of urban watersheds. First,
a robust, low-power wireless sensor node is developed that interfaces with common sen-
sors and actuators for water applications. The sensor node is then integrated with cloud
services to enable system-level supervision and control of hydraulic infrastructure. The
effectiveness of the system is then demonstrated through two real-world case studies: a
flood-monitoring network in the Dallas–Fort Worth metroplex, and a real-time stormwa-
ter control system in Ann Arbor.
This chapter makes several fundamental contributions to the field of environmental
sensing. The open storm framework described in this chapter is the first open-source,
end-to-end hardware and software platform that is specifically designed for distributed
monitoring and control of urban water systems. This platform has been adopted by
researchers at several universities, including Yale University, the University of Wisconsin–
Madison, and the University of Pittsburgh. The sensor networks deployed in this chapter
will serve as the basis for long-term experiments in real-time data assimilation and control
that will be explored in later chapters of this dissertation.
Chapter 3: Enhancing rainfall predictions using windshield wiper data
Accurate precipitation measurements are essential for virtually every aspect of water
resources management [27]. However, conventional methods for measuring rainfall are
subject to spatial and temporal uncertainties that render themunsuitable for high-precision
applications like flash flood forecasting [6]. Vehicle-based measurements offer a novel
way to fill gaps in these data sources by providing precise information about the timing
and location of rainfall. This chapter paves the way for an entirely new field of vehicle-
based environmental sensing by showing that measurements from connected vehicles
can significantly enhance the quality and coverage of rainfall estimates.
While accurate rainfall data are required at high resolutions for applications like flash-
flood forecasting, weather radar and stationary gages are both highly uncertain [6]. Sta-
tionary gage networks are typically too sparse to resolve spatial patterns in rainfall [28–
31], while weather radar suffers from thresholding issues and uncertain reflectivity-rainfall
relationships [32–35]. One method for improving the resolution of rainfall estimates is to
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fuse these traditional data sources with measurements from ubiquitous sensors located
on consumer products [36]. Connected vehicles offer an as-of-yet untapped source of
environmental data via incidental onboard sensors such as windshield wipers. However,
to date no existing studies have examined the use of windshield wipers as rainfall sensors
using real data [37, 38].
To address this knowledge gap, this study is the first to use real-world vehicle data
to evaluate the effectiveness of windshield wipers as rainfall sensors. Drawing on data
from roughly 70 connected vehicles, this study evaluates the effectiveness of windshield
wipers as rainfall sensors by comparing measured wiper intensities to dashboard camera
footage representing the ground truth rainfall state. A new Bayesian filtering method-
ology is then derived to generate updated rainfall maps that incorporate both weather
radar and binary wiper observations. The binary detection accuracy of this new data
product is evaluated using a leave-one-out cross-validation approach.
This chapter makes two major contributions. First, this study is the first to examine
the use of windshield wipers as rainfall sensors using real-world data. Through analysis
of a large real-world connected vehicle dataset, this study finds that windshield wiper
measurements predict the binary rainfall state (raining/not raining) with greater accuracy
than either weather radar or rain gages. Second, by combining wiper observations and
weather radar using a Bayesian filter, this study creates a new data product that captures
the spatial variability of rainfall more effectively than weather radar alone.
Chapter 4: Real-time data assimilation in urban stormwater networks using an
implicit hydraulic solver with Kalman filtering
New sensing and communication technologies are providing utilities with increased ac-
cess to real-time data. However, integration of real-time data into stormwater system
operations is limited by a lack of appropriate models and data assimilation techniques.
New methods are needed to improve estimation, interpolation, and forecasting of sys-
tem states while at the same time respecting the physical dynamics of stormwater net-
works. In this chapter, I present a new methodology for performing online data assim-
ilation in urban stormwater networks by combining a custom-built hydraulic solver with
an implicit Kalman filtering approach.
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Within the stormwater industry, many utilities are seeking to build digital twins that
combine sensor data with online models in order to better understand system dynamics,
detect maintenance emergencies, and implement real-time control [39]. However, real-
world implementation of these systems has been hampered by a lack of suitable hydraulic
models and a lack of theory regarding how data should be assimilated. Most stormwater
models are designed to be executed in batch rather than online mode, and do not allow
for internal states to be modified during execution. Second, existing stormwater models
typically do not admit a state-space representation of system dynamics, making it difficult
to apply classical state estimation techniques such as Kalman filtering. As a result, few
studies have examined the application of formal data assimilation techniques to urban
drainage systems, and efforts to build digital twins of stormwater networks have largely
centered on continuous calibration of offline models.
To address these knowledge gaps, this chapter introduces the first digital twin model
for urban drainage networks that is capable of fusing real-time sensor data into a process
model based on the full one-dimensional Saint Venant equations. First, I formulate and
implement a new implicit hydraulic solver that is capable of online operation and also
yields a state-space model of the sewer/channel system [40]. Next, I derive a method for
assimilating real-time data into the dynamical model using an implicit Kalman filtering
approach. Finally, drawing on real-world sensor data collected as part of Chapter 2,
I evaluate the framework by showing that data assimilation improves the interpolation
and forecasting of system states.
This chapter makes several major contributions to the field of hydrologic data assimi-
lation and real-time operation of stormwater systems. Most notably, this study is the first
to apply Kalman Filtering to fuse real-world sensor data into an urban drainage model
based on the full one-dimensional Saint Venant equations. The methodology pioneered
in this chapter will enable system operators to better detect floods at ungaged locations,
identify maintenance emergencies, and more confidently implement real-time control.
In addition to its more fundamental scientific contributions, this study also provides a
powerful set of tools to the stormwater community by incorporating the hydraulic solver
and data assimilation framework into a fully-featured open-source software library aimed
at practitioners.
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Chapter 5: A new water quality model for urban drainage networks
Urban flooding poses major challenges for urban water quality. However, traditional
methods for evaluating contaminant fate and transport are often insufficient for the het-
erogeneous structure and complicated flow regimes of stormwater networks. This chap-
ter introduces a new numerical scheme for modeling contaminant fate and transport
within urban drainage networks using the one-dimensional advection-reaction-diffusion
equation.
Contaminant fate and transport within stormwater networks can be described by the
one-dimensional advection-reaction-diffusion equation [41]. In the general case, this
equation can prove difficult to solve due to numerical instability and loss of accuracy at
coarse discretizations [42]. However, for the particular case of urban stormwater net-
works, the solution of this equation is made even more difficult by the inherent het-
erogeneity of urban drainage systems (which may consist of pressurized pipes, open
channels, storage elements, and various types of control structures). For these reasons,
stormwater modelers typically rely on heuristic methods for simulating water quality [43].
However, these methods may provide misleading results, or prevent results from being
properly interpreted.
To address these knowledge gaps, this chapter introduces a new numerical scheme
specifically formulated to produce stable solutions to the advection-reaction-diffusion
equation in urban drainage networks. This numerical scheme uses a staggered-grid im-
plicit formulation to ensure stability over large time steps. The numerical method is
tested against analytical solutions to the advection-reaction-diffusion equation, and is
found to maintain accuracy and stability at large time steps.
The numerical scheme introduced in this chapter will provide stormwater engineers
with new tools for better understanding contaminant fate and transport in urban drainage
networks. In particular, the stability afforded by this new numerical scheme will enable
system operators to run continuous online simulations of urban water quality, allowing
them to better understand how stormwater systems are performing in real-time. More-
over, because the numerical scheme admits a state-space representation, it will enable
system operators to apply techniques from control theory to better understand and con-
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trol water quality—for instance, applying Kalman Filtering to fuse sensor data and detect
contaminant spread in real time.
Chapter 6: A graph-theoretic algorithm for placing hydraulic control structures in
drainage networks
Hydrograph peak attenuation is a central goal in the design of urban stormwater net-
works. By building systems of distributed reservoirs, stormwater engineers can stabilize
the hydrologic response of urban watersheds, thereby mitigating flash floods, limiting
streambed erosion, and reducing contaminant loads [19]. While the location of control
sites affects the performance of these systems, few guidelines exist for siting hydraulic
control structures in order to best mitigate impacts. To address this problem, this chap-
ter presents a new algorithm for determining the optimal placement of hydraulic control
structures in drainage networks.
As water managers increasingly move towards decentralized stormwater solutions, ef-
ficient placement of hydraulic control structures will becomemore important for ensuring
maximum flood control and water quality benefits [44]. However, within the literature
there is currently little guidance on how stormwater control sites should be selected.
Previous studies exploring controller placement in drainage networks focus on individ-
ual case studies, and generally approach the problem through exhaustive optimization
[45–48]. Little research has been done to link control of distributed reservoir systems
with structural properties of the underlying drainage network [49]. In short, there is a
need for a new theoretically-based approach for placing hydraulic control structures in
drainage networks.
To address these knowledge gaps, this chapter presents a new controller placement
algorithm that reduces peak discharges by controlling the locations in the drainage net-
work that maximally de-synchronize tributary flows. Specifically, the algorithm uses the
catchment width function to find the “cuts” in the drainage network that remove re-
gions of the watershed that contribute disproportionately to the peak of the hydrograph.
Through an ensemble of hydrodynamic simulations, it is shown that the algorithm atten-
uates hydrograph peaks more effectively than randomized controller placement strate-
gies.
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In terms of its major contributions, this study is the first to provide a theoretically-
motivated solution to the problem of optimal controller placement in drainage networks.
This algorithmwill provide stormwater engineers with the tools to design future stormwa-
ter control systems that achieve more robust flood control and water quality benefits.
Moreover, the algorithm presented in this chapter is fast and requires only digital eleva-
tion data, making it accessible for practitioners.
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Chapter 2
Open Storm: A Complete Framework for Sensing and
Control of Urban Watersheds
Abstract
Leveraging recent advances in technologies surrounding the Internet of Things, “smart”
water systems are poised to transform water resources management by enabling ubiq-
uitous real-time sensing and control. Recent applications have demonstrated the poten-
tial to improve flood forecasting, enhance rainwater harvesting, and prevent combined
sewer overflows. However, adoption of smart water systems has been hindered by a
limited number of proven case studies, along with a lack of guidance on how smart wa-
ter systems should be built. To this end, we review existing solutions, and introduce
open storm—an open-source, end-to-end platform for real-time monitoring and control
of watersheds. Open storm includes (i) a robust hardware stack for distributed sensing
and control in harsh environments (ii) a cloud services platform that enables system-
level supervision and coordination of water assets, and (iii) a comprehensive, web-based
“how-to” guide, available on open-storm.org, that empowers newcomers to develop
and deploy their own smart water networks. We illustrate the capabilities of the open
storm platform through two ongoing deployments: (i) a high-resolution flash-flood mon-
itoring network that detects and communicates flood hazards at the level of individual
roadways and (ii) a real-time stormwater control network that actively modulates dis-
charges from stormwater facilities to improve water quality and reduce stream erosion.
Through these case studies, we demonstrate the real-world potential for smart water
systems to enable sustainable management of water resources.
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2.1 Introduction
Advances in wireless communications and low-power sensing are enabling a new gener-
ation of “smart cities,” which promise to improve the performance of municipal services
and reduce operating costs through real-time analytics and control [50]. While some
applications of “smart” infrastructure have received a great deal of attention—such as
autonomous vehicles [51, 52], energy grid management [52], and structural health moni-
toring [52, 53]—integration of these technologies into water systems has lagged behind.
However, “smart” water systems offer new inroads for dealing with many of our most
pressing urban water challenges, including flash flooding, aquatic ecosystem degrada-
tion, and runoff pollution. The goal of this paper is to provide an end-to-end blueprint
for the next generation of autonomous water systems, with a particular focus on man-
aging urban stormwater. Towards this goal, we introduce open storm, an open source
framework that combines sensing, real-time control, wireless communications, web ser-
vices and domain-specific models. We illustrate the potential of open storm through
two real-world case studies: 1) a 2,200 km2 wireless flood forecasting network in Texas,
and 2) an 11 km2 real-time stormwater control network in Michigan. Most importantly,
to encourage broader adoption by the water resources community, this paper is ac-
companied by extensive supplementary materials on open-storm.org, including videos,
photos, source code, hardware schematics, assembly guides, and deployment instruc-
tions. These materials make it possible for newcomers to implement their own “smart”
stormwater systems, without extensive experience in programming or embedded sys-
tems design.
2.2 Background
Motivation
Effective management of water supply and water excess are some of the largest en-
gineering problems faced by cities today [54], and in the wake of rapid urbanization,
aging infrastructure, and a changing climate, these challenges are expected to intensify
in the decades to come [8, 9]. Floods are the leading cause of severe weather fatalities
worldwide, accounting for roughly 540,000 deaths between 1980 and 2009 [1]. Fur-
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Figure 2.1. The open storm hardware layer. The left panel shows the complete sensor node along with a represen-
tative schematic of its placement in an urban watershed. The right panel shows typical sensors and actuators used in
open storm research projects.
thermore, large quantities of metals, nutrients, and other pollutants are released during
storm events, making their way via streams and rivers into lakes and coastal zones [3, 4].
The need to manage pollutant loads in stormwater has persistently been identified as
one of our greatest environmental challenges [55]. To contend with these concerns, most
communitiesmaintain dedicated gray infrastructure (pipes, ponds, basins, wetlands, etc.)
to convey and treat water during storm events. However, many of these systems are ap-
proaching the end of their design life [7]. At the same time, stormwater systems are
being placed under greater stress due to larger urban populations, changes in land use,
and the increasing frequency of extreme weather events [9, 54]. In some communities,
stormwater and wastewater systems are combined, meaning that they share the same
pipes. For these systems, large storms often lead to combined sewer overflows, which
release viruses, bacteria, nutrients, pharmaceuticals, and other pollutants into estuar-
ies downstream [5]. When coupled with population stressors, it comes as little surprise
that the current state of stormwater infrastructure in the United States has been given a
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near-failing grade by the American Society of Civil Engineers [56].
Engineers have traditionally responded to increasing demands on stormwater sys-
tems by expanding and constructing new gray infrastructure. However, the upsizing of
pipes and storage elements can prove expensive, time-consuming, and may even result
in deleterious long-term side effects. Benefits from stormwater conveyance facilities can
be diminished if individual sites are not designed in a global context. Even when best
management practices are followed, discharges from individual sites may combine to
induce downstream flows that are more intense than those produced under unregulated
conditions [57]. Without system-level coordination, gray infrastructure expansion may
lead to overdesigned solutions that adversely impact flooding, increase stream erosion,
and impair water quality [13]. In response to these concerns, green infrastructure (GI)
has been proposed as an alternative to traditional “steel and concrete” stormwater solu-
tions. These systems use smaller, distributed assets—such as bioswales, green roofs and
rain gardens—to condition flows and improve water quality. However, recent research
has raised questions about the scalability and maintenance requirements of green infras-
tructure [58]. Regardless of the choice between “gray” or “green”, new construction is
limited by cost, and often cannot keep pace with evolving community needs. To pre-
serve watershed and ecological stability, there is an urgent need to incorporate systems
thinking into stormwater designs and to engineer solutions that can optimize stormwater
system performance—not only for individual sites, but for entire watersheds.
The promise of sensing and control
“Smart” water systems promise to improve the study and management of water re-
sources by extending monitoring and control beyond centralized facilities and into wa-
tersheds as a whole. With increased access to inexpensive sensors and wireless commu-
nications, the feasibility of deploying andmaintaining large sensor networks across urban
landscapes is now within reach for many public utilities and research groups. While many
of the technologies have existed for some time, it was not until the integration of wireless
sensor networks with web services (i.e. the Internet of Things) that large networks con-
sisting of hundreds or thousands of heterogeneous devices could be managed reliably
[59]. This in turn has enabled watersheds to be studied at spatial and temporal scales that
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were previously unattainable. By densely instrumenting urban watersheds, researchers
can finally begin to understand the complex and spatially variable feedbacks that gov-
ern water flow and quality across the built environment. A system-level understanding of
urban watershed dynamics will provide decision makers with actionable insights to alert
the public, and improve stewardship of water resources.
Beyond new insight gained through sensing, the ability to dynamically regulate wa-
ter levels across a watershed will reduce flooding, preserve riparian ecosystems, and
allow for distributed treatment of stormwater. While these functions were previously
achieved only through construction of static gray infrastructure or centralized treatment
facilities, the addition of remotely-controlled valves and pumps promises to realize the
same benefits while at the same time reducing costs, expanding coverage, and allow-
ing system performance to scale flexibly with changing hydrologic conditions. Adding
valves to existing stormwater facilities, for instance, can extend hydraulic retention time,
thereby promoting the capture of sediment-bound pollutants [19, 60]. Modulation of
flows (hydrograph shaping) may reduce erosion at downstream locations by ensuring
that discharges do not exceed critical levels [19]. More fundamentally, distributed con-
trol will enable operators to coordinate outflows from stormwater sites (tens to hundreds)
across an entire city. Along with reducing flooding, this will allow water managers to uti-
lize the latent treatment capacity of existing ponds and wetlands—effectively allowing a
watershed to function as a distributed wastewater treatment plant [60].
Such a vision for “smart” stormwater systems is no longer limited by technology.
Rather, adoption of smart water systems has been hindered by (i) a reliance on pro-
prietary technologies, (ii) a lack of proven case studies, and (iii) an absence of end-to-
end solutions that are specifically designed and tested for water resources applications.
To enable truly holistic management and control, there is an urgent need to combine
modern technologies with domain knowledge from water sciences—something which
present solutions do not address or make transparent. These solutions are reviewed
next, after which the open storm framework is introduced as an end-to-end blueprint for
“smart” water systems management. This open-source framework combines low-power
wireless hardware with modern cloud computing services and domain-specific applica-
tions to enable scalable, real-time control of urban water systems.
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2.3 Existing technologies
Real-time sensing and control of water infrastructure is not a new idea. Supervisory con-
trol and data acquisition (SCADA) systems have long been used to monitor and control
critical water infrastructure [61]. In addition to traditional SCADA systems, there has been
a recent explosion in the development of wireless sensor networks (WSNs) for water re-
sources management. While these technologies have made great strides in enabling
monitoring and control of water systems, a lack of end-to-end solutions has inhibited
system-scale management of watersheds. In this section, we review existing technolog-
ical solutions for water system monitoring and control, and describe how open storm
advances the state of the art by providing the first open source, end-to-end solution for
distributed water systems management.
SCADA systems
Most water utilities use SCADA systems to manage the conveyance, treatment and dis-
tribution of water [61]. These systems comprise collections of devices, communication
protocols, and software that enable remote monitoring and control of water assets [61].
Most commonly applied in water distribution systems, SCADA systems typically mon-
itor parameters that indicate service quality—such as flows, pressures, and chemical
concentrations—and then use this information to control the operation of pumps and
valves in real-time [61]. Control may be manual or automatic, and in some cases may
integrate optimization algorithms, decision support systems and advanced control logic
[61]. While legacy SCADA systems remain popular among water utilities, they suffer from
limitations in three major areas: interoperability, scalability and security.
Perhaps the most critical limitation of legacy SCADA systems is the lack of interoper-
ability between systems, reliance on proprietary protocols, and non-extensible software
[62]. Traditional SCADA systems are often isolated and incapable of intercommunica-
tion [62]. Systems that manage water in one municipality, for instance, may be incapable
of communicating with those in another municipality, despite sharing the same service
area. Moreover, different SCADA systems within the same jurisdiction may also be iso-
lated, meaning that management of stormwater systems may not in any way inform the
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operation of wastewater treatment facilities downstream. This lack of communication be-
tween water management architectures makes it difficult to coordinate control actions
at the watershed scale. Proprietary SCADA systems are also often unable to interface
with modern software layers, like Geographic Information Systems (GIS), network anal-
ysis software, or hydrologic models [62]. For this reason, SCADA-based control often
cannot take advantage of modern domain-specific tools that would enable system-scale
optimization of watershed resources.
The capacity of SCADA systems to implement watershed-scale control is also limited
by a lack of spatial coverage. Due to their large power footprint and maintenance re-
quirements, traditional SCADA systems are typically limited to centralized water assets
with dedicated line power, such as drinking water distribution systems and wastewater
treatment facilities [63]. Sensors are usually deployed at a select few locations within the
network—like treatment plants, pump stations and boundaries with other systems—and
in many cases plant and pump station discharges are not even recorded [61]. For decen-
tralized applications, such as stormwater networks or natural river systems, the cost and
power usage of traditional SCADA systems are prohibitive. As such, these distributed
resources often go unmonitored and uncontrolled.
Recent studies have also raised concerns about the security of SCADA systems, many
of which were designed and installed decades ago [64, 65]. Many legacy SCADA systems
rely on specialized protocols without built-in support for authentication, such as MOD-
BUS/TCP, EtherNet/IP and DNP317 [64, 65]. The use of unsecured protocols means that
it is possible for unauthorized parties to execute commands remotely on a device in the
SCADA network [64]. To cope with this problem, SCADA networks are often isolated
from public networks, such as the internet. However, remote attacks are still possible—
particularly through the use of unsecured radio channels [65]. Moreover, isolation from
public networks limits the use of modern web services such as cloud computing plat-
forms. Reliance on closed networks and proprietary interfaces may also lend a false
sense of security to legacy SCADA systems—a concept known as security through ob-
scurity [64]. For these reasons, SCADA systems have gained the reputation of being
relatively closed and only manageable by highly-trained operators or specialized local
consultants. While SCADA systems remain the most popular platform for managing ur-
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ban water systems, new tools are needed to improve security, expand coverage, and
encourage integration with modern software.
Wireless sensor networks
The past decade has witnessed a large reduction in the cost and power consumption
of wireless electronics; leveraging these advances, wireless sensor networks (WSNs)
have opened up new frontiers in environmental monitoring, with applications ranging
from biodiversity monitoring [66], forest fire detection [67, 68], precision agriculture
[69], glacier research [70], and structural health monitoring [53]. Unlike SCADA systems,
WSNs are ideal for low-cost, low-power, and low-maintenance applications, making them
well-suited for the monitoring of large water systems like rivers and watersheds. WSNs
have been applied to great success in applications ranging from flood monitoring to
real-time stormwater control; however, current implementations are generally experi-
mental or proprietary, resulting in a lack of discoverability, limited interoperability, and
duplication of effort among projects.
Within the water sciences, flood monitoring represents a particularly important appli-
cation area for WSNs. While several groups have worked to expand the capabilities of
existing legacy flood detection networks [71–73], only a small number of groups have
designed and deployed their own floodmonitoringWSNs. Hughes et al. (2008) describe
a 15-node riverine flood monitoring WSN in the United Kingdom, which interfaces with
remote models, performs on-site computation, and sends location-specific flood warn-
ings to stakeholders [74, 75]. Other riverine flood monitoring networks include a 3-node
river monitoring network in Massachusetts, a 4-node network in Honduras [76], and—
perhaps the largest unified floodmonitoring network in the US—the Iowa Flood Informa-
tion System (IFIS), which draws on a network of over 200 cellular-enabled sensor nodes
[77]. While most existing flood-monitoring networks focus on large-scale river basins,
flash-flooding has received considerably less attention in the WSN community. Marin-
Perez et al. (2012) construct a 9-node WSN for flash flood monitoring in a 660 km2
semiarid watershed in Spain [78], while See et al. (2011) use a Zigbee-based WSN to
monitor gully-pot overflows in an urban sewer system [79]. While most deployments are
still pilot-scale, these projects demonstrate the potential of WSNs for distributed flood
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monitoring across a variety of scales and environments.
In addition to monitoring watershed hazards, a limited—but promising—number of
projects are illustrating the potential of WSNs for real-time control. Web-enabled sen-
sor nodes have been used to develop adaptive green infrastructure at a select number
of pilot sites—for instance, by using weather forecasts to facilitate predictive rainwater
harvesting and capture of sediment-bound pollutants [80]. At larger scales, a combined
sewer network in South Bend, Indiana uses over 120 flow and depth sensors along with
nine valves to actively modulate flows into the city’s combined sewer system [12]. This
network optimizes the use of existing in-line storage and has achieved a roughly five-fold
reduction in combined sewer overflows from 2006-2014 [12]—all without the construc-
tion of additional infrastructure. While distributed control of storm and sewer systems
shows promise, most existing implementations are proprietary. A lack of transparency
makes these solutions inaccessible to decision makers and the water resources commu-
nity at large.
Although many research groups have realized the potential for real-time watershed
monitoring, existingWSN deployments are generally small-scale and experimental in na-
ture. In order for these networks to be accepted as “critical infrastructure” by the water
resources community at large, consistent standards for design, deployment and func-
tionality are needed. In designing their own WSNs, researchers tend to look towards
previous research projects [76]. However, research papers rarely include the detailed
documentation needed to implement an end-to-end sensor platform [76]. As a result,
researchers are often forced to design and deploy their own WSNs from scratch. To pre-
vent duplication of effort and ensure best practices, a community-driven how-to guide is
urgently needed. Moreover, while proprietary control networks have proven their effec-
tiveness in improving the performance of stormwater systems, an open source alternative
is needed to encourage transparency, interoperability, and extensibility. Without open
software, standards, and documentation, these new technologies risk becoming like the
SCADA systems of old: isolated, proprietary, and incapable of intercommunication.
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Figure 2.2. The open storm stack. The hardware layer (left) comprises the sensor node along with auxiliary sensors
and actuators. The cloud services layer (center) includes the database backend, along with a series of publication and
subscription services for controlling sensor node behavior and interfacing with applications. The applications layer
(right) allows for real-time supervision and control of field-deployed devices. The rightmost panel shows an example
dashboard, including sensor feeds and network status visualizations.
2.4 The open storm platform
Open storm provides a transparent and unified framework for sensing and control of
urban watersheds. To our knowledge, it is the only open-source, end-to-end platform
that combines real-time sensing, control and cloud services for the purpose of water re-
sources management. The project is designed to foster engagement by lowering the
technological barriers for stakeholders, decision makers, and researchers. To this end,
the open storm framework is accompanied by a body of reference material that aims
to make it easy for non-experts to deploy their own sensors and controllers. This living
document, available at open-storm.org, provides tutorials, documentation, supported
hardware, and case studies for end-to-end sensor network management. In addition to
documenting core features, this guide details the (literal) nuts-and-bolts of sensor net-
work deployment, including information that is typically not available in journal articles—
such as mounting hardware, assembly instructions and deployment techniques.
The open storm framework can broadly be divided into three layers: hardware, cloud
services, and applications (Figure 2.2). The hardware layer includes devices that are de-
ployed in the field—such as sensors for collecting raw data, actuators for controlling wa-
ter flows, microprocessors, and wireless transmitters. The cloud services layer includes
processing utilities that receive, store and process data, and interact with field-deployed
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devices through user-defined applications. Finally, the application layer defines how
users, algorithms, and real-time models interact with field-deployed devices. This three-
tier architecture allows for applications to be developed at a high level, without the need
for low-level firmware programming. Together, these layers comprise a scalable frame-
work that can easily be adapted to the needs of a wide variety of users and applications.
Hardware
The sensor node
At its core, the open storm hardware layer (Figure 2.1) is enabled by the sensor node—a
custom low-power embedded computer with wireless capabilities. The sensor node col-
lects measurements from attached sensors, transmits and receives data from a remote
server, and executes control actions. A microcontroller (PSOC5-LP by Cypress Semicon-
ductor) serves at the processing unit for the board. This microcontroller is programmed
with a simple operating system that schedules the tasks to be executed, and interfaces
with a series of device drivers that control the behavior of attached sensors and actua-
tors. The operating system is designed to minimize power use and consists of a single
routine which (i) wakes the device from sleep mode, (ii) downloads pending instructions
from the cloud server, (iii) takes sensor readings and triggers actuators, (iv) transmits sen-
sor data to the server, and (v) puts the device back into sleep mode. The sensor node
spends the majority of its deployment in sleep mode, allowing it to conserve battery
power and remain in the field for an extended period of time.
The sensor node uses wireless telemetry to transmit and receive data from a remote
server. While internet connectivity can be achieved through a number of wireless proto-
cols, open storm nodes currently use a cellular communications protocol, which enables
telemetry through 2G, 3G and 4G LTE cellular networks. Cellular connectivity is imple-
mented through the use of a cellular module (by Telit), along with a small antenna for
broadcasting the wireless signal. Compared to other protocols (such as satellite or wi-fi),
cellular telemetry is especially suitable for urban and suburban environments due to (i)
consistent coverage, (ii) relatively low cost, and (iii) high data throughput. At the time of
writing, IoT cellular data plans can be purchased for under $5 per month per node (1-10
MB), making it financially feasible for even small research groups to maintain large-scale
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networks.
The sensor node is equipped with a power regulation subsystem to provide power
to the microcontroller and attached devices. The power supply system consists of four
components: (i) a battery, (ii) a solar panel, (iii) a charge controller, and (iv) a voltage con-
verter. The voltage converter permits the sensor node to be powered across a range of
3-40V. While most sensor nodes are powered by a 3.7V Lithium Ion battery, 12V bat-
teries can also be used for higher-voltage sensors and actuators. The solar panel and
solar charger are used to recharge the battery, allowing the device to remain in the field
without routine maintenance. At the time of writing, many field-deployed sensor nodes
have reported data for over a year without loss of power.
Detailed technical information regarding the sensor node—including parts, schemat-
ics and programming instructions—are available online at open-storm.org/node. Ex-
cluding the cost of auxiliary sensors, the sensor node can currently be assembled from
off-the-shelf parts for a price of approximately $350 per node.
Sensors and actuators
The open storm platform supports an extensive catalog of digital and analog environ-
mental sensors. Typical sensors include (i) ultrasonic and pressure-based water level
sensors, (ii) soil moisture sensors, (iii) tipping-bucket and optical rain gages, (iv) auto-
mated grab samplers for assessing pollutant loads, and (v) in-situ water quality sensors,
including probes for dissolved oxygen, pH, temperature, conductivity, dissolved solids,
and oxidation-reduction potential. While many sensors are known to work “out of the
box”, new sensors can be quickly integrated by adding device drivers to the sensor
node firmware. Support for nearly arbitrary sensors is provided by the microcontroller’s
system-on-chip (SoC), which allows for analog and digital peripherals—like analog-to-
digital converters, multiplexers, and logic gates—to be generated using programmable
blocks in the device firmware. In addition to environmental sensors, the sensor node
also includes internal sensors that report device health statistics, including battery volt-
age, cellular reception strength, and connection attempts. These device health statistics
help to diagnose network issues, and can be used as inputs to remote trigger routines.
Sensors can be configured remotely using web services (see cloud services section). This
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capability allows users to turn sensors on or off, or to change the sampling frequency of
a sensor without reprogramming the device in the field.
The open storm platform also supports an array of actuators that can be used to
move mechanical devices in the field. These devices are used to guide the behavior of
water systems in real-time, by controlling the flow of water in ponds, channels and pipes.
Butterfly valves are one common type of actuating device, and are typically used to
control discharge from storage elements such as retention basins. Valves can be opened,
closed, or configured across any number of partially opened configurations to modulate
flows. As with onboard sensors, these devices are operated remotely using commands
sent from a server. Control signals can be specified manually, or through automated
control algorithms.
Detailed technical information regarding supported sensors and actuators, along with
guides for integrating new devices are provided online at open-storm.org/sensors.
Cloud services
While sensor nodes can function independently by storing data and making decisions
on a local level, integration with cloud services enables system-scale supervision, con-
figuration, and control of field-deployed devices. Like a traditional SCADA system, the
cloud services layer facilitates telemetry and storage of sensor data, provides visualiza-
tion capabilities, and enables remote control of devices—either through manual input or
through automated routines. However, unlike a traditional SCADA system, the cloud ser-
vices layer also allows sensor nodes to communicate with a wide variety of user-defined
web applications—including advanced data visualization tools, control algorithms, GIS
software, external data ingesters, alert systems, and real-time hydrologic models. By
combining real-time supervision and control with domain-specific tools, this architecture
enables flexible system-scale control of water assets.
In brief, the cloud services layer performs the following core functions: (1) stores and
processes remotely-transmitted data, (2) simplifies management and maintenance of
field-deployed sensor nodes, and (3) enables integration with a suite of real-timemodels,
control algorithms, and visualizations. These services are environment-agnostic, mean-
ing that they can be deployed on a local server or a virtual server in the cloud. In practice,
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however, current open storm projects are deployed on popular cloud services—such as
Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) [81] or Microsoft Azure [82]—to ensure that com-
putational resources flexibly scale with demand. In the following section, we describe
the basic architecture, and present example applications that are included with the open
storm platform.
The cloud services layer follows a simple design pattern, in which applications commu-
nicate with sensor nodes through a central database. On the device side, sensor nodes
push sensor measurements to the database, and then query the database to determine
the latest desired control actions. On the server side, applications query the latest sensor
readings from the database, feed these sensor readings into user-defined applications,
and then write commands to the database to control the behavior of field hardware re-
motely. This architecture allows field-deployed sensors to be managed through a single
endpoint, and also allows new applications to be developed without modifying critical
device firmware.
The database serves dual purposes as both a storage engine for sensor data, and as
a communication layer between field-deployed sensors and web applications. The pri-
mary purpose of the database is to store incoming measurements from field-deployed
sensors. Sensor nodes report measurements directly to the database via a secure web
connection—using the same protocol that one might use to access web pages in a
browser (HTTPS). The database address (URL) is specified in the sensor node firmware,
allowing the user to write data to an endpoint of their choosing. In addition to storing
sensor measurements, the database also enables bidirectional communication between
the node and cloud-based applications by storing device configuration data, command
signals, and data from external sources. Server applications communicate with the sen-
sor node by writing commands to the database. These commands are then downloaded
by the sensor node on each wakeup cycle. For example, a real-time control application
might adjust outflow from a storage basin by writing a sequence of valve positions to
the database. At each sampling interval, the sensor node will query the latest desired
valve position and enact the appropriate control action. This system enables bidirec-
tional communication with field-deployed sensor nodes without the need for complex
middleware.
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For its database backend, the open storm project uses InfluxDB, a time-series database
that is optimized for high availability and throughput of time-series data [83]. Communi-
cations with the database backend are secured through the use of basic authentication
(i.e. a username and password), as well as Transport Layer Security encryption (TLS/SSL).
The use of basic authentication prevents unauthorized parties from executing malicious
commands on the network, while the use of encryption prevents attackers from inter-
cepting sensitive data. Because applications communicate with the sensor node through
the database, this means that applications are secured automatically against attackers
as well. Altogether, this system comprises a data backend that is secure, maintainable,
and extensible.
Applications
The open storm platform features a powerful application layer that enables users to
process and analyze data, build user interfaces, and control sensor nodes remotely. Ap-
plications are implemented by creating a series of subscriptions on the central database.
These subscriptions perform one of three actions: (i) read from the database, (ii) write
new entries to the database, and (iii) trigger actions based on user-specified conditions.
While seemingly simple, this system allows for the development of a wide range of ap-
plications. A data visualization platform, for instance, is implemented by continuously
querying sensor streams from the database; similarly, automated control is implemented
by writing a continuous stream of commands. In the following section, we demonstrate
the potential of the open storm application platform by presenting example applications,
including a data visualization portal, a push alert system, adaptive control, and real-time
integration with hydrologic models.
Network supervision and maintenance tools
Much like a traditional SCADA system, the open storm platform provides a web-based
graphical user interface for real-time visualization and device configuration. Figure 2.2
shows an example dashboard, with time series of cellular connection strength (top), ra-
dial gauges for monitoring battery voltage (center), and real-time depth readings from
two sensor nodes (bottom). Time series visualizations are implemented using theGrafana
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analytics platform [84], which allows users to develop customized dashboards that suit
their individual needs. To facilitate remote configuration of sensor nodes, open storm
also includes a web portal that allows users to change device parameters (such as sam-
pling frequency), control actuator behavior, and set event triggers using a web browser.
Automated alerts and adaptive control
In addition to enabling manual supervision and control, open storm also provides a rich
interface for triggering automatic actions based on user-specified conditions. Push alerts
are one common type of trigger event. Alerts can be used to notify stakeholders of
hazardous field conditions, such as flooding, or to recommend control strategies to
operators in real time. Alerts are also used to notify the user about the health of the
network—for instance, by sending push warnings when node battery voltages drop be-
low a threshold, or by emitting a critical alert when data throughput ceases. These sys-
tem health alerts allow network outages to be promptly diagnosed and serviced. Alerts
can be pushed to a variety of endpoints, including email, text messages, or to social
media platforms such as Twitter and Slack [85, 86]. The wide variety of available push
notification formats means that the open storm platform is suited to handling both (i)
confidential alerts for system operators, and (ii) public emergency broadcasts.
In addition to the alert system, subscriptions are also used to implement adaptive
sampling and automatic control. Adaptive sampling allows the sampling frequency of
the node to be changed remotely in response to weather forecasts, data anomalies, or
manual user input [87]. This in turn allows hydrologically interesting events—such as
storm events and dam releases—to be measured at an enhanced resolution. To ma-
nipulate sampling frequencies in response to changing weather conditions, for instance,
weather forecasts are first downloaded into the open storm database using an external
data ingester. Next, the subscription service parses the incoming data. If the service
detects a probability of rain, the sampling frequency of a node is increased. When no
precipitation is anticipated, the sampling frequency is decreased, allowing the node to
conserve battery power. The same principle is used to implement automated control.
The subscription service can be configured as a simple set-point or PID controller, for
instance, by computing a control signal based on an input data stream. This controller
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can in turn be used to optimize outflow from a retention pond, by controlling the po-
sition of an outlet valve. More sophisticated control schemes can be implemented by
attaching the subscription service to an online model, which optimizes control strategies
over an entire stormwater network, achieving system-level benefits. Examples include
the MatSWMM and pySWMM software packages [88, 89], which are used to simulate
real-time control strategies for urban drainage networks.
Detailed information regarding cloud services and applications can be found at open-
storm.org/cloud. In addition to the cloud services platform described here, the open
storm sensor node is also compatible with other cloud-based data management services,
such as the CHORDS (Cloud Hosted Real-time Data Services for the Geosciences) portal
[90].
Figure 2.3. Flood monitoring network in the Dallas–Fort Worth metroplex. The map (left) shows current and
proposed sensor sites, while the detail photos (bottom-right) show an example bridge-mounted depth sensor node.
Time series (top-right) show the response in stream depth to a series of storm events from August 5-6, 2016. From
these stage hydrographs, it can be seen that the response varies widely even within a relatively small geographic area.
2.5 Case Studies
To demonstrate the capabilities of the open storm platform, we present two ongoing
case studies. The first is a real-time flash flood warning network for the Dallas–Fort
Worth metroplex in Texas. This deployment detects flash floods at the level of individual
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roadways, allowing targeted alerts for motorists and improved routing of emergency
services during storm events. The second case study is a “smart” stormwater control
network in the City of Ann Arbor, Michigan. This deployment aims to improve water
quality and mitigate stormwater damage by adaptively timing releases from retention
basins across an entire watershed.
Case study 1: Flood monitoring
Located in “flash-flood alley”, the Dallas–Fort Worth (DFW) metroplex has historically
been one of themost flood-prone areas in the United States [91]. Chronic flooding results
in an average of 17 fatalities per year in the state of Texas, with amajority of deaths arising
from flash floods [91]. Despite recent efforts to improve stormwater management [92],
lack of fine-scale runoff measurements inhibits prediction and communication of flash
flood risks. To address this problem, we are using the open storm platform to build a
real-time flash flood monitoring network. Drawing on the open storm real-time alert
system, this network aims to improve disaster response by communicating flood risks
to emergency managers in real-time, and by generating targeted alerts that will allow
motorists to safely navigate around inundated roadways.
To date, urban flash flooding remains a poorly-understood phenomenon. There is
currently no model that is capable of generating reliable flash flood estimates in urban
areas [6]. Modeling of urban flash floods is complicated by an absence of natural flow
paths and interaction of runoff with man-made structures [6]. However, lack of data at
appropriate spatial and temporal scales also presents a major challenge. For reliable
modeling of flash floods, Berne (2004) recommends using rainfall data at a minimum
spatial resolution of 500 meters [28], while a recommended temporal resolution of 1-15
minutes for rainfall is recommended by Smith (2007) [93]. Existing rain gages and river
stage monitors are often too sparsely distributed to meet these requirements. Within
the DFW metroplex, NWS maintains 12 quality-controlled gages [94], while USGS pro-
vides precipitation data at 30 sites [95]. This means that the current spatial resolution
of validated rain gages within the DFW metroplex is roughly 1 gage per 600 km2—too
sparse for reliable prediction of flash floods. Likewise, current river stage monitors for
the DFW region are largely deployed along mainstems of creeks and rivers with con-
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tributing areas ranging from 20 km2 to 21,000 km2 (and a median contributing area of
220 km2). While these gages provide excellent coverage of riverine flooding, they offer
limited potential for capturing flash floods.
To fill coverage gaps and enable real-time flash flood forecasting, we are building a
wide-area floodmonitoring network that is specifically tailored to monitoring flash floods
over small-scale catchments (ranging from about 3 to 80 km2 in size). Our approach is
to leverage a large array of inexpensive depth sensors to capture runoff response at the
scale of individual roadways, creeks, and culverts. By using inexpensive hardware, we
are able to scale our network to a size that would be infeasible with state-of-the-art stage
monitoring stations (such as those used by NOAA or USGS). At the time of writing, 40
sensor nodes have been allocated and built for the DFW flood monitoring project, with
over 15 nodes currently deployed and reporting. These 40 sensor nodes have been built
for a cost of $20,000 USD—less than the cost as a single USGS gaging station [96].1
Figure 2.3 presents an overview of the DFW flood monitoring network. The left panel
shows a map of the DFW metroplex, with current and proposed sensor node locations.
The bottom-right panel shows a detail of a typical sensor node installation. Like most
nodes in the network, this node is mounted to a bridge deck with an ultrasonic depth
sensor pointed at the stream surface below. The sensor node records the depth to the
water surface at a typical time interval of 3-15 minutes. The top-right plot shows a time
series of stream depth during two distinct storm events for a sample of nodes on the
network. From this plot, it can be seen that the runoff response varies widely between
sensor locations, even in a relatively concentrated geographic area. During the second
event, for instance, Node 2 (yellow) reports a large increase in discharge, while Node 9
(purple) reports no change in discharge. Comparison of the hydrographs with NEXRAD
[97] radar data shows that the variability in stage is largely explained by spatial variability
in the rainfall fields2. This result confirms the need for increased spatial resolution in
stream stage measurements for flash flood monitoring.
The open storm platform enables detection and communication of flood risks on spa-
tial and temporal scales appropriate for real-time disaster response and control. Adap-
1The installation cost for a USGS stage-discharge streamgaging station is roughly $20,000, with an annual recurring cost of
approximately $16,000.
2See https://github.com/open-storm/docs.open-storm.org/wiki/Case-study:-Flood-Monitoring-in-Dallas-Fort-Worth
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Figure 2.4. The Ann Arbor stormwater control network with selected sites. The blue region of the map shows
the boundary of the Malletts Creek watershed, while node locations are indicated by gold markers. The outlet of
the watershed (1) is monitored by a USGS gage, along with an automated sampler (1, top-left) and a depth-sensing
node (1, center-right). Active control is added through a butterfly valve (2), and dual gate valves (4). The watershed
is monitored by an array of depth sensors (6, 7 and 3, bottom-left), soil moisture sensors (5) and in-situ water quality
sensors (3, bottom-right).
tive management of traffic during extreme weather events represents one important ap-
plication of this technology. The Dallas–Fort Worth flood monitoring network could im-
prove disaster response by communicating flood risks to motorists in real-time, thereby
allowing them to safely navigate around flooded roadways. This is especially important
given that in the US, roughly 74% of fatalities from flooding are motor-vehicle related
[1], and in Texas, as much as 93% of flood-related deaths result from walking or driving
into floodwaters [91]. Current alert systems are to a large extent insensitive to spatial
variability in flood response [75]. However, the open storm framework enables targeted
alerts that can be integrated into existing mobile navigation apps. In a future that may
be characterized by autonomous vehicles and vehicle-to-infrastructure communication
[98], this technology could one day be used to adaptively route traffic during extreme
weather events.
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Case study 2: Controlling Watersheds
As illustrated by the Dallas–Fort Worth flood-monitoring network, real-time measure-
ments can play a pivotal role in providing alerts to stakeholders and improving our un-
derstanding of watershed dynamics. However, with the addition of active control, it is
possible to not only monitor adverse events, but also to prevent them. The open storm
platform is capable of enacting control on a watershed scale using distributed valve
controllers, adaptive control schemes, and cloud-hosted hydrologic models. Instead of
building bigger stormwater systems, operators may use real-time control to make better
use of existing water infrastructure, mitigate flooding, and decrease contaminant loads
into sensitive ecosystems.
The open storm framework is presently being used to control an urban watershed in
the City of Ann Arbor, Michigan. TheMalletts Creek watershed—a 26.7 km2 tributary of
the Huron River—has traditionally served as a major focal point in the city’s strategy to
combat flooding and reduce runoff-driven water quality impairments [99]. Given its prox-
imity to the Great Lakes, water resource managers have placed an emphasis on reducing
nutrient loads from urban runoff. A majority of the discharge in Malletts creek originates
from the predominantly impervious upstream (southwestern) reach of the watershed,
while a significant, but smaller portion of the discharge originates from the central reach
of the watershed. For this reason, local water resource managers have constructed a
number of flood-control basins in the upstream segments of the catchment. It is these
basins that are now modified to allow for real-time control of the watershed.
The watershed is modified for control at two locations by retrofitting existing basin
outlets with remotely-operated valves (Figure 2.4). The first control point is a stormwa-
ter retention pond in the southern part of the watershed (shown in red in Figure 2.5).
While originally designed as a flow-through (detention) pond, the addition of two 30
cm diameter gate valves allows for an additional 19 million liters of water to be actively
retained or released. The second control point is a smaller retention pond, located in
the central reach of the watershed (shown in green in Figure 2.5). This control site is
retrofitted with a rugged 30 cm diameter butterfly valve. The position of each valve is
controlled via an attached sensor node, which relays commands from a remote server.
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Each sensor node is equipped with a pair of ultrasonic sensors: one to measure the water
depth at the pond, and one to measure the depth of the outflow stream. The control
sites operate entirely on 12V battery power, along with a solar panel to recharge the
battery during daylight hours. This configuration allows the controller to remain in the
field permanently, without the need for a dedicated external electricity source.3
In addition to the two control sites, the Ann Arbor network is also instrumented with
more than twenty sensor nodes that monitor system performance and characterize real-
time site conditions. Using a combination of ultrasonic depth sensors, optical rain gages,
and soil conductivity sensors, these nodes report stream stage, soil moisture, soil temper-
ature, and precipitation accumulation approximately once every 10 minutes (with an in-
creased resolution of 2-3 minutes during storms). An additional set of nodes is deployed
to measure water quality—including dissolved oxygen, pH, temperature, oxidation re-
duction potential, conductivity, temperature—as well as an automated grab sampler for
capturing contaminants of interest (such as heavy metals and microbes). These nodes
are deployed at the inlet and outlet of constructed wetlands to determine how real-time
control affects the removal of pollutants.
Measurements from the sensor network are validated using an external United States
Geological Survey flow measurement station (USGS station 4174518), located at the wa-
tershed outlet. These federally-certified measurements are available freely on the web,
making them relatively easy to ingest into the open storm framework as an external data
source. Furthermore, localized weather forecasts are ingested from public forecasting
services (darksky.net) to provide daily, hourly, and minute-level forecasts to inform the
control of each site in the network [100]. These external data sources allow for near-
instant validation of sensor data, and provide a holistic “snapshot” of system states.
We confirm the effectiveness of the control network through a simple experiment. In
this experiment, stormwater is retained at an upstream control site, then released grad-
ually to maximize sedimentation and reduce erosion downstream. While it is known that
the addition of control valves affords many localized benefits—such as the ability to in-
crease retention and capture sediments [101]—the goal of this experiment is to test the
extent to which control of individual sites can improve watershed-scale outcomes. The
3With two people, installation at each site takes approximately one day. This includes time dedicated to mounting valves,
sensors, and remotely-testing the equipment.
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control experiment takes place on a river reach that stretches across three sites: a reten-
tion pond (upstream), a constructed wetland (center), and the watershed outlet. Figure
2.5 (right) shows the three test sites within the watershed, with the fractional contributing
area of each site indicated by color. In this system, runoff flows from the retention pond
(red) to the watershed outlet (blue) by way of an end-of-line constructed wetland (green)
designed to treat water, capture sediments, and limit downstream erosion. Erosion, in
particular, has been shown to be primary source of phosphorus in the watershed [87],
thus emphasizing the need to reduce flashy flows. While the wetland serves a valuable
purpose in improving water quality, it is sized for relatively small events. Specifically, the
basin is designed to hold up to 57 million liters of stormwater but experiences as much
as 760 million liters during a ten-year storm. Thus, it often overflows during storms,
meaning that treatment benefits are bypassed. To maximize treatment capacity, a sen-
sor node is placed into the wetland to measure the local water level and determine the
optimal time to release from the retention pond upstream.
Figure 2.5. Malletts Creek control experiment. The left panel shows time series of water depth from 12:00 pm on
December 2 to 6:00 am on December 4, 2016. The right panel shows the location of the three sites in the watershed,
with the partitioned contributing areas of each location corresponding to the colors of the time series plots.
At the outset of the experiment, water is held in the upstream retention pond follow-
ing a storm on December 1, 2016. Residual discharge from the original storm event can
be observed as a falling hydrograph limb at the USGS gaging station (blue) during the
first 10 hours of the experiment (Figure 2.5). The sensor located at the wetland is used
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to determine the time at which it is safe to release upstream flows without overflowing
the wetland (Figure 2.5). Water is initially released from the pond at 4:00 pm on Decem-
ber 2, as indicated by a drop in the water level of the pond. Two hours later, the water
level in the wetland begins to rise due to the discharge arriving from upstream. Finally,
after another three hours, the discharge wave reaches the outlet, where it is detected by
the USGS flow station. Over the course of the controlled release, the station registers
roughly 19 million liters of cumulative discharge.
The control experiment shows demonstrable improvements in system performance
compared to the uncontrolled case. While the water quality benefits will be measured
in the coming year, a number of likely benefits can be posited. As measured, over 19
million liters were removed from the storm window and retained in the basin follow-
ing the storm event. The residence time of the water in the pond increased by nearly
48 hours, increasing the potential for sedimentation [101]. The removal of stormwa-
ter flows also resulted in attenuation of the downstream hydrograph. The peak flows
at the watershed outlet were measured to be 0.28 m3=s during the storm, but would
have been nearly 0.60 m3=s had the valves in the basin not been closed. Based on
prior studies in the watershed—which showed that flows in the stream correlate closely
with suspended sediment concentrations—it can be estimated that the flows from the
basin were discharged at roughly 60 mg/L, rather than 110 mg/L, thus nearly halving the
concentration of suspended solids and total phosphorus in the flows originating from
the controlled basin [87]. Moreover, the controlled experiment enhanced the effective
treatment capacity at the wetland downstream, which would have overflowed during the
storm, thus not treating the flows from the upstream pond. As such, the simple addition
of one upstream valve provided additive benefits across a long chain of water assets,
demonstrating firsthand how system-level benefits can be achieved beyond the scale of
individual sites. While the water quality impacts of active control deserve further assess-
ment, this study opens the door for adaptive stormwater control at the watershed scale.
Rather than optimizing the performance of isolated sites, the open storm platform can
be used to determine the optimal control strategy for an entire watershed, then enact it
in real-time.
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2.6 Conclusion
Open storm is an all-in-one, “batteries included” platform for monitoring and manag-
ing urban water systems. Its emphasis on extensive configurability, real-time response,
and automated control make it an ideal choice for water system managers and environ-
mental researchers alike. While many open hardware platforms exist, open storm is the
first open-source, end-to-end platform that combines sensing, control and cloud com-
puting in service of water resources management. Aside from providing a technological
blueprint, open storm addresses the real-world requirements that can be expected in
water resources applications, such as field-robustness, low-power operation and system-
scale coordination. The open storm project has shown proven results in extending the
capabilities of existing stormwater systems: both by increasing the spatiotemporal reso-
lution of measurements, and by actively improving water quality through real-time con-
trol. However, open storm is not just a platform—it’s also a community of researchers,
stakeholders and decision-makers who are dedicated to realizing smarter water systems.
To assist in the dissemination and development of smart water systems, we are creating
a living document at open-storm.org in order to share standards, reference materials,
architectures, use cases, evaluation metrics, and other helpful resources. We invite users
to participate in this project by sharing their experiences with designing, deploying and
maintaining smart water systems.
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Chapter 3
Windshield Wipers on Connected Vehicles Produce
High-Accuracy Rainfall Maps
Abstract
Connected vehicles are poised to transform the field of environmental sensing by en-
abling acquisition of scientific data at unprecedented scales. Drawing on a real-world
dataset collected from almost 70 connected vehicles, this study generates improved
rainfall estimates by combining weather radar with windshield wiper observations. Ex-
isting methods for measuring precipitation are subject to spatial and temporal uncertain-
ties that compromise high-precision applications like flash flood forecasting. Windshield
wiper measurements from connected vehicles correct these uncertainties by providing
precise information about the timing and location of rainfall. Using co-located vehicle
dashboard camera footage, we find that wiper measurements are a stronger predictor
of binary rainfall state than traditional stationary gages or radar-based measurements.
We introduce a Bayesian filtering framework that generates improved rainfall estimates
by updating radar rainfall fields with windshield wiper observations. We find that the re-
sulting rainfall field estimate captures rainfall events that would otherwise be missed by
conventional measurements. We discuss how these enhanced rainfall maps can be used
to improve flood warnings and facilitate real-time operation of stormwater infrastructure.
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3.1 Introduction
Accurate rainfall measurements are essential for the effective management of water re-
sources [27]. Historical rainfall records are used extensively in the design of water in-
frastructure [103], while at finer scales, real-time rainfall measurements are an integral
component of flood forecasting systems [6]. Despite the central role that precipitation
measurements play in the design and operation of water infrastructure, current methods
for measuring precipitation often do not provide the spatial resolution or measurement
certainty required for real-time applications [6]. As the demand for real-time precipita-
tion data increases, new sensing modalities are needed to address deficiencies found in
conventional data sources.
The need for high-resolution precipitation estimates is perhaps best illustrated by the
problem of urban flash flooding. Flooding is the number one cause of natural disaster
fatalities worldwide, with flash floods accounting for a majority of flooding deaths in
developed countries [1]. Despite the risks posed by flash flooding, there is “no existing
model [that is] capable of making reliable flash flood forecasts in urban watersheds”
[6]. Flash flood forecasting is to a large extent hindered by a lack of high-resolution
precipitation data, with spatial resolutions of < 500 m and temporal resolutions of 1-15
minutes required for urban areas [28, 93].
Contemporary rain measurement technologies—such as stationary rain gages and
weather radar—struggle to achieve the level of precision necessary for flash flood fore-
casting. While rain gages have long served as a trusted source of surface-level precipita-
tion measurements [104], they often fail to capture the spatial variability of rain events,
especially during convective storms [29–31]. This inability to resolve spatial patterns in
rainfall is made worse by the fact that the number of rain gages worldwide is rapidly de-
clining [27]. Weather radar is a useful tool for capturing the spatial distribution of rainfall.
However, radar-rainfall estimates are subject to large spatial and temporal uncertainties
[33–35, 105]. Additionally, weather radar tends to show systematically large biases for
major flood events, and may perform poorly for small watersheds [93], making urban
flood forecasting problematic.
The rise of connected and autonomous vehicles offers an unprecedented opportu-
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nity to enhance the density of environmental measurements [37, 38]. While dedicated
sensor networks are expensive to deploy and maintain, fleets of connected vehicles can
capture real-time data at fine spatial and temporal scales through the use of incidental
onboard sensors. With regard to rainfall measurement, windshield wiper activity offers a
novel means to detect the location and timing of rainfall with enhanced precision. When
used in conjunction with modern signal processing techniques, wiper-based sensing of-
fers several attractive properties: (i) vehicles achieve vastly improved coverage of urban
areas, where flood monitoring is important; (ii) windshield wiper intensity is easy to mea-
sure and requires little overhead for processing (as opposed to video or audio data);
and (iii) vehicle-based sensing can be readily scaled as vehicle-to-infrastructure commu-
nication becomes more widespread. Moreover, many new vehicles come equipped with
optical rain sensors that enable direct measurement of rainfall intensities. When paired
with data assimilation techniques, these sensors may enable even higher-accuracy esti-
mation of rainfall fields compared to wipers alone.
Figure 3.1. Overview of vehicle study area. Map depicts vehicle and rainfall conditions on June 12, 2014. Blue
circles represent rain gages. Vehicle paths are shown as green lines, while roads are shown in gray. A radar overlay
shows the average precipitation intensity as estimated by radar.
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While a small number of studies have investigated vehicle-based precipitation mea-
surements, the results of these studies are strictly based on simulated wiper data instead
of real measurements. As such, the premise that windshield wiper data can be used to
improve rainfall estimates has never been verified using a large real-world dataset. Hill
(2015) combines simulated binary (wet/dry) rainfall sensors with weather radar observa-
tions to generate improved areal rainfall estimates, which are then validated against
rainfall fields produced by interpolation of tipping-bucket rain gages [37]. Similarly,
Haberlandt (2010) combines simulated vehicle wiper measurements with rain gage ob-
servations to improve rainfall field estimates, and then validates the resulting product
against weather radar [38]. Although these studies highlight the potential for vehicle-
basedmeasurements to improve the spatial and temporal resolution of rainfall estimates,
their findings have not yet been validated using data from real-world connected vehicles.
To address these challenges, this study leverages windshield wiper measurements
collected from nearly 70 vehicles to produce corrected rainfall maps (see Figure 3.1 for
a description of the study area and data sources). In the first part of this paper, we
demonstrate that windshield wiper measurements offer a reliable indicator of rainfall by
comparing wiper measurements against dashboard camera footage that indicates the
ground truth binary rainfall state (raining/not raining). In the second part of this paper,
we develop a Bayesian data fusion procedure that combines weather radar with vehicle-
based wiper measurements to produce an updated probabilistic rainfall field map. We
validate this novel data product by showing that it is more effective than the original
radar data at predicting the binary rainfall state. Finally, we discuss how these enhanced
rainfall maps can be used to improve flood warnings and facilitate real-time operation of
stormwater infrastructure.
3.2 Results
Windshield wipers improve binary rainfall detection
Windshield wiper measurements enhance rainfall estimation by enabling greater cer-
tainty about the timing and location of rainfall. While wiper intensity on its own is gener-
ally a poor predictor of rainfall intensity (see Figure S3.1 in the Supplementary Informa-
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Figure 3.2. Analysis of a vehicle trip. The vehicle trip occurred from 21:46 - 22:26 on August 11, 2014. The top
two panels show video footage during the rainy (left) and dry (right) segments of the trip. The bottom left panel
shows a map of the vehicle’s trip, with the wiper intensity indicated by color. A radar overlay shows the average
rainfall intensity over the 40-minute time period. Blue circles represent the gages nearest to the vehicle path. The
two bottom right panels show the precipitation intensity as estimated by radar and gage measurements (center), and
the 1-minute average wiper intensity (bottom). Photographs are reproduced with permission from the University of
Michigan Transportation Research Institute.
tion), we find that wiper status (on/off) is a stronger predictor of binary rainfall state than
either radar or gage-based measurements. This result suggests that vehicle-based mea-
surements can be used to validate and correct rainfall fields derived from conventional
data sources.
Wiper measurements provide a more accurate indicator of binary rainfall state than
either radar or gage measurements. We determine the binary classification performance
for each technology (gages, radar and wipers) by comparing the measured rainfall state
with co-located dashboard video footage. Dashboard video is taken to represent the
ground truth, given that the presence or absence of rainfall can readily be determined
by visually inspecting the windshields for raindrops. Figure 3.2 shows an example of
co-located radar, gage, wiper and camera measurements for a single vehicle trip. The
top two frames show dashboard camera footage collected over the course of the vehicle
trip. Rainfall is visible during the first half of the trip (top left) while no rain can be seen
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during the second half of the trip (top right). The map (bottom left) shows the path of the
vehicle along with (i) the reported wiper intensity, (ii) the average radar rainfall intensity
during the trip, and (iii) the two nearest rain gages. Two time series (right) compare radar
and gage measurements of rainfall intensity near the vehicle’s location (center right) with
reported wiper intensity (bottom right). The binary classification performance for each
data source is assessed by manually labeling the ground truth rainfall state based on
the dashboard camera footage, and then comparing these labels with the binary rainfall
state predicted by co-located wiper, radar and rain gage data sources.
Table 3.1. Classification performance of each rainfall measurement technology. The true positive rate indicates the
percentage of instances where the given technology successfully detects rainfall when rainfall is actually occurring.
The true negative rate indicates the percentage of instances where the technology does not detect rainfall when
rainfall is not occurring.
Metric Gage Radar Wiper
True Positive Rate (%) 44.5 89.5 93.1
True Negative Rate (%) 96.7 97.5 98.2
Comparing radar, gage, and wiper measurements with co-located vehicle footage
across three storm events, we find that wiper status is the best estimator of binary rain-
fall state, with a true positive rate (TPR) of 93.1%, and a true negative rate (TNR) of 98.2%.
By comparison, weather radar achieves a smaller TPR of 89.5%, while stationary gages
show a much smaller TPR of 44.5% (see Table 3.1). These results can partly be explained
by the superior spatial and temporal resolution of the wiper measurements. Wipers de-
tect intermittent changes in rainfall at a temporal resolution on the order of seconds,
while radar and gage measurements can only detect the average rate over a 5-minute
period. When ground truth camera observations are collected at a 3-second temporal
resolution, the benefit of wiper measurements over radar measurements becomes even
more pronounced, with a TPR advantage of 5.2%, a TNR advantage of 7.7%, and an over-
all wiper TPR of 97.0% (see the supplementary note on factors affecting binary detection
performance). The results of this analysis suggest that conventional rainfall measurement
technologies can be enhanced through the inclusion of vehicle-based measurements.
Assimilation of wiper data yields corrected rainfall maps
Based on the observation that wiper measurements are a strong binary predictor of rain-
fall, we develop a Bayesian filtering framework that combines radar rainfall estimates
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with wiper observations to generate corrected rainfall maps. Radar is first used to es-
timate a prior distribution of rainfall intensities. This prior is then updated with wiper
observations to produce a corrected rainfall intensity field that better captures the bi-
nary rainfall state. The results of this filtering procedure are demonstrated in Figure
3.3, which shows the original rainfall intensity field (top) along with the corrected rain-
fall intensity field (bottom). Vehicle paths are shown (bottom) to highlight the effect of
wiper measurements on the posterior rainfall intensity distribution. In cases where both
radar and wipers agree on the binary rainfall state, the rainfall intensity field remains un-
changed. For example, when the wiper and radar intensities are both nonzero (as seen
in the bottom-left panel, leftmost vehicle), the posterior rainfall intensity is simply equal
to the prior rainfall intensity. In other cases, vehicles detect no rainfall in regions where
radar had previously estimated rainfall (bottom-left panel, rightmost vehicle). In these
cases, the Bayesian filter reduces the intensity of the rainfall field within the proximity
of the vehicle. Conversely, in the case where vehicles detect rainfall in regions where
little to no rainfall was observed in the original dataset (right panel), the Bayesian filter
amplifies the rainfall intensity field within the vicinity of the vehicle, resulting in a new
rainfall intensity distribution that better represents the binary rainfall state. The pre-
dicted rainfall intensity depends on both the wiper measurement and the intensity of
the radar rainfall prior within the neighborhood of the vehicle. Thus, vehicles located
near a prior rainfall front (bottom-right panel, center of frame) will have a larger effect
on the posterior rainfall intensity than vehicles located far away from a prior rainfall front
(bottom-right panel, top of frame). For a more detailed view of the evolution of the
rainfall field under both the original and corrected data sets, refer to Video S1.
Thewiper-corrected rainfall field predicts the binary rainfall state with greater accuracy
than the radar-only data product. To validate the wiper-corrected rainfall field, we use an
iterated “leave-one-out” approach, in which an updated rainfall field is generated while
excluding a vehicle, and the resulting data product is compared against the measured
rainfall state of the omitted vehicle. Repeating this process for each vehicle yields the
receiver operator characteristics shown in Figure 3.4. These curves map the relationship
between the TPR and TNR for both the original rainfall field (radar only) and the corrected
rainfall field (radar and wiper). Curves located closer to the upper-left corner (i.e. those
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Figure 3.3. Original and updated rainfall maps. Top (left and right): Original prior weather radar rainfall intensity
map. Radial radar scans have been resampled to a 1 km grid to ensure computational tractability. Bottom (left and
right): updated posterior rainfall intensity map, combining radar data with wiper measurements using the Bayesian
filter. In the bottom left panel, a “hole” in the rainfall field occurs when a vehicle detects no rain in a location where
radar alone estimated rain. In the bottom right panel, vehicles detect rainfall where radar previously did not detect
rainfall.
with a larger area under the curve) exhibit the best performance, given that they have
a large true positive rate and a small false negative rate. Based on these curves, it can
be seen that the corrected data product performs consistently better than the original
radar product at predicting the presence or absence of rain, with a TPR and TNR close
to unity. The overall performance of the updated rainfall product—as measured by the
area under the curve (AUC)—is roughly 0.957, compared to only 0.878 for the original
radar data. These results confirm that inclusion of vehicle-based measurements enables
improved prediction of the underlying rainfall field.
3.3 Discussion
The enhanced rainfall maps developed in this study have the potential to assist in the
real-time operation of transportation and water infrastructure. In particular, high ac-
curacy rainfall field estimates will enable improved prediction of flash floods in urban
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Figure 3.4. Binary classification performance of updated rainfall product. Receiver operator characteristic (ROC)
curves indicate the rainfall state prediction accuracy for the original radar estimate and the updated (wiper-corrected)
data product. The area under the curve (AUC) measures overall classification performance.
centers, and will help to inform real-time control strategies for stormwater systems. As
mentioned previously, flash flood forecasting is contingent on high-resolution areal rain-
fall estimates, with accurate measurements on the order of 500 m or finer required for
forecasting in urban areas. By enabling real-time validation and filtering of radar rainfall
estimates, vehicle-based sensors may help fill measurement gaps and improve the pre-
diction of flood events near roadways. Monitoring of roadways is especially important
given that in the US, roughly 74% of flood fatalities are vehicle related [1]. As connected
and autonomous vehicles become more widely adopted, the spatial coverage and mea-
surement certainty of this new sensing modality will be even further enhanced.
In addition to assisting with flash flood response, high-precision rainfall data prod-
ucts may one day inform the operation of new “smart” water infrastructure. Recent
work has highlighted the potential of “smart” water systems to mitigate water hazards
through real-time control of distributed gates, valves and pumps [19, 59, 60, 87, 102].
When informed by accurate and timely data, these systems can significantly reduce op-
erating costs, prevent combined sewer overflows, and halt the degradation of aquatic
ecosystems by adaptively reconfiguring water infrastructure in real time [19, 102]. How-
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ever, recent findings suggest that optimal control strategies for “smart” water systems
are highly sensitive to the location, timing and intensity of rainfall inputs [106]. In this
regard, the wiper-corrected rainfall product presented in this study may help to enable
more fine-grained control of water infrastructure by reducing uncertainty in conventional
rainfall field estimates.
While this work evaluates the updated rainfall product in terms of its ability to predict
the binary rainfall state, future work should use vehicle-based sensors to further validate
and improve the predicted rainfall intensity. Currently, visual inspection of the ground
truth data source (camera footage) only allows for verification of the binary rainfall state
and not the predicted rainfall intensity. Other potential sources of ground truth rainfall
intensity, such as stationary rain gages, are also problematic. While rain gages provide an
independent source of rainfall intensity data, they are only able to produce estimates of
rainfall accumulation at point locations every 5 minutes, and are often far removed from
the nearest vehicle path. Moreover, as shown in Table 3.1, gages are by far the poorest
predictor of the binary rainfall state among all data sources considered. These issues
raise questions as to the appropriateness of rain gages as a source of ground truth rain-
fall intensity data. With these issues in mind, a natural extension of the work presented
in this paper could use other vehicle-based sensors to better estimate the rainfall inten-
sity at each vehicle’s location. Drawing on dashboard camera footage, object detection
techniques could be used to isolate and count raindrops on the windshield of each ve-
hicle. The volume of rainfall deposited over each wiper interval may then be estimated,
thereby yielding an estimate of rainfall intensity at the vehicle’s location. Similarly, many
newer vehicles feature optical rain sensors that are capable of measuring precipitation
rate directly. When combined with the Bayesian sensor fusion framework presented in
this study, these sensors could enhance the accuracy of the estimated rainfall intensity
field. While outside the scope of this work, these techniques represent promising direc-
tions for future research and should be considered in subsequent studies.
3.4 Conclusions
This study generates enhanced probabilistic rainfall maps by combining conventional
radar-based precipitation fields with ubiquitous windshield wiper measurements from
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almost 70 unique vehicles. We find that while windshield wiper intensity is a poor pre-
dictor of rainfall intensity, wiper activity is a stronger predictor of binary rainfall state than
conventional radar and gage-based data sources. With this result in mind, we develop
a novel Bayesian filtering framework that combines a radar-based rainfall prior with bi-
nary windshield wiper observations to produce an updated rainfall map. We find that
the Bayesian filtering process is effective at detecting changes in the rainfall field that
conventional measurement technologies may otherwise miss. We validate the updated
rainfall data product by assessing its ability to reproduce the binary rainfall state antici-
pated by an omitted vehicle. Based on this analysis, we find that the corrected rainfall
field is better at predicting the binary rainfall state than the original radar product. As
connected vehicles become more widespread, the ubiquitous sensing approach pro-
posed by this study may one day help to inform real-time warning and control systems
for water infrastructure by providing fine-grained estimates of the rainfall field.
3.5 Materials and Methods
Evaluating vehicle-based measurements
In the first part of this study, we assess the degree to which windshield wiper activity
serves as a proxy for both rainfall intensity and binary rainfall state. First, wiper measure-
ments are compared against conventional rainfall measurement technologies to deter-
mine if there is a direct relationship between wiper intensity and rain intensity. Next, we
assess the degree to which each data source reflects the ground truth rainfall state by
comparing measurements from all three sources (gages, radar and wipers) with vehicle-
based video footage. Video footage provides instantaneous visual confirmation of the
rainfall state (raining or not raining), and is thus taken to represent the ground truth. We
characterize the binary classification performance of each technology in terms of its true
positive and true negative rates.
To ensure that our analysis is computationally tractable, we isolate the study to a sub-
set of three storms in 2014. We assess the validity of our procedure for storms of different
magnitudes by selecting a large storm (2014-08-11), a medium-sized storm (2014-06-28)
and a small storm (2014-06-12). Storms are selected during the summertime months to
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avoid conflating rainfall measurements with snow measurements. The year 2014 is cho-
sen because it is the year for which the greatest number of vehicles are available. Unless
otherwise specified, data are co-located using a nearest neighbor search. For compari-
son of wiper and gage readings, we select only those gages within a 2 km range of any
given vehicle.
Data sources
We consider four data sources: (i) stationary rain gages, (ii) weather surveillance radar, (iii)
vehicle windshield wiper data, and (iv) vehicle dashboard camera footage. We provide
a brief description of each data source here:
Gage data are obtained from personal weather stations maintained by the Weather Un-
derground [107]. Within the city of Ann Arbor (Michigan), Weather Underground
hosts 21 personal weather stations, each of which yield rainfall estimates at a time
interval of approximately 5 minutes. Locations of gages are indicated by blue cir-
cles in Figure 3.1. Although verified gage data from the National Weather Service
(NWS) and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) are avail-
able, Weather Underground gages are selected because (i) NOAA and NWS each
maintain only a single gage in the city of Ann Arbor, meaning that intra-urban spatial
variations in precipitation intensity cannot be captured, and (ii) the temporal resolu-
tion of NOAA and NWS gages are relatively coarse for real-time applications (with
NOAA offering a maximum temporal resolution of 15 minutes and NWS offering a
maximum temporal resolution of 1 hour).
Weather radar observations are obtained from NOAA’s NEXRAD Level 3 Radar prod-
uct archive [108]. We use the “Instantaneous Precipitation Rate” data product (listed
as variable code 176 in the NEXRAD Level 3 archive [108]). Radar precipitation es-
timates are obtained at a temporal resolution of 5 minutes, and a spatial resolution
of 0.25 km by 0.5 degree (azimuth). Radar station KDTX in Detroit is used because
it is the closest radar station to the City of Ann Arbor. Radial radar scans are inter-
polated to cartesian coordinates using a nearest neighbor approach.
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Vehicle-based wiper intensities are obtained from the University of Michigan Trans-
portation Research Institute (UMTRI) Safety PilotModel Deployment database [109].
For each vehicle, this dataset includes time series of latitude, longitude, and wind-
shield wiper intensity at a temporal resolution of 2 milliseconds. Windshield wiper
intensity is given on an ordinal scale from 0 to 3, with 0 indicating that the wiper is
turned off, 1 representing the lowest wiper intensity, and 3 representing the highest
wiper intensity. A wiper reading of 4 indicates that the vehicle’s “mister” is acti-
vated, distinguishing between wiper use for rain removal and wiper use for wind-
shield cleaning. For this study, wiper usage for cleaning (i.e. wiper mode 4) was
filtered out before the analysis. Note that wiper intensity codes are based on elec-
trical signals generated by the wiper itself, meaning that no manual wiper mode
classification is needed. For the year 2014, 69 unique vehicles are available in the
UMTRI dataset. However, typically less than ten vehicles are active at any given time
during the observation period. Vehicles with no sensor output or invalid readings
were removed from the dataset prior to the analysis (see the Supplementary Note
for more details). Other sources of human error (such as accidentally turning wipers
on), are captured by the true positive and true negative rates included in Tables 3.1
and S3.1.
Camera observations are also obtained from the UMTRI vehicle database [109]. Lo-
cated on the inside of each vehicle, cameras provide streaming video footage of
the windshield, side-facing windows, rear-facing windows, and the driver. For the
purposes of validation, we use the front-facing windshield camera. Camera frames
are manually inspected for rain drops striking the windshield. Time intervals where
rain is observed are classified as “raining”; similarly time intervals where no new
droplets are observed are classified as “not raining”. Manual inspection and la-
beling of the video data was performed independently by two reviewers to ensure
robustness.
A Bayesian filtering framework
In the second part of this study, we develop a Bayesian filtering framework that combines
binary wiper observations with radar-based rainfall intensity measurements to generate
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corrected rainfall maps. In simple terms, the Bayesian filter generates an updated rainfall
field, in which binary (on/off) wipermeasurements adaptively correct the underlying radar
rainfall field. Windshield wiper status is taken to represent a measurement of the ground
truth binary rainfall state, given that it is a better predictor of the binary rainfall state
than radar- or gage-based measurements. Under this framework, four distinct cases are
possible. If both the wiper and radar measure precipitation, the radar reading is taken to
be correct, and the original rainfall field remains the same. Similarly, if neither the wiper
nor the radar measure precipitation, the radar rainfall field remains zero. However, if the
radar measures precipitation at a target location and the wiper does not, then the filter
will update the rainfall field such that rainfall intensity is reduced within the proximity of
the vehicle (with a decay pattern corresponding to theGaussian kernel and an intensity of
zero at the location of the wiper reading). Similarly, if the wiper measures precipitation,
but the radar measures no precipitation, the rainfall intensity will be increased within the
proximity of the vehicle (by combining the local distribution of the radar rainfall prior with
a point estimate of rainfall intensity based on the wiper intensity). In our implementation,
provided that no other information is available, this point estimate is generated using
the empirical rainfall intensity distribution associated with the given wiper intensity. The
empirical rainfall intensity distributions associated with each wiper intensity are shown in
Figure S3.1 in the Supplementary Information.
Note that while wiper intensity by itself does not exhibit a strong correlation with rain-
fall intensity, the Bayesian filter uses both wiper and radar measurements to generate
the posterior rainfall intensity estimate. In other words, the posterior rainfall intensity at
the vehicle’s location is a probabilistic estimate that depends on both the wiper-based
estimate and the local prior intensity within the neighborhood of the vehicle. Thus, a
nonzero wiper measurement located far away from a radar rainfall front will result in a
smaller posterior intensity than one located near a radar rainfall front (as discussed in the
results section and shown in Figure 3.3). The relative contribution of the wiper measure-
ment and radar prior are controlled using a weighting parameter representing the user’s
trust in each data source. This probabilistic assimilation of data sources helps to reduce
the uncertainty associated with using the wiper intensity to estimate rainfall intensity. It
should be noted that other methods for obtaining a point estimate of rainfall intensity
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are possible—such as choosing the closest nonzero intensity in the radar rainfall prior.
For newer vehicles equipped with rain sensors, the rainfall intensity can also bemeasured
directly using the sensor output. As mentioned in the discussion section, however, it is
currently difficult to evaluate the relative accuracy of these approaches, given the lack
of reliable ground truth rainfall intensity data at the appropriate spatial and temporal
scales.
A more formal description of the filtering framework is given here in terms of a noisy
sensor model (for additional details, see [110]). Consider a noisy sensor model in which
each sensor produces a binary measurement given a target state. The target state is
represented as a random tuple z = (q; I) where q is a location state (e.g. the latitude
and longitude at the target), and I is an information state (e.g. the precipitation intensity
at the target) with all the random quantities indicated by bold italics. We denote byMt
the event that sensors correctly measure the intensity, and byMt the event that sensors
fail to measure the intensity correctly. The joint measurement likelihood at any time t is
given by:
p(Mtjz; xt) (3.1)
where xt represents the locations of the sensors at time t. Equation 6.2 yields the
probability distribution of precipitation intensity measurement at q by sensors at xt. The
expected value of Equation 6.2 with respect to I is equivalent to the rainfall intensity
experienced at the location q. Because the effective range of the wipers is limited, we
account for the probability of detection as a function of the distance between the sensor
and the target. We denote by Dt the event that sensors detect the target, and by Dt
the event that sensors fail to detect the target at time t. The probability of detecting a
target located at q by sensors located at xt, p(Dtjq; xt), is taken to decay with increasing
distance to the sensor. Using the law of total probability, the conditional probability of
a correct measurement is then given by:
p(Mtjz; xt) = p(Mtjz; Dt; xt)p(Dtjq; xt) + p(Mtjz; Dt; xt)p(Dtjq; xt) (3.2)
where Dt is conditionally independent of I when conditioned on q. For example,
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consider xt = (0; 0), and q = (q1; q2). If the decay function is taken to be a 2D Gaussian
centered at xt with covariance matrix I where I is a 2 by 2 identity matrix, then:
p(Dtjq; xt) = et 1
22
exp

-
q21 + q
2
2
22

(3.3)
Where et is a normalization constraint. If the target is not detected (i.e., Dt), then the
measurement is assumed to be unreliable, and the likelihood, p(Mtjz; Dt; xt), is mod-
eled using a prior distribution. If there is no prior information available, the function is
modeled using a uniform distribution. Now let bt(z) represent the posterior probability
of the precipitation intensity given a target location q at time t. Using Bayes’ Theorem,
bt(z) can be formulated:
bt(z) = tp(Mtjz; xt)bt-1(z); t = 1; 2; : : : (3.4)
Where t is a normalization constant and b0 is uniform if no information is available
at t = 0. This filtering equation forms the basis of the rainfall field updating algorithm.
To reduce computational complexity, the filtering operation is implemented using a Se-
quential Importance Resampling (SIR) Particle Filter [111].
The results of the Bayesian sensor fusion procedure are evaluated by determining the
proportion of instances where the combined data product is able to predict the binary
rainfall state. We characterize the true and false positive rates for the largest storm event
(2014-08-11) using an iterated “leave-one-out” cross-validation approach. First, a single
vehicle is removed from the set of vehicles. The Bayesian update procedure is then ex-
ecuted using all vehicles except the excluded vehicle, and an updated rainfall map is
generated. Next, the rainfall states predicted by the corrected rainfall field (radar and
wiper) and the original rainfall field (radar only) are compared against the rainfall states
predicted by the omitted vehicle. The performance of each data product is evaluated
based on its ability to reproduce the binary rainfall state observed by the omitted vehi-
cle. Performing this process iteratively yields the true and false positive rates for both
the original (radar only) and updated (radar and wiper) rainfall fields. This procedure
is repeated for each vehicle in the set of vehicles to generate Receiver-Operator Char-
acteristic (ROC) curves, which characterize the true and false positive rates across an
ensemble of simulations.
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Supplementary Information
S3.1 Supplementary note on binary detection performance
Binary detection performance is sensitive to a number of factors, including the temporal
resolution of the ground truth data and the configuration of wiper sensors. While these
factors can affect the magnitude of binary classification performance, under all scenarios
considered, wiper measurements are a better detector of the binary rainfall state than
either radar or gage measurements.
Binary detection performance can be affected by the temporal resolution at which
the ground truth data is collected. To ensure robustness, labeling of vehicle footage
was performed independently by two reviewers. The first reviewer labeled the observed
rainfall state for each vehicle over all three days of the study period (2014-06-12, 2014-
06-28, 2014-08-11) at a temporal interval of 1 minute. A second reviewer labeled the
observed rainfall and wiper state for the largest storm event (2014-08-11) at an enhanced
time resolution of roughly 3 seconds. Due to the time-intensive nature of labeling video
data at this temporal resolution, and due to the strong agreement between the two la-
beled datasets, this second round of labeling was not performed for the remaining two
days (2014-06-12 and 2014-06-28). Despite the difference in time resolution, manual
labeling of the video data showed strong agreement. Taking the high-resolution dataset
to represent the ground truth rainfall state (and aggregating the high-resolution dataset
to the temporal resolution of the low-resolution dataset), the true positive rate of the
low temporal-resolution camera observations was 92.6%, while the true negative rate
was 99.3%. Agreement in terms of positive detection was lower due to the difference in
temporal resolution between the two sources. The low-resolution camera observation
dataset classifies each minute-long interval as either “raining” or “not raining”. How-
ever, the high-resolution ground truth dataset contains many instances in which part
of a given minute-long interval contains rain, and part does not. Thus, when the high-
resolution dataset is aggregated to match the resolution of the low-resolution dataset,
there are more intervals where some amount of rain is detected (yielding more instances
of positive detection overall). A similar mismatch occurs if the low-resolution dataset
is interpolated to match the time resolution of the high-resolution dataset. This time
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resolution mismatch also affects comparisons between the ground truth and other data
sources (e.g. wiper, radar and gages). In general, the difference in classification perfor-
mance between data sources decreases when the ground truth dataset is aggregated in
time. Differences in classification performance become more pronounced when a high-
resolution ground truth dataset is used.
Many vehicles exhibited data quality issues such as non-reporting wiper sensors, mal-
functioning wiper sensors, or unobservable wiper modes. These data quality issues may
impact the performance of the wiper as a classifier, but are largely attributable to the fact
that the data is taken from a pilot study in which sensor configurations are not standard-
ized. For some vehicles, wiper sensors were simply not configured to report wiper data.
In these instances, the reported wiper value was zero for the entire observation period
even though wiper movement was observed during manual inspection of the dashboard
footage. Vehicles for which wiper sensors were not configured were removed from the
analysis. Other vehicles exhibited malfunctioning or poorly configured sensors. For in-
stance, in some cases the wiper intensity fluctuated between 0 and 1 at a frequency on
the order of milliseconds—a behavior which is clearly not possible for a human driver.
Video footage confirmed that the sensor was malfunctioning during these time periods.
Malfunctioning vehicles were also removed from the analysis. Perhaps themost common
data quality issue, however, is that several vehicles exhibited unobservable wiper modes.
In this case, sensors were configured to report some wiper intensity states but not oth-
ers. For example, the sensor may report the wiper intensity when the wiper switch is in
a “continuous” mode, but may not report the wiper intensity when the wiper is placed
in a manual “wipe” mode. These cases could only be detected by manual inspection
of the camera footage. These data issues can largely be attributed to the fact that the
sensor data is taken from a pilot study in which sensor configurations vary from vehicle
to vehicle. As manufacturers standardize sensor configurations for connected vehicles,
the relevance of these issues is likely to diminish.
The performance of the wiper as a classifier can be improved by (i) comparing wiper
data against a ground truth dataset obtained at a high temporal resolution, and (ii) cor-
recting errors in the wiper sensor readings. Whenmanual observations of the wiper state
are used to correct unobservable wiper modes, and the resulting corrected wiper data
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is compared to the 3-second resolution camera observations, the binary classification
performance over weather radar is significantly enhanced: the true positive rate of the
wiper data is 5.2% higher than radar, while the true negative rate is 7.7% higher. Table
S3.1 shows the true and false positive rates for all technologies (during the 2014-08-11
storm event) when these two conditions are met.
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Figure S3.1. Comparison of radar, gage and wiper intensities. Data correspond to three storm events on
6/12/2014, 6/28/2014, and 8/11/2014. The left panel shows the distribution of radar precipitation measurements
associated with each wiper intensity. The right panel shows the distribution of gage precipitation measurements as-
sociated with each wiper intensity for vehicles located within 2 kilometers of the gage. Note that the range limitation
reduces the number of data points available. No clear relationship is observed between wiper intensity and rainfall
intensity.
Table S3.1. Classification performance with high-resolution ground truth data. These binary performance metrics
hold when (i) ground truth observations at a resolution of 2.4 seconds are used, and (ii) manual corrections are made
to the wiper state according to the wiper state in the observed camera footage (i.e. unobservable wiper modes are
corrected).
Metric Gage Radar Wiper
True Positive Rate (%) 55.1 91.8 97.0
True Negative Rate (%) 96.9 87.4 95.1
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Chapter 4
Pipedream: An Interactive Digital Twin Model for Urban
Drainage Systems
Abstract
Faced with growing water infrastructure challenges, many cities are now seeking to build
digital twins of urban stormwater systems that combine sensor data with online mod-
els in order to better understand and control system dynamics. Towards this goal, this
study presents pipedream—an end-to-end software toolkit for real-time modeling and
state estimation in urban stormwater networks. The toolkit combines (i) a new hydrody-
namic solver based on the full one-dimensional Saint-Venant equations and (ii) an implicit
Kalman filtering methodology that efficiently updates system states based on observed
data. Drawing on sensor data from a real-world stormwater network, we find that the
state estimation toolkit is effective at both interpolating system states and forecasting
future states based on current measurements. By providing a complete, real-time view
of stormwater system dynamics, this toolkit will enable better evaluation of system per-
formance, improved detection of hazards, and more robust implementation of real-time
control.
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4.1 Introduction
In the wake of growing urban populations, aging infrastructure, and more frequent ex-
treme weather events, many cities are struggling to manage stormwater-related chal-
lenges such as flash flooding and combined sewer overflows [19]. Engineers have tra-
ditionally responded to these challenges by expanding stormwater infrastructure and
implementing best management practices [113]. However, despite the high costs of
these interventions, it is often difficult to evaluate their benefits and impacts due to (i) a
lack of real-time data and (ii) a limited understanding of system dynamics [19, 87]. Inter-
ventions may fail to achieve performance targets due to design oversights, insufficient
maintenance, or changing hydrologic conditions [18, 114]. In certain pathological cases,
measures aimed at improving flood control and urban water quality may actually worsen
the problems they are intended to solve [57, 115]. In the absence of continuous monitor-
ing, these issues may remain undetected until negative impacts have already accrued.
To ensure that stormwater systems achieve desired outcomes, water managers are
now seeking to build digital twins of real-world networks that use embedded sensors
and online models to monitor system dynamics in real-time. While these digital twins
vary widely in scope and sophistication, they share the general goal of integrating sensor
data, hydrodynamic models, and data assimilation techniques in order to assess system
performance and determine effective control strategies. Using these technologies, op-
erators can detect abnormal conditions within sewer networks and then dispatch mainte-
nance crews to make repairs before damage occurs [12, 18]. Moreover, when combined
with real-time control (RTC), continuous monitoring has shown impressive results in re-
ducing combined sewer overflows [12, 20–23], reducing operational costs [12, 18], and
improving urban water quality [24–26, 101].
While digital twins promise to address many of stormwater management’s biggest
pain points, adoption has been hampered by a lack of sufficient tools and theory for
online hydraulic modeling and real-time data assimilation. In practice, hydraulic models
are primarily executed in batch mode for the purposes of sizing pipes and evaluating
infrastructure expansions [39]. Popular stormwater models are oriented towards this use
case, and relatively few software packages provide support for online modeling or data
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assimilation. Consequently, for real-world systems that seek to implement continuous
monitoring, the underlying process model is often substantially simplified—for instance,
assuming that the stormwater network behaves as a series of cascading linear reservoirs
[22]. These simplifications may introduce uncertainty when interpolating or forecasting
system states, which in turn may impair the performance of real-time control strategies.
New tools are needed to enable online state estimation and control capabilities while at
the same time ensuring that system dynamics are accurately represented.
To pave the way for continuous monitoring and control of urban drainage systems,
we introduce pipedream—a software toolkit for building digital twins of stormwater net-
works. This toolkit consists of (i) an efficient hydraulic solver based on the full one-
dimensional Saint-Venant equations and (ii) an implicit Kalman filtering approach that
updates system states based on streaming sensor data (see Figure 4.1). Using the full
one-dimensional Saint-Venant equations ensures that themodel adequately captures the
physics of a wide variety of real-world stormwater networks. Similarly, Kalman filtering
enables fast assimilation of sensor data while at the same time respecting the dynamics
of the physical system. pipedream can be run in online mode, advancing forward in sync
with the real-world system and assimilating sensor measurements in real-time. More-
over, the toolkit provides a robust interface for executing dynamic controls through the
use of adjustable orifices, weirs and pumps. Taken together, the software described in
this paper provides an end-to-end framework for real-time monitoring and control that
will enable system operators to better manage stormwater infrastructure.
4.2 Prior Work
Previous efforts towards interactive stormwater modeling have largely focused on de-
veloping enhancements to existing models, such as the EPA Stormwater Management
Model (SWMM) [116]. One of the earliest of these efforts was MATSWMM: a Mat-
Lab/Python library aimed at simulating real-time control strategies for stormwater sys-
tems [88]. TheMATSWMM library provides bindings for the SWMMhydrodynamic solver,
and also offers tools for implementing control strategies; however, at the time of writing,
the project is no longer actively maintained. pySWMM is an actively-maintained Python
library that also provides interactive bindings for SWMM, allowing users to modify sys-
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Figure 4.1. Software diagram of the pipedream toolkit. The simulation engine consists of a coupled hydraulic/hy-
drologic solver based on the Saint-Venant and Green-Ampt equations. The solver simulates stormwater dynamics in
real-time by combining rainfall forcings, user-specified control inputs, and online sensor data which is fused into the
model using a Kalman Filter.
tem states and simulate real-time control strategies [89]. While pySWMM has been used
to great effect in simulating real-time control strategies within industry, its application to
continuous monitoring has been limited by the fact that SWMM does not offer a state-
space representation of system dynamics, making it difficult to apply model-based data
assimilation techniques like Kalman Filtering.4
On the data assimilation side, a significant body of work has explored the problem
of state/parameter estimation in hydrologic systems. Much of this research focuses on
the problem of streamflow forecasting in large river basins [119]. These studies seek
to improve streamflow forecasts by using data assimilation techniques to correct initial
soil moisture conditions [120–122], snow water storage [123], and rainfall forcings [120].
A variety of data assimilation approaches have been investigated, including variational
data assimilation [120], best linear unbiased estimation [121], particle filtering [123, 124],
and ensemble Kalman filtering [122, 123, 125]. While most of the literature focuses on
offline data assimilation, a few studies have examined data assimilation in a real-time
context. Schwanenberg (2011) develop a data assimilation approach based on Ensem-
ble Kalman filtering to assist with real-time control of large delta river systems [126].
However, their approach uses the kinematic wave approximation of the Saint-Venant
equations, rendering it unsuitable for stormwater networks with bidirectional flow.
4Although it is possible to assimilate data using a surrogate model when the underlying process model is unavailable [117], this
approach often lacks the performance guarantees of model-based data assimilation approaches [118].
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In the context of stormwater networks, the application of data assimilation has been
more limited. In practice, efforts towards incorporating sensor data into stormwater
models have mainly focused on model parameter calibration [127–131]. Online state
estimation has generally been achieved through model-specific deterministic methods
that are difficult to reconcile with modern state estimation theory [132, 133]. Studies that
explore more formal state estimation techniques generally rely on simplified conceptual
models. Hutton et al. (2014), for instance, present a method for applying a Kalman
Filter to a simplified stormwater model based on a series of cascading linear reser-
voirs [134], while Breinholt et al. (2011, 2012) investigate the application of Extended
Kalman Filtering to a lumped conceptual urban rainfall-runoff model [135, 136]. While
this line of research shows the potential for data assimilation to improve our understand-
ing of stormwater system performance, more work is needed to integrate robust data
assimilation techniques with our best knowledge of system dynamics, as represented by
physically-based models. To our knowledge, there is currently no fully physically-based
interactive stormwater model that provides real-time data assimilation capabilities. To
fill this need, we present pipedream—a new digital twin model for stormwater networks.
4.3 Methods
In this section, we describe the development of the pipedream toolkit, including the the-
ory behind the hydrodynamic model, its numerical implementation, and the develop-
ment of a state estimation procedure for fusing real-time sensor data. First, we develop
and implement a robust hydraulic solver that facilitates data assimilation by providing
a state space model of the stormwater system. Next, we combine the hydraulic solver
with an implicit Kalman filter to facilitate real-time assimilation of sensor data into the dy-
namical model. Finally, drawing on sensor data from a real-world stormwater network,
we test the data assimilation framework by evaluating its efficacy at interpolating and
forecasting system states.
Overview of the hydraulic solver
To enable real-time state estimation in urban drainage systems, we first develop and
implement a new hydraulic solver that (i) enables real-time interactive usage, and (ii)
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provides a state space representation of system dynamics. The hydraulic solver devel-
oped in this study is based on an implicit staggered-grid scheme for solving the one-
dimensional Saint-Venant equations in sewer/channel networks [40]. This formulation
has demonstrated impressive accuracy and stability in previous applications, and vari-
ants of the scheme are used in a number of proprietary software packages, including
GSSHA and SEWERCAT [137, 138]. More crucially for this study, this numerical scheme
facilitates the use of robust state estimation techniques like Kalman filtering by enabling
the system dynamics to be cast in the form of an implicit state space model. In this
section, we discuss the basic solver formulation, and show how the model can be rein-
terpreted as an implicit linear time-varying (LTV) state space system. We also present
several improvements to the original solver formulation that enhance model stability,
enable representation of backwater effects, and extend the applicability of the model to
systems with dynamic control structures.
Figure 4.2. Hydraulic model structure. Example network from Ji (1998) demonstrating the fundamental computa-
tional elements used by the model [40], including superlinks/superjunctions (left), and links/junctions (right).
The hydraulic solver is a finite difference model with four distinct types of compu-
tational elements: links, junctions, superlinks, and superjunctions [40]. Links are finite
volumes that represent sections of conduit or open channel. Junctions connect links to-
gether, and may represent manholes, grade changes, or simply extra computational ele-
ments. Superlinks are collections of links joined end-to-end by junctions with no branch-
ing. Superjunctions connect one or more superlinks together, and may represent stor-
age basins, branching locations, or invert discontinuities. To facilitate the computation of
pressurized flow, each link is equipped with a Priessman slot—a fictitious narrow groove
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located at the crown of the link that allows the one-dimensional unsteady open-channel
flow equations to be applied to surcharged pipes [139]. Figure 4.2 shows an example
network adapted from Ji (1998) [40], with all basic elements of the model labeled.
Flowswithin the channel network aremodeled using the one-dimensional Saint-Venant
equations. This pair of nonlinear partial differential equations consists of two parts: the
continuity equation (4.1), which describes the mass balance for a finite volume, and the
momentum equation (4.2), which describes the force balance:
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WhereQ is discharge; A is the cross-sectional area of flow; u is the average velocity; h
is depth; x is distance; t is time; qin is the lateral inflow per unit width; and So, Sf and SL
represent the channel bottom slope, friction slope and local head loss slope, respectively.
Using a staggered grid formulation, the continuity equation is applied to each junction
(indexed by Ik), while the momentum equation applied to each link (indexed by ik). The
equations are discretized using a Backward Euler-type implicit scheme (see Sections S4.2
and S4.3 in the Supplementary Information for derivations):
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Where B is the top width of flow, As is the junction surface area, and Qin is the ex-
ogenous flow input. The boundary conditions for each superlink are supplied by the
upstream and downstream superjunction heads, assuming weir-like flow at the superlink
inlet and outlet:
Q = CA
p
2gH (4.5)
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Where C is the inlet/outlet discharge coefficient, and H is the difference in head
between the superjunction and the adjacent superlink boundary junction.
The hydraulic model solves for all unknowns simultaneously at each time step by em-
bedding the solutions to the Saint-Venant equations into a system of implicit linear equa-
tions wherein all unknowns are defined in terms of the unknown superjunction heads.
1. First, the discretized Saint-Venant equations are reformulated into recurrence rela-
tions that relate junction heads and link flows within each superlink.
2. The assumption of orifice-like flow between superjunctions and superlinks is used
to establish boundary conditions for the superlink inlets and outlets.
3. Combining the recurrence relations together with the superlink boundary condi-
tions, the system is reformulated as a sparse matrix equation with all unknowns
expressed in terms of the unknown superjunction heads.
4. After solving for the unknown superjunction heads, the internal depths and flows
within each superlink are recovered by substituting the superjunction boundary
heads into the previously-developed recurrence relations.
This solution procedure affords a balance between stability and computational effi-
ciency: while the implicit discretization scheme helps to ensure stability, the use of recur-
rence relations reduces the size of the solution matrix and helps to increase computation
speed compared to the more conventional four-point implicit scheme [40]. However, in
addition to its computational advantages, this scheme also facilitates data assimilation
by enabling the solver to be cast in the form of a linear time-varying state space system.
Constructing the state space system
Through derivation of the solution matrix equation, we show that the hydraulic model
is equivalent to a linear time-varying (LTV) state space system, which in turn allows for
the application of powerful algorithms from signal processing and control theory, such as
feedback control, modal analysis, and—aswe show in this paper—Kalman filtering. In the
following section, we derive the solutionmatrix equation and show how it is equivalent to
a LTV state space system. Detailed derivations, including the discretization of governing
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equations and the development of the recurrence relations, are omitted from this section
and can instead be located in the Supplementary Information (SI) document.
The solution matrix equation is derived by applying the continuity equation to all
superjunctions, and then using recurrence relations to express all unknown variables in
terms of the superjunction heads. Focusing on a single superjunction j, the continuity
equation requires that the change in storage volume over a time interval t equal the
sum of inflows minus outflows:
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Qt+tdkl -
NKUjX
m=1
Qt+tukm +Q
t+t
in;j =
Asj(H
t+t
j -H
t
j)
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Where Qdk is the discharge at the downstream end of superlink k, Quk is the dis-
charge at the upstream end of superlink k, Qin;j is the external inflow into superjunction
j, Asj is the surface area of superjunction j, and Hj is the total head at superjunction j.
NKDj represents the number of superlinks with their downstream ends attached to su-
perjunction j, while NKUj represents the number of superlinks with their upstream ends
attached to superjunction j (thus, the first two terms represent the sum of inflows minus
outflows from all superlinks attached to superjunction j).
Using the recurrence relations developed in SI Section S4.4, the discharge at the up-
stream and downstream ends of each superlink can be described using the following
linear functions of the upstream and downstream superjunction heads at time t+ t:
Qt+tuk = ukH
t+t
juk + ukH
t+t
jdk + uk (4.7)
Qt+tdk = dkH
t+t
juk + dkH
t+t
jdk + dk (4.8)
Where Hjuk represents the head at the superjunction upstream of superlink k, and
Hjdk represents the head at the superjunction downstream of superlink k. The ; and
 coefficients are functions of the depths and flows inside each superlink that incorporate
the solutions to the continuity and momentum equations in both the forward and back-
ward directions. Substituting these linearized expressions into the continuity balance for
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superjunction j yields the linear equation:
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Where:
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Applying these equations to each superjunction j yields the following implicit state
space equation:
 
AK(t) +AS(t)
  x(t+ t) = AS(t)x(t) + B(t)u(t) +DK(t) (4.14)
Where x(t) is the state vector of superjunction heads at the current time step and
x(t+t) is the state vector of superjunction heads at the next time step. The elements of
AK(t) are defined such that AKj;j(t) = Fkj;j; AKj;juk` = kj;juk`; and AKj;jdkm = 	kj;jdkm (with
all other elements of AK(t) equal to zero). Similarly, the elements of DK(t) are defined
such that DKj = Gkj . AS(t) is a diagonal matrix representing the current superjunction
storage:
AS(t) = diag

Asj
t

; 8j = 1; 2; :::;M (4.15)
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The exogenous input B(t)u(t) represents the external inflow (e.g. runoff) to each
superjunction j. Assuming that each superjunction has its own independent input signal,
the input transition matrix is the identity matrix:
B(t) = I (4.16)
And the input signal is equal to the external inflow at each superjunction:
u(t) = [Qin;1; Qin;2;   Qin;M]T (4.17)
To illustrate the construction of the solution matrix in concrete terms, we include here
the solution matrix for the example network in Figure 4.2. For brevity, define ~Fj;j =
Asj
t
+ Fkj;j and ~Gj = AsjtHtj +Qin;j + Gkj . Thus, for the example network in Ji (1998) [40],
the sparse matrix equation at time t+ t is expressed as:
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This sparse system is solved for the unknown left-hand vector of superjunction heads
at time step t+t. Once the superjunction heads are known, the depths and discharges
at the upstream and downstream superlink boundaries are computed. Finally, the recur-
rence relations are used to solve for the internal depths and flows within each superlink.
Implicit Kalman Filter
Having defined the systemdynamics in terms of an implicit LTV system, an implicit Kalman
Filter is developed to fuse sensor data with the dynamical model. Kalman Filtering is a
recursive Bayesian estimation algorithm that (i) uses a dynamical system model to gen-
erate a prior estimate of system states, then (ii) updates this prior with observed data
to produce a posterior estimate [140]. It can be shown that the Kalman Filter is the op-
timal linear estimator for system states when the dynamical system model is perfectly
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accurate, and the noise is white and Gaussian with known covariance [140]. In the fol-
lowing section, we derive the Kalman recursion for an implicit LTV system, following the
treatment provided in Skliar and Ramirez (1997) [141]. As a starting point, we may first
express the internal states and observed outputs of the system in terms of a “hidden”
state equation along with an observed output equation.
A1(t)x(t+ t) = A2(t)x(t) + B(t)u(t) + C(t)w(t) +D(t) (4.19)
z(t+ t) = H(t+ t)x(t+ t) + v(t+ t) (4.20)
Where x(t) is the n-dimensional state vector at the current time step, u(t) is an
`-dimensional input vector, w(t) is a p-dimensional stochastic disturbance, z(t + t)
is the m-dimensional observed state at the next time step, and v(t + t) is the m-
dimensional vector of measurement noise. A1(t) and A2(t) are (n  n) state transition
matrices, B(t) is an (n  `) input transition matrix, C(t) is an (n  p) stochastic distur-
bance transition matrix,D(t) is an (n1) vector of constants, andH(t+t) is the (mn)
measurement transition matrix.
The stochastic disturbance w(t), and measurement noise v(t+t) are assumed to be
random vectors of zero-mean Gaussian white noise:
E[w(t2)w(t1)
T ] = Q(t)(t2 - t1) (4.21)
E[v(t2 + t)v(t1 + t)
T ] = R(t+ t)(t2 - t1) (4.22)
Where Q(t) is the (p  p) covariance matrix for the process noise and R(t + t) is
the (mm) covariance matrix for the measurement noise. To apply a Kalman filter to a
system of this form, we may first define the auxiliary state vector [141]:
y(t+ t) = A1(t)x(t+ t) (4.23)
An estimate of the auxiliary state vector at the next time step is produced by propa-
gating the dynamical model forward in time:
y^t+tjt = A2(t)x^tjt + B(t)u(t) +D(t) (4.24)
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Next, the estimation error covariance of y(t + t) is computed by propagating the
previous error covariance forward in time through the dynamical model:
Pyt+tjt = A2(t)P
x
tjtA
T
2 (t) + C(t)Q(t)C
T (t) (4.25)
The auxiliary measurement matrix H1 is defined as:
H1(t+ t) = H(t+ t)A
-1
1 (t) (4.26)
The optimal Kalman gain can then be computed:
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The updated estimate of the auxiliary state vector is obtained by applying the Kalman
gain to the forward propagation of the dynamical system model:
y^t+tjt+t = A2(t)x^tjt+B(t)u(t)+D(t)+L
y(t+t)

z(t+t)-H1(t+t)y^t+tjt

(4.28)
The updated estimate of the original state vector is recovered through inversion of
the left state transition matrix:
x^t+tjt+t = A
-1
1 (t)y^t+tjt+t (4.29)
The covariance measurement update for the auxiliary state vector is then computed
as:
Pyt+tjt+t = (I- L
y(t+ t)H1(t+ t))P
y
t+tjt (4.30)
Finally, the covariance measurement update for the original state vector is recovered
through inversion of the left state transition matrix:
Pxt+tjt+t = A
-1
1 (t)P
y
t+tjt+t(A
-1
1 (t))
T (4.31)
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After computing the updated covariance measurement, the process is repeated for
the next time step, starting with equation 4.24 and ending with equation 4.31.5
The data fusion procedure proceeds as follows: at each time step, the hydraulic solver
is advanced to determine the hydraulic heads and update the state transition matrices.
Next, the Kalman recursion is applied to correct the hydraulic heads at time step t+ t
based on observed data. Finally, the superlink boundary conditions and internal states
are computed based on the updated superjunction heads. This process is repeated
indefinitely (potentially in real-time) until the simulation is terminated.
Enhancements to the hydraulic solver
To enable representation of a broader array of real-world stormwater networks, we make
substantial additions to the original numerical scheme. These changes allow for mod-
eling of real-world stormwater networks that would be either impractical or impossible
under the original formulation.
Control structures: To facilitate simulation and execution of real-time controls, we
modify the numerical scheme to enable representation of orifices, weirs, and pumps
(see Sections S4.9, S4.10, and S4.11). The governing equations for these control
structures are embedded directly into the system solution matrix, facilitating the
use of classical state estimation and control algorithms for LTV systems.
Mobile computational elements: The original numerical scheme suffers from instability
when modeling backwater effects. We correct this problem by introducing mobile
computational elements that track discontinuities in the water surface profile (see
Section S4.12).
Accuracy improvements: High-gradient conditions were found to induce mass bal-
ance errors under the original formulation. To reduce these errors, we re-derive
the recurrence relations and superlink boundary conditions to eliminate some error-
generating assumptions (see Sections S4.4 and S4.5).
5Note that for sufficiently large state-space systems, A1 should not be inverted directly [141]. Rather, equations 4.26, 4.29 and
4.31 should be solved implicitly for their dependent variables using algorithms for solving linear systems of equations (e.g. Gaussian
Elimination).
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Adaptive step size control: Implicit solvers typically maintain better stability at large
time steps when compared to explicit solvers—especially during near-steady-state
conditions. To exploit this strength, we implement an adaptive time-stepping algo-
rithm that allows the solver to use a small timestep during highly transient conditions
and a large timestep during weakly transient conditions (see Section S4.13) [142].
Infiltration/runoff coupling: To enable the use of pipedream as a standalone stormwa-
ter management model, we implement an infiltration module based on the well-
known Green-Ampt formulation [143]. This module is coupled bi-directionally with
the hydraulic solver to enable more accurate representation of overland flow and
runoff generation (see Section S4.14).
Implementation
The pipedream toolkit is implemented in the Python programming language, which pro-
vides a powerful interpreter environment for interactive use [144]. Acceleration of nu-
merical code is realized using the numba just-in-time compiler, which compiles native
Python code to machine code that achieves speeds comparable to code written in C or
FORTRAN [145]. We accelerate the solution of the system matrix equation by using a
banded matrix solver: upon model initialization, the system matrix is automatically per-
muted into a banded form using the Reverse Cuthill-McKee algorithm [146]. All code
and data for this study are available at github.com/mdbartos/pipedream.
Model validation
We assess the state estimation toolkit by applying our methodology to a real-world
stormwater network and then evaluating the extent to which the Kalman filter improves
the accuracy of interpolated and forecasted system states. First, a real-world catchment
is selected, and real-time depth data is collected at four sites. We then construct a
pipedream model of the catchment and force the model with a real-world storm event.
We then use a holdout cross-validation approach to measure the extent to which fusing
sensor data at selected sites reduces error at the holdout sites. We also evaluate the
ability of the Kalman filter to forecast system states by fusing sensor measurements at
one-hour intervals and quantifying the reduction in error over the remainder of each hour.
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Figure 4.3. Overview of study area. Left: Map of stormwater network including the contributing area, channel
network, hydraulic storage elements, and four sensor sites. Right: Photographs of sensor sites located on basins 1-3
and outlet flume.
These two applications—interpolation, and forecasting—represent important use-cases
for real-time state estimation with continuous monitoring.
Our case study focuses on a 5:85 km2 urban watershed located in the Midwestern
United States (Fig. 4.3). This watershed is the subject of a long-term monitoring project
led by the authors and thus features roughly two years of continuous sensor data [102].
Roughly 47% of the catchment is impervious, with a majority of the impervious area lo-
cated towards the downstream half of the catchment. The representation of the channel
network is derived from survey data and engineering drawings that describe the network
topology, hydraulic geometries, storage curves, and various hydraulic and hydrologic
parameters needed to properly model catchment dynamics.
To characterize the response of the catchment, wireless ultrasonic depth sensors are
installed at four locations in series along the mainstem of the watershed (numbered in
increasing order from 1 to 4 in the downstream direction). These sensors continuously
report the distance to the water surface at an adaptive sampling rate that ranges from
roughly 2 minutes to 1 hour, with a manufacturer-specified reading-to-reading error of
approximately 1mm. Sensors at sites 1 and 2 measure the water level in two relatively
large retention basins. The sensor at site 3 measures the water level in an outlet box
directly downstream of a third retention basin. Overflow from this retention basin drains
into the outlet box through a rectangular weir that is approximately 5m wide. Finally, the
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sensor at site 4 measures the water level at the downstream end of a rectangular flume.
The rectangular flume is roughly 5m wide and is connected at the upstream end to a
fourth retention basin. Raw sensor data is preprocessed using a combination of manual
and automatic filtering techniques. Invalid readings and sensor spikes are flagged and
removed using an automated filtering routine consisting of range checks and threshold
tests on the second derivative of the sensor signal. After the initial quality control, dis-
tance measurements are converted to water depth estimates using field measurements
of the sensor offset to the channel bottom.
We apply the new hydraulic model to a real-world storm event occurring on August
8, 2017. This rain event is selected because (i) all sensor sites were active and report-
ing during this storm, and (ii) the peak depth of the generated hydrograph is close to
the median peak depth for the period of available data, meaning that the storm event
is representative of a typical storm event in this location. Precipitation intensity data
are collected from two weather stations operated by Weather Underground near the
catchment of interest [107]. Runoff is generated from the rainfall using the Green-Ampt
formulation and then fed into the hydraulic model. For the purposes of this analysis,
we assume uniform rainfall intensity over the catchment and use the average intensity
between the two gages as input to the model.
4.4 Results
Interpolation
Using a holdout cross-validation approach, we find that the Kalman filter is effective at
interpolating system states at ungaged locations. Figure 4.4 shows the result of the
holdout cross-validation assessment. For this experiment, the filter is applied to sensor
sites 1 and 3, and the output of the updated model is compared with sensor measure-
ments at sites 2 and 4. From Table 4.2, it can be seen that the filter reduces error at both
holdout sites. While the model performs well on its own, the Kalman filter reduces the
mean squared error (MSE) at site 2 by 25.5% and at site 4 by 17.9%. For site 2, a majority
of the error is reduced at the peak of the hydrograph, while at site 4, a majority of the
error is reduced at the falling limb. Because the filter improves model accuracy even
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Figure 4.4. Validation of Kalman filter using holdout assessment. Left: Depth hydrographs at basins 1 and 3,
where the Kalman filter is applied. Right: Depth hydrographs at holdout sites where Kalman filter was not applied.
The Kalman filter reduces error at both holdout sites.
at locations where it is not directly applied, the holdout assessment suggests that the
Kalman filter pushes the system closer to its actual state rather than simply “overfitting”
individual sites to measured data.
The Kalman filter is capable of correcting error introduced by uncertain dynamical in-
puts, distinguishing it from a calibration-only approach. From Figure 4.4, it can be seen
that the model without filtering over-predicts the discharge at sites 1 and 2, but under-
predicts at sites 3 and 4. This result suggests that the spatial heterogeneity of runoff
is a major source of error. This type of error is difficult to counter with model calibra-
tion alone, given that calibration tends to target static parameters of the system such
as channel roughness coefficients and impervious area percentages. However, spatial
variability in runoff may also result from spatial variability in the originating rainfall field.
In contrast to continuous calibration, the Kalman filter handles this contingency by cor-
recting system states in real-time, adding and removing mass from the system to match
field observations. This approach is robust to both parameter and input uncertainty,
making it especially suitable for real-time applications in which the driving input is often
uncertain or unknown.
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Table 4.2. Mean squared error of reconstruction at holdout sites.
Basin 2 Outlet Flume
MSE (Model) 3.22E-4 6.36E-4
MSE (Filter) 2.40E-4 5.22E-4
Forecasting
By adaptively correcting system dynamics, Kalman filtering pushes the hydraulic system
closer to its measured state and thus enables improved forecasting of system behavior.
However, not all sites offer the same forecasting benefit, and sensor sites must be se-
lected judiciously to maximize the accuracy of the forecast. Figure 4.5 shows the result
of using the Kalman filter to forecast system states at 1-hour intervals. In this application,
sensor data for each site is fused at the first minute of each hour (indicated by circular
markers), and the model is then propagated forward in time to forecast system behavior
for the remainder of the hour. The effectiveness of the forecast is then gaged based on
the reduction in MSE, and the length of time that the correction persists.
Figure 4.5. Forecasting hydraulic states at 1-hour intervals using the Kalman filter. Forecasting benefit is greater
for sites with large storage capacity (left), and less so for sites with small storage capacity (right).
In general, the most effective sites for forecasting are those for which the volume
of storage is large compared to the volume of water entering and exiting the control
volume. When the filter is applied to correct the hydraulic head at a large retention
pond (site 1), as shown in Figure 4.5 (left), the effect of the correction persists for the
remainder of the hourly interval—in other words, applying the correction significantly
changes the trajectory of the hydraulic head compared to the trajectory produced by
the model alone. The correction imposed by the filter increases the accuracy of the
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forecasted states (measured by MSE) compared to the model-only forecast. Sites with
larger storage capacity are most effective because small changes in hydraulic head result
in relatively large changes to the mass and energy balance of the system, essentially
allowing greater control over the state space.
By contrast, sites with smaller storage capacity offer less forecasting benefit, given
that the effect of the correction is quickly overpowered by dynamics originating from
elsewhere in the system. At the outlet flume (site 4), for example, the proportion of mass
entering and leaving the control volume at each time step is relatively large compared
to the mass within the control volume itself. Thus, correcting the system state at this
location does not significantly alter the amount of mass or energy in the system, and the
effect of the correction persists for only a short time after the filter is applied. As shown
in Figure 4.5 (right), the trajectory of the hydraulic head quickly returns to the model-
only trajectory after each application of the filter. Thus, sensor data from sites with little
storage capacity must be fused at a rapid frequency (on the order of the time step used
by the hydraulic solver) in order to produce noticeable forecasting benefit.
Computational Performance
The pipedreammodel offers significantly improvedmodel run-times compared to pySWMM,
an existing interactive solver for stormwater networks. Model run-time comparisons are
conducted on networks , , and  from the pystorms benchmarking library, with net-
work sizes ranging from 26 to 210 nodes (superjunctions) [147]. When compared against
pySWMM, pipedream ran between 15-190 times faster, with performance gains increas-
ing for larger numbers of computational elements. For many networks, this multiple
order-of-magnitude run-time improvement could mean the difference between offline
usage and true real-time execution. When compared with SWMM5 in batch execution,
pipedream is currently about 2.1-3.4 times slower for the benchmark scenarios chosen.
However, pipedream was able to achieve more consistently stable results. In particu-
lar, for the  network, pipedream was able to achieve stable results, while SWMM was
not—even when using a small timestep (0.1 s). Table 4.3 shows a detailed breakdown
of model performance for all scenarios. Figures S4.4-S4.6 compare model outputs for
pipedream and SWMM under each scenario.
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Table 4.3. Performance of model runs under pipedream, SWMM and pySWMM. To assess the performance of
pySWMM in an interactive context, pySWMM model runs incorporate the time needed to query depth and flow
states from all nodes and links, respectively.
Model run time (s)
Scenario Nodes Links Duration (hr) pipedream SWMM pySWMM
 26 30 12 4.42 1.29 64.9
 210 210 24 42.4 19.98 8210
 78 77 960 196.0 64.8 10900
4.5 Discussion
By enabling real-time interpolation and forecasting of hydraulic states, pipedream pro-
vides a powerful new tool for urban flash flood nowcasting. The dynamics of urban flash
flooding are complex and spatially heterogeneous, to the effect that there is no existing
model that is capable of reliably forecasting flash floods in urban catchments [6]. While
many cities use gage networks to help detect flooding and communicate flood alerts,
gages are generally restricted to larger streams, leaving significant “blind spots” in the
drainage network [148]. To address this problem, the data assimilationmethodology pre-
sented in this paper will allow emergency managers to better estimate localized flooding
at ungaged locations by interpolating hydraulic states from locations where sensor data
is available. These high-resolution flood estimates will enable new forms of rapid flood
response, such as localized alerts for motorists and targeted dispatch of emergency ser-
vices. Moreover, by correcting system states in real-time, the pipedream toolkit will assist
with flood forecasting, enabling emergency managers to more accurately predict down-
stream flooding at longer lead times—especially in cases where flooding is primarily
driven by upstream transport.
In addition to detecting localized floods, the pipedream toolkit will also assist in identi-
fying maintenance emergencies. Timely and accurate diagnosis of maintenance issues is
essential for effective stormwater management. Short-term maintenance emergencies
(such as storm drain blockages) can lead to localized flooding, while long-term main-
tenance issues (such as sediment accumulation) can degrade the overall performance
of the stormwater system [18]. However, distinguishing true maintenance emergencies
from spurious sensor faults remains a persistent challenge—especially when attempting
to diagnose anomalies from sensor data alone [149]. pipedream handles this ambiguity
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by combining sensor data with a dynamical model of the stormwater system. By offer-
ing two independent estimates of system states, pipedream makes it easier to track the
source of anomalies and differentiate true emergencies from false positives. Moreover,
pipedream natively encodes the relative confidence in sensor/model outputs through
the measurement/process covariances respectively, allowing users to incorporate prior
information about sensor faults directly into the data assimilation procedure.
Perhaps most importantly, the pipedream toolkit provides a foundation for real-time
control of urban drainage systems. Many cities are now implementing or seeking to
implement real-time control systems for urban drainage systems in order to improve
performance, cut costs, or mitigate stormwater-related hazards. In both modeling stud-
ies and real-world deployments, real-time control has shown proven results in mitigating
combined sewer overflows and improving urban water quality [12, 20–26, 101]. How-
ever, effective real-time control is predicated on an accurate representation of system
states. By fusing sensor data with an accurate physically-based process model, the
pipedream toolkit provides a firm basis for control, whether for the purposes of simu-
lation or real-world execution. Crucially, pipedream integrates control structures into the
internal state-space model, facilitating native use of classical control algorithms such as
model-predictive control and linear-quadratic regulation.
Conclusions
In this study, we develop a new toolkit for real-time digital twinning of urban stormwa-
ter systems. This toolkit consists of a robust hydraulic solver based on the full one-
dimensional Saint-Venant equations along with an implicit Kalman filtering methodology
that facilitates assimilation of real-time sensor data. Drawing on sensor data from a real-
world stormwater network, we find that the implicit Kalman filter is effective at both
interpolating system states within the network, and forecasting future states based on
current measurements. By providing a physically-based methodology for state estima-
tion in stormwater networks, this toolkit will enable system operators to pre-emptively
detect and repair blockages, leaks and other maintenance emergencies. Moreover, by
improving interpolation and forecasting of system states, our toolkit will provide a strong
foundation for model-based real-time control schemes, such as model predictive control
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and linear quadratic regulation.
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Supplementary Information
S4.1 Glossary
Table S4.4. Glossary for hydraulic solver derivations.
Variable Description
aik; bik; cik; Pik Momentum coefficients
ah; qq Horizontal and vertical axis scaling factors for elliptical pump curve
A Cross-sectional area of flow (general)
A1(t) Left-hand state transition matrix
A2(t) Right-hand state transition matrix
AK(t); AS(t); AO(t); AP(t); AW(t) Component state transition matrices
Ao Maximum area of flow of orifice o
Acik Cross-sectional area of flow at control structure at link ik
Aik Cross-sectional area of flow at link ik
Adk Cross-sectional area of flow at downstream end of superlink k
As;Ik Area of water surface at junction Ik
Asj Area of water surface at superjunction j
Auk Cross-sectional area of flow at upstream end of superlink k
B(t) Input matrix
Bik Top width of flow at link ik
Co Coefficient of discharge of orifice o
Cdk Coefficient of discharge at downstream end of superlink k
Cik Discharge coefficient for control structure in link ik
Cuk Coefficient of discharge at upstream end of superlink k
CwR Rectangular weir discharge coefficient for weir w
CwT Triangular weir discharge coefficient for weir w
D(t) Right-hand constants matrix
DK(t); DO(t); DW(t); DP(t) Component right-hand constant matrices
DIk; EIk Continuity coefficients
Dk Intermediate coefficient
g Acceleration due to gravity
h Water depth (general)
hdk Water depth at downstream of superlink k
hf Cumulative infiltration depth
hIk Water depth at junction Ik
huk Water depth at upstream of superlink k
He;o Effective orifice head
He;p Effective pump head
He;w Effective weir head
Hj Head at junction j (invert elevation + water depth)
Hjdk Head at junction downstream of superlink k
Hjuk Head at junction upstream of superlink k
Hjuo Head at junction upstream of orifice o
Hjdo Head at junction downstream of orifice o
Hjup Head at junction upstream of pump p
Hjdp Head at junction downstream of pump p
Hjuw Head at junction upstream of weir w
Hjdw Head at junction downstream of weir w
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Table S4.4. Glossary for hydraulic solver derivations, continued.
Variable Description
Hmax;p Maximum pump head
Hmin;p Minimum pump head
Hdk Head difference at downstream end of superlink k
Huk Head difference at upstream end of superlink k
if Infiltration rate
Ks Saturated hydraulic conductivity
Lw Length of transverse weir w
nik Manning’s roughness coefficient for link ik
NKDj Number of superlinks with downstream end attached to superjunction j
NKUj Number of superlinks with upstream end attached to superjunction j
NODj Number of orifices with downstream end attached to superjunction j
NOUj Number of orifices with upstream end attached to superjunction j
NPDj Number of pumps with downstream end attached to superjunction j
NPUj Number of pumps with upstream end attached to superjunction j
NWDj Number of weirs with downstream end attached to superjunction j
NWUj Number of weirs with upstream end attached to superjunction j
qf Runoff rate
qo Lateral inflow per unit length (generic)
Q Discharge (general)
Qik Discharge in link ik
QIk Discharge at junction Ik
Qin;Ik External flow input at junction Ik
Qin;j External flow input at superjunction j
Qo Discharge from orifice o
Qp Discharge from pump p
Qdk Discharge at downstream end of superlink k
Quk Discharge at upstream end of superlink k
Qw Discharge from weir w
r^ Estimate of truncation error
Rik Hydraulic radius for link ik
sw Side slope (run/rise) for triangular portion of weir w
So;ik Channel bottom slope at link ik
Sf;ik Friction head loss slope at link ik
SL;ik Local head loss slope at link ik
t Time (general)
t Time step
TOL Error tolerance
u(t) Input vector for state-space system
u Velocity (general)
uik Velocity of flow at link ik
uIk Velocity of flow at junction Ik
UIk; VIk;WIk; Tik Forward recurrence relation coefficients
XIk; YIk; ZIk; Oik Backward recurrence relation coefficients
x Distance (general)
x(t) State vector for state-space system
xik Length of link ik
ymax;o Maximum height of orifice o
ymax;w Maximum height of weir w
zinv;j Invert elevation of superjunction j
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Table S4.4. Glossary for hydraulic solver derivations, continued.
Variable Description
zinv;dk Invert elevation at downstream end of superlink k
zinv;uk Invert elevation at upstream end of superlink k
zinv;jdo Invert elevation of superjunction at downstream end of orifice o
zinv;juo Invert elevation of superjunction at upstream end of orifice o
zinv;jdp Invert elevation of superjunction at downstream end of pump p
zinv;jup Invert elevation of superjunction at upstream end of pump p
zinv;jdw Invert elevation of superjunction at downstream end of weir w
zinv;juw Invert elevation of superjunction at upstream end of weir w
zo Offset elevation of orifice o
zp Offset elevation of pump p
zw Offset elevation of weir w
uk; uk; uk; uk Superlink upstream flow coefficients
dk; dk; dk; dk Superlink downstream flow coefficients
uo; uo; uo; uo Orifice upstream flow coefficients
do; do; do; do Orifice downstream flow coefficients
up; up; up; up Pump upstream flow coefficients
dp; dp; dp; dp Pump downstream flow coefficients
uw; uw; uw; uw Weir upstream flow coefficients
dw; dw; dw; dw Weir downstream flow coefficients
 Allowable truncation error
1; 2 Intermediate coefficients
 f Suction head of wetting front
	k;k; Fkj;j; G
k
j Superlink solution matrix coefficients
	o; o; Foj;j; G
o
j Orifice solution matrix coefficients
	p;p; Fpj;j; G
p
j Pump solution matrix coefficients
	w; w; Fwj;j; G
w
j Weir solution matrix coefficients
; ;  Filter parameters
d Soil moisture deficit
uk Indicator variable for submerged upstream end of superlink
dk Indicator variable for submerged downstream end of superlink
! Input signal to control structure (proportion open)
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S4.2 Discretization of momentum
In the following section, we describe the discretization scheme for the momentum equa-
tion. The momentum equation is applied around each link, as shown in Figure S4.1.
Figure S4.1. Control volume and indexing scheme for momentum equation.
Starting with the equation for conservation of momentum:
@Q
@t
+
@
@x
(Qu) + gA

@h
@x
- S0 + Sf + SL

= 0 (4.1)
The following discretization scheme can be applied to link ik [40]:
(Qt+tik -Q
t
ik)
xik
t
+ uI+1kQ
t+t
I+1k - uIkQ
t+t
Ik
+gAik(h
t+t
I+1k - h
t+t
Ik ) - gAikSo;ikxik + gAik(Sf;ik + SL;ik)x = 0
(4.2)
This equation can be written in terms of the following coefficient equation [40]:
aikQ
t+t
i-1k + bikQ
t+t
ik + cikQ
t+t
i+1k = Pik + gAik(h
t+t
Ik - h
t+t
I+1k) (4.3)
Where:
aik = -max(uIk; 0) (4.4)
cik = -max(-uI+1k; 0) (4.5)
bik =
xik
t
+
gn2ikjQ
t
ikjxik
AikR
4=3
ik
+
AikjQ
t
ikj
A2cikC
2
ik
- aik - cik (4.6)
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Pik = Q
t
ik
xik
t
+ gAikSo;ikxik (4.7)
This coefficient equation can be verified by substituting the expressions for the coef-
ficients:
-max(uIk; 0)Q
t+t
i-1k
+

xik
t
+
gn2ikjQ
t
ikjxik
AikR
4=3
ik
+
AikjQ
t
ikj
A2cikC
2
ik
+max(uIk; 0) +max(-uI+1k; 0)

Qt+tik
-max(-uI+1k; 0)Q
t+t
i+1k
= Qik
xik
t
+ gAikSo;ikxik + gAik(h
t+t
Ik - h
t+t
I+1k)
(4.8)
Assuming uik > 0 and ui-1k  uik  ui+1k:
-uIkQ
t+t
i-1k +

xik
t
+
gn2ikjQ
t
ikjxik
AikR
4=3
ik
+
AikjQ
t
ikj
A2cikC
2
ik
+ uIk

Qt+tik
= Qtik
xik
t
+ gAikSo;ikxik + gAik(h
t+t
Ik - h
t+t
I+1k)
(4.9)
(Qt+tik -Q
t
ik)
xik
t
+ (Qt+tik -Q
t+t
i-1k )uIk
+gAik(
n2ikjQ
t
ikjQ
t+t
ik
A2ikR
4=3
ik
+
jQtikjQ
t+t
ik
gC2ikA
2
cikxik
)xik
= gAikSo;ikxik + gAik(h
t+t
Ik - h
t+t
I+1k)
(4.10)
(Qt+tik -Q
t
ik)
xik
t
+ (Qt+tik -Q
t+t
i-1k )uIk + gAik(Sf;ik + SL;ik)xik
= gAikSo;ikxik + gAik(h
t+t
Ik - h
t+t
I+1k)
(4.11)
Which further simplifies to the original combined mass and momentum balance:
(Qt+tik -Q
t
ik)
xik
t
+ (Qt+tik -Q
t+t
i-1k )uIk
+gAik(h
t+t
I+1k - h
t+t
Ik ) + gAik(Sf;ik - gAikSo;ikxik + SL;ik)xik
(4.12)
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Alternatively, assuming uik < 0 and ui-1k  uik  ui+1k:
uI+1kQ
t+t
i+1k +

xik
t
+
gn2ikjQ
t
ikjxik
AikR
4=3
ik
+
AikjQ
t
ikj
A2cikC
2
ik
- uI+1k

Qt+tik
= Qtik
xik
t
+ gAikSo;ikxik + gAik(h
t+t
Ik - h
t+t
I+1k)
(4.13)
(Qt+tik -Q
t
ik)
xik
t
+ (Qt+ti+1k -Q
t+t
ik )uI+1k
+gAik(
n2ikjQ
t
ikjQ
t+t
ik
A2ikR
4=3
ik
+
jQtikjQ
t+t
ik
gC2ikA
2
cikxik
)xik
= gAikSo;ikxik + gAik(h
t+t
Ik - h
t+t
I+1k)
(4.14)
(Qt+tik -Q
t
ik)
xik
t
+ (Qt+ti+1k -Q
t+t
ik )uI+1k + gAik(Sf;ik + SL;ik)xik
= gAikSo;ikxik + gAik(h
t+t
Ik - h
t+t
I+1k)
(4.15)
Which simplifies to the original combined mass and momentum balance:
(Qt+tik -Q
t
ik)
xik
t
+ (Qt+ti+1k -Q
t+t
ik )uI+1k
+gAik(h
t+t
I+1k - h
t+t
Ik ) + gAik(Sf;ik - gAikSo;ikxik + SL;ik)xik
(4.16)
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S4.3 Discretization of continuity
In the following section, we describe the discretization scheme for the continuity equa-
tion. The continuity equation is applied around each junction, as shown in Figure S4.2.
Figure S4.2. Control volume and indexing scheme for continuity equation.
Starting with the continuity equation:
@A
@t
+
@Q
@x
= q0 (4.1)
The following discretization scheme can be applied to junction Ik [40]:
Qt+tik -Q
t+t
i-1k +

Bikxik
2
+
Bi-1kxi-1k
2
+As;Ik

 h
t+t
Ik - h
t
Ik
t
= Qin;Ik (4.2)
Where B0k = x0k = Bnk+1 = xnk+1 = 0. Through substitution, the discretized
continuity equation can be represented as follows [40]:
Qt+tik -Q
t+t
i-1k + EIkh
t+t
Ik = DIk (4.3)
Where:
DIk = Qin;Ik +
htIk
t

Bikxik
2
+
Bi-1kxi-1k
2
+As;Ik

(4.4)
EIk =
1
t

Bikxik
2
+
Bi-1kxi-1k
2
+As;Ik

(4.5)
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S4.4 Recurrence relationships
The SUPERLINK algorithm uses a series of recurrence relationships to embed channel
dynamics into the solution matrix. In this section, the forward and backward recurrence
relations for each superlink are derived.
Forward recurrence
Starting at the upstream end of superlink k, the continuity and momentum equations can
be written as:
Qt+t1k -Q
t+t
uk + E1kh
t+t
1k = D1k (4.1)
a1kQ
t+t
uk + b1kQ
t+t
1k + c1kQ
t+t
2k = P1k + gA1k(h
t+t
1k - h
t+t
2k ) (4.2)
Combining these equations together:
a1k(Q
t+t
1k +E1kh
t+t
1k -D1k)+b1kQ
t+t
1k +c1kQ
t+t
2k = P1k+gA1k(h
t+t
1k -h
t+t
2k ) (4.3)
Rearranging:
(a1k+b1k)Q
t+t
1k +c1kQ
t+t
2k +(a1kE1k-gA1k)h
t+t
1k +gA1kh
t+t
2k = a1kD1k+P1k (4.4)
Applying continuity to the second junction:
Qt+t2k -Q
t+t
1k + E2kh
t+t
2k = D2k (4.5)
Combining this equation with the previous expression:
(a1k + b1k)Q
t+t
1k + c1k(Q
t+t
1k +D2k - E2kh2k)
+(a1kE1k - gA1k)h
t+t
1k + gA1kh
t+t
2k = a1kD1k + P1k
(4.6)
Collecting terms:
(a1k + b1k + c1k)Q
t+t
1k + (a1kE1k - gA1k)h
t+t
1k
+(gA1k - c1kE2k)h
t+t
2k + c1kD2k - a1kD1k - P1k = 0
(4.7)
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Thus, the flow at the first link can be expressed as:
Qt+t1k =
(c1kE2k - gA1k)h
t+t
2k + (P1k + a1kD1k - c1kD2k) + (gA1k - a1kE1k)h
t+t
1k
a1k + b1k + c1k (4.8)
Thus for the upstream end of superlink k, the following equation holds:
Qt+t1k = U1kh
t+t
2k + V1k +W1kh
t+t
1k (4.9)
Where:
T1k = a1k + b1k + c1k (4.10)
U1k =
E2kc1k - gA1k
T1k
(4.11)
V1k =
P1k +D1ka1k -D2kc1k
T1k
(4.12)
W1k =
gA1k - E1ka1k
T1k
(4.13)
For the next element downstream, the continuity and momentum equations can be
written:
Qt+t3k -Q
t+t
2k + E3kh
t+t
3k = D3k (4.14)
a2kQ
t+t
1k + b2kQ
t+t
2k + c2kQ
t+t
3k = P2k + gA2k(h
t+t
2k - h
t+t
3k ) (4.15)
Combining the two equations together and simplifying yields the following equation:
a2k(Q
t+t
2k + E2kh
t+t
2k -D2k) + (b2k)Q
t+t
2k + c2k(Q2k - E3kh
t+t
3k +D3k)
-P2k - gA2k(h
t+t
2k - h
t+t
3k ) = 0
(4.16)
(a2k + b2k + c2k)Q
t+t
2k + (E2ka2k - gA2k)h
t+t
2k
+(gA2k - c2kE3k)h
t+t
3k + (-D2ka2k +D3kc2k - P2k) = 0
(4.17)
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Multiplying ht+t2k by (U1k - E2k)=(U1k - E2k) and rearranging yields:
(a2k + b2k + c2k)Q
t+t
2k +
(E2ka2k - gA2k)(U1k - E2k)
(U1k - E2k)
ht+t2k
+(gA2k - c2kE3k)h
t+t
3k + (-P2k -D2ka2k +D3kc2k) = 0
(4.18)
Note that:
U1kh
t+t
2k = (Q
t+t
1k - V1k -W1kh
t+t
1k ) (4.19)
E2kh
t+t
2k = (D2k -Q
t+t
2k +Q
t+t
1k ) (4.20)
Thus:
(a2k + b2k + c2k)Q
t+t
2k
+
(E2ka2k - gA2k)
(U1k - E2k)
[(Qt+t1k - V1k -W1kh
t+t
1k ) - (D2k -Q
t+t
2k +Q
t+t
1k )]
+(gA2k - c2kE3k)h
t+t
3k + (-P2k -D2ka2k +D3kc2k) = 0
(4.21)
Allowing Qt+t1k to be eliminated:
(a2k + b2k + c2k)Q
t+t
2k +
(E2ka2k - gA2k)
U1k - E2k
Qt+t2k
+
(E2ka2k - gA2k)(-W1k)
U1k - E2k
ht+1k + (gA2k - c2kE3k)h
t+t
3k
+(-P2k -D2ka2k +D3kc2k + (E2ka2k - gA2k)
(-V1k -D2k)
(U1k - E2k)
) = 0
(4.22)
Rearranging:

a2k + b2k + c2k -
gA2k - E2ka2k
U1k - E2k

Qt+t2k
+
(gA2k - E2ka2k)W1k
U1k - E2k
ht+1k + (gA2k - c2kE3k)h
t+t
3k
+

-P2k -D2ka2k +D3kc2k + (gA2k - E2ka2k)
V1k +D2k
U1k - E2k

= 0
(4.23)
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
a2k + b2k + c2k -
gA2k - E2ka2k
U1k - E2k

Qt+t2k
= (E3kc2k - gA2k)h
t+t
3k
+

P2k +D2ka2k -D3kc2k - (gA2k - E2ka2k)
V1k +D2k
(U1k - E2k)

-
(gA2k - E2ka2k)W1k
U1k - E2k
ht+1k
(4.24)
Generalizing for i = 2, I = 2:

aik + bik + cik -
gAik - EIkaik
UI-1k - EIk

Qt+tik
= (EI+1kcik - gAik)h
t+t
I+1k
+

Pik +DIkaik -DI+1kcik - (gAik - Eikaik)
VI-1k +DIk
UI-1k - EIk

-
(gAik - EIkaik)WI-1k
UI-1k - EIk
ht+1k
(4.25)
Condensing in terms of the coefficients yields the following recurrence relation for the
mass and momentum balance in the forward direction:
Qt+tik = UIkh
t+t
I+1k + VIk +WIkh
t+t
1k (4.26)
Where:
UIk =
EI+1kcik - gAik
Tik
(4.27)
VIk =
Pik +DIkaik -DI+1kcik - (gAik - EIkaik)
VI-1k+DIk
UI-1k-EIk
Tik
(4.28)
WIk = -
(gAik - EIkaik)WI-1k
(UI-1k - EIk)Tik
(4.29)
Tik =

aik + bik + cik -
gAik - EIkaik
UI-1k - EIk

(4.30)
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Backward recurrence
Starting at the downstream end of superlink k, the continuity and momentum equations
can be written as:
Qt+tdk -Q
t+t
nk + ENk+1h
t+t
Nk+1 = DNk+1 (4.31)
ankQ
t+t
nk-1 + bnkQ
t+t
nk + cnkQ
t+t
dk = Pnk + gAnk(h
t+t
Nk - h
t+t
Nk+1) (4.32)
Combining these equations together:
ankQ
t+t
nk-1+bnkQ
t+t
nk +cnk(Q
t+t
nk +DNk+1-ENk+1h
t+t
Nk+1) = Pnk+gAnk(h
t+t
Nk -h
t+t
Nk+1)
(4.33)
Rearranging:
(bnk+cnk)Q
t+t
nk +ankQ
t+t
nk-1-gANkh
t+t
Nk +(gANk-cnkENk+1)h
t+t
Nk+1 = Pnk-cnkDNk+1
(4.34)
Applying continuity to the penultimate junction:
Qt+tnk -Q
t+t
nk-1 + ENkh
t+t
Nk = DNk (4.35)
Combining this equation with the previous expression:
(bnk + cnk)Q
t+t
nk + ank(Qnk + ENkh
t+t
Nk -DNk)
-gANkh
t+t
Nk + (gANk - cnkENk+1)h
t+t
Nk+1 = Pnk - cnkDNk+1
(4.36)
Collecting terms:
(ank + bnk + cnk)Q
t+t
nk + (ankENk - gAnk)h
t+t
Nk
+(gAnk - cnkENk+1)h
t+t
Nk+1 + cnkDNk+1 - ankDNk - Pnk = 0
(4.37)
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Thus, the flow at the final link can be expressed as:
Qt+tnk =
(gAnk - ankENk)h
t+t
Nk + (Pnk + ankDNk - cnkDNk+1)
ank + bnk + cnk
+
(cnkENk+1 - gANk)h
t+t
Nk+1
ank + bnk + cnk
(4.38)
Thus for the downstream end of superlink k, the mass and momentum balance can
be represented by the following equation:
Qt+tnk = XNkh
t+t
Nk + YNk + ZNkh
t+t
Nk+1 (4.39)
Where:
Onk = ank + bnk + cnk (4.40)
XNk =
(gAnk - ENkank)
Onk
(4.41)
YNk =
Pnk +DNkank -DNk+1cnk
Onk
(4.42)
ZNk =
ENk+1cnk - gAnk
Onk
(4.43)
For the next element upstream, the continuity and momentum equations can be writ-
ten:
Qt+tnk-1 -Q
t+t
nk-2 + ENk-1h
t+t
Nk-1 = DNk-1 (4.44)
ank-1Q
t+t
nk-2 + bnk-1Q
t+t
nk-1 + cnk-1Q
t+t
nk = Pnk-1 + gAnk-1(h
t+t
Nk-1 - h
t+t
Nk ) (4.45)
ank-1(Q
t+t
nk-1 + ENk-1h
t+t
Nk-1 -DNk-1)
+(bnk-1)Q
t+t
nk-1 + cnk-1(Qnk-1 - ENkh
t+t
Nk +DNk)
-Pnk-1 - gAnk-1(h
t+t
Nk-1 - h
t+t
Nk ) = 0
(4.46)
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(ank-1 + bnk-1 + cnk-1)Q
t+t
nk-1 + (-ENkcnk-1 + gAnk-1)h
t+t
Nk
+(ENk-1ank-1 - gAnk-1)h
t+t
Nk-1 + (-DNk-1ank-1 +DNkcnk-1 - Pnk-1) = 0
(4.47)
Multiplying ht+tNk by (XNk + ENk)=(XNk + ENk) and rearranging:
(ank-1 + bnk-1 + cnk-1)Q
t+t
nk-1 +
(gAnk-1 - ENkcnk-1)(XNk + ENk)
(XNk + ENk)
ht+tNk
+(ENk-1ank-1 - gAnk-1)h
t+t
Nk-1 + (-Pnk-1 -DNk-1ank-1 +DNkcnk-1) = 0
(4.48)
Note that:
XNkh
t+t
Nk = (Q
t+t
nk - YNk - ZNkh
t+t
Nk+1) (4.49)
ENkh
t+t
Nk = (DNk -Q
t+t
nk +Q
t+t
nk-1) (4.50)
Thus:
(ank-1 + bnk-1 + cnk-1)Q
t+t
nk-1
+
(gAnk-1 - ENkcnk-1)
(XNk + ENk)
[(Qt+tnk - YNk - ZNkh
t+t
Nk+1) + (DNk -Q
t+t
nk +Q
t+t
nk-1)]
+(ENk-1ank-1 - gAnk-1)h
t+t
Nk-1 + (-Pnk-1 -DNk-1ank-1 +DNkcnk-1) = 0
(4.51)
Allowing Qt+tnk to be eliminated:
(ank-1 + bnk-1 + cnk-1)Q
t+t
nk-1
+
(gAnk-1 - ENkcnk-1)
(XNk + ENk)
Qt+tnk-1 +
(gAnk-1 - ENkcnk-1)(-ZNk)
(XNk + ENk)
ht+tNk+1
+(ENk-1ank-1 - gAnk-1)h
t+t
Nk-1
+

-Pnk-1 -DNk-1ank-1 +DNkcnk-1 +
(gAnk-1 - ENkcnk-1)(-YNk +DNk)
(XNk + ENk)

= 0
(4.52)
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Rearranging:

ank-1 + bnk-1 + cnk-1 +
(gAnk-1 - ENkcnk-1)
(XNk + ENk)

Qt+tnk-1
+(ENk-1ank-1 - gAnk-1)h
t+t
Nk-1 -
(gAnk-1 - ENkcnk-1)ZNk
(XNk + ENk)
ht+tNk+1
+

-Pnk-1 -DNk-1ank-1 +DNkcnk-1 + (gAnk-1 - ENkcnk-1)
(DNk - YNk)
(XNk + ENk)

= 0
(4.53)

ank-1 + bnk-1 + cnk-1 +
(gAnk-1 - ENkcnk-1)
(XNk + ENk)

Qt+tnk-1
= (gAnk-1 - ENk-1ank-1)h
t+t
Nk-1
+

Pnk-1 +DNk-1ank-1 -DNkcnk-1 - (gAnk-1 - ENkcnk-1)
(DNk - YNk)
(XNk + ENk)

+
(gAnk-1 - ENkcnk-1)ZNk
(XNk + ENk)
ht+tNk+1
(4.54)
Generalizing for i = nk- 1, I = Nk- 1:

aik + bik + cik +
(gAik - EI+1kcik)
(XI+1k + EI+1k)

Qt+tik
= (gAik - EIkaik)h
t+t
Ik
+

Pik +DIkaik -DI+1kcik - (gAik - EI+1kcik)
(DI+1k - YI+1k)
(XI+1k + EI+1k)

+
(gAik - EI+1kcik)ZI+1k
(XI+1k + EI+1k)
ht+tNk+1
(4.55)
Condensing in terms of the coefficients yields the following recurrence relation for the
mass and momentum balance in the backwards direction:
Qt+tik = XIkh
t+t
Ik + YIk + ZIkh
t+t
Nk+1 (4.56)
Where:
XIk =
gAik - EIkaik
Oik
(4.57)
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YIk =
Pik +DIkaik -DI+1kcik - (gAik - EI+1kcik)
(DI+1k-YI+1k)
(XI+1k+EI+1k)
Oik
(4.58)
ZIk =
(gAik - EI+1kcik)ZI+1k
(XI+1k + EI+1k)Oik
(4.59)
Oik =

aik + bik + cik +
gAik - EI+1kcik
XI+1k + EI+1k

(4.60)
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S4.5 Inlet hydraulics
Depth at upstream end of superlink
The discharge at the upstream end of a superlink is given by:
Quk = CukAuk
p
2gHuk (4.1)
Where:
Huk = uk(Hjuk - zinv;uk) - huk (4.2)
And:
uk =
8><>:1 Hjuk > zinv;uk0 Hjuk < zinv;uk (4.3)
Squaring and rearranging provides the depth boundary condition at the upstream
end [137]:
Q2uk = 2C
2
ukA
2
ukg(uk[Hjuk - zinv;uk] - huk) (4.4)
jQtukjQ
t+t
uk = 2C
2
ukA
2
ukg(uk[Hjuk - zinv;uk] - huk) (4.5)
huk = -
jQtukjQ
t+t
uk
2C2ukA
2
ukg
+ uk(Hjuk - zinv;uk) (4.6)
Depth at downstream end of superlink
The discharge at the downstream end of a superlink is given by:
Qdk = CdkAdk
p
2gHdk (4.7)
Where:
Hdk = hdk + dk(zinv;dk -Hjdk) (4.8)
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And:
dk =
8><>:1 Hjdk > zinv;dk0 Hjdk < zinv;dk (4.9)
Squaring and rearranging provides the depth boundary condition at the downstream
end [137]:
Q2dk = 2C
2
dkA
2
dkg(hdk + dk[zinv;dk -Hjdk]) (4.10)
jQtdkjQ
t+t
dk = 2C
2
dkA
2
dkg(hdk + dk[zinv;dk -Hjdk]) (4.11)
hdk =
jQtdkjQ
t+t
dk
2C2dkA
2
dkg
+ dk(Hjdk - zinv;dk) (4.12)
Superlink boundary conditions
From the continuity equation, the inlet and outlet flows for each superlink (Quk andQdk)
are defined as:
Qt+tuk = Q
t+t
1k + E1kh
t+t
1k -D1k (4.13)
Qt+tdk = Q
t+t
nk - ENk+1h
t+t
Nk+1 +DNk+1 (4.14)
From the recurrence relations developed in Section S4.4, it can be shown that:
Qt+t1k = X1kh
t+t
uk + Y1k + Z1kh
t+t
dk (4.15)
Qt+tnk = UNkh
t+t
dk + VNk +WNkh
t+t
uk (4.16)
Thus, the inlet and outlet flows can be redefined in terms of the recurrence relations:
Qt+tuk = (X1k + E1k)h
t+t
1k + (Y1k -D1k) + Z1kh
t+t
Nk+1 (4.17)
Qt+tdk = (UNk - ENk+1)h
t+t
Nk+1 + (VNk +DNk+1) +WNkh
t+t
1k (4.18)
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To simplify the algebra, define the following coefficients:
~X1k = X1k + E1k (4.19)
~Y1k = Y1k -D1k (4.20)
~UNk = UNk - ENk+1 (4.21)
~VNk = VNk +DNk+1 (4.22)
(4.23)
Thus, the inlet and outlet flows can be redefined as follows:
Qt+tuk =
~X1kh
t+t
1k +
~Y1k + Z1kh
t+t
Nk+1 (4.24)
Qt+tdk =
~UNkh
t+t
Nk+1 +
~VNk +WNkh
t+t
1k (4.25)
From the depth boundary conditions at the ends of each superlink, it is known that:
h1k = ukQ
t+t
uk + uk(Hjuk - zinv;uk) (4.26)
hNk+1 = dkQ
t+t
dk + dk(Hjdk - zinv;dk) (4.27)
Where:
uk = -
jQtukj
2C2ukA
2
ukg
(4.28)
dk =
jQtdkj
2C2dkA
2
dkg
(4.29)
Substituting the boundary conditions into the recurrence relations yields the following
equations:
Qt+tuk =
~X1k(ukQ
t+t
uk +uk[Hjuk-zinv;uk])+
~Y1k+Z1k(dkQ
t+t
dk +dk[Hjdk-zinv;dk])
(4.30)
Qt+tdk =
~UNk(dkQ
t+t
dk +dk[Hjdk-zinv;dk])+
~VNk+WNk(ukQ
t+t
uk +uk[Hjuk-zinv;uk])
(4.31)
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Expanding:
Qt+tuk =
~X1kukQ
t+t
uk +
~X1kukH
t+t
juk -
~X1kukzinv;uk + ~Y1k
+Z1kdkQ
t+t
dk + Z1kdkH
t+t
jdk - Z1kdkzinv;dk
(4.32)
Qt+tdk =
~UNkdkQ
t+t
dk +
~UNkdkHjdk - ~UNkdkzinv;dk + ~VNk
+WNkukQ
t+t
uk +WNkukHjuk -WNkukzinv;uk
(4.33)
Rearranging:
0 = (~X1kuk - 1)Q
t+t
uk + Z1kdkQ
t+t
dk +
~X1kukH
t+t
juk + Z1kdkH
t+t
jdk + 1 (4.34)
0 =WNkukQ
t+t
uk + (
~UNkdk - 1)Q
t+t
dk +WNkukHjuk +
~UNkdkHjdk + 2 (4.35)
Where:
1 = ~Y1k - ~X1kukzinv;uk - Z1kdkzinv;dk (4.36)
2 = ~VNk -WNkukzinv;uk - ~UNkdkzinv;dk (4.37)
Writing as a matrix equation:
24(~X1kuk - 1) Z1kdk
WNkuk (~UNkdk - 1)
3524Qt+tuk
Qt+tdk
35 =
24 -~X1kukHt+tjuk - Z1kdkHt+tjdk - 1
-WNkukH
t+t
juk -
~UNkdkH
t+t
jdk - 2
35
(4.38)
Taking the matrix inverse:
24Qt+tuk
Qt+tdk
35 = 1
Dk
24(~UNkdk - 1) -Z1kdk
-WNkuk (~X1kuk - 1)
3524 -~X1kukHt+tjuk - Z1kdkHt+tjdk - 1
-WNkukH
t+t
juk -
~UNkdkH
t+t
jdk - 2
35
(4.39)
Where:
Dk = (~X1kuk - 1)(~UNkdk - 1) - (Z1kdk)(WNkuk) (4.40)
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Expanding:
Qt+tuk = f
~UNkdk - 1)(-~X1kukH
t+t
juk - Z1kdkH
t+t
jdk - 1)
+(-Z1kdk)(-WNkukH
t+t
juk -
~UNkdkH
t+t
jdk - 2)g=D

k
(4.41)
Qt+tdk = f(-WNkuk)(-
~X1kukH
t+t
juk - Z1kdkH
t+t
jdk - 1)
+(~X1kuk - 1)(-WNkukH
t+t
juk -
~UNkdkH
t+t
jdk - 2)g=D

k
(4.42)
Arranging in terms of the unknown heads:
Qt+tuk = fuk[(
~UNkdk - 1)(-~X1k) + (-Z1kdk)(-WNk)]H
t+t
juk +
dk[(~UNkdk - 1)(-Z1k) + (-Z1kdk)(-~UNk)]H
t+t
jdk +
[(~UNkdk - 1)(-1) + (-Z1kdk)(-2)]g=D

k
(4.43)
Qt+tdk = fuk[(-WNkuk)(-
~X1k) + (~X1kuk - 1)(-WNk)]H
t+t
juk +
dk[(-WNkuk)(-Z1k) + (~X1kuk - 1)(-~UNk)]H
t+t
jdk +
[(-WNkuk)(-1) + (~X1kuk - 1)(-2)]g=D

k
(4.44)
Finally, the flow rates at the upstream and downstream ends of superlink k can be
expressed as:
Qt+tuk = ukH
t+t
juk + ukH
t+t
jdk + uk (4.45)
Qt+tdk = dkH
t+t
juk + dkH
t+t
jdk + dk (4.46)
Where:
uk =
uk[(1- (UNk - ENk+1)dk)(X1k + E1k) + Z1kdkWNk]
Dk
(4.47)
uk =
dk[(1- (UNk - ENk+1)dk)Z1k + Z1kdk(UNk - ENk+1)]
Dk
(4.48)
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uk =
(1- (UNk - ENk+1)dk)(Y1k -D1k - (X1k + E1k)ukzinv;uk - Z1kdkzinv;dk)
Dk
+
(Z1kdk)(VNk +DNk+1 -WNkukzinv;uk - (UNk - ENk+1)dkzinv;dk)
Dk
(4.49)
dk =
uk[(1- (X1k + E1k)uk)WNk +WNkuk(X1k + E1k)]
Dk
(4.50)
dk =
dk[(1- (X1k + E1k)uk)(UNk - ENk+1) +WNkukZ1k]
Dk
(4.51)
dk =
(1- (X1k + E1k)uk)(VNk +DNk+1 -WNkukzinv;uk - (UNk - ENk+1)dkzinv;dk)
Dk
+
(WNkuk)(Y1k -D1k - (X1k + E1k)ukzinv;uk - Z1kdkzinv;dk)
Dk
(4.52)
Dk = ((X1k + E1k)uk - 1)((UNk - ENk+1)dk - 1) - (Z1kdk)(WNkuk) (4.53)
uk = -
jQtukj
2C2ukA
2
ukg
(4.54)
dk =
jQtdkj
2C2dkA
2
dkg
(4.55)
S4.6 Forming the solution matrix
The equations for the flows at the ends of each superlink are given by [40]:
NKDjX
l=1
Qt+tdkl -
NKUjX
m=1
Qt+tukm +Q
t+t
in;j =
Asj(H
t+t
j -H
t
j)
t
(4.1)
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Substituting the linear expressions for the upstream and downstream flows:
Asj(H
t+t
j -H
t
j)
t
=
NKDjX
l=1
(dklH
t+t
jukl
+ dklH
t+t
jdkl
+ dkl)
-
NKUjX
m=1
(ukmH
t+t
jukm
+ ukmH
t+t
jdkm
+ ukm) +Qin;j
(4.2)
Because Hjdkl = Hj and Hjukm = Hj:
Asj(H
t+t
j -H
t
j)
t
=
NKDjX
l=1
(dklH
t+t
jukl
+ dklH
t+t
j + dkl)
-
NKUjX
m=1
(ukmH
t+t
j + ukmH
t+t
jdkm
+ ukm) +Qin;j
(4.3)
Rearranging:

Asj
t
+
NKUjX
m=1
ukm -
NKDjX
l=1
dkl

Ht+tj -
NKDjX
l=1
dklH
t+t
jukl
+
NKUjX
m=1
ukmH
t+t
jdkm
=
Asj(H
t
j)
t
+
NKDjX
l=1
dkl -
NKUjX
m=1
ukm +Qin;j
(4.4)
The continuity equation for each superjunction can thus be redefined in terms of the
following coefficients.
 Asj
t
+ Fkj;j
 Ht+tj + NKDjX
`=1
kj;juk`H
t+t
juk`
+
NKUjX
m=1
	kj;jdkmH
t+t
jdkm
=
Asj
t
Htj +Q
t+t
in;j +G
k
j
(4.5)
Where:
Fkj;j =
NKUjX
m=1
ukm -
NKDjX
`=1
dk` (4.6)
kj;juk` = -dk` (4.7)
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	kj;jdkm = ukm (4.8)
Gkj =
NKDjX
`=1
dk` -
NKUjX
m=1
ukm (4.9)
Solution matrix equation for example network
Let the sparse matrix equation be expressed as the LTV system:
(AK(t) +AS(t))  x(t+ t) = AS(t)x(t) + B(t)u(t) +D(t) (4.10)
Combining terms together yields the simple linear system of equations:
Ax = b (4.11)
For brevity, define ~Fj;j = Asjt +Fkj;j and ~Gj = AsjtHtj +Qin;j+Gkj . Thus, for the example
network in Ji (1998), the sparse matrix equation at time t+ t is expressed as:
2666666666664
~F1;1 	
k
1;2 0 0 0 0
k2;1
~F2;2 	
k
2;3 0 	
k
2;5 0
0 k3;2
~F3;3 	
k
3;4 
k
3;5 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 k5;2 	
k
5;3 0
~F5;5 	
k
5;6
0 0 0 0 0 1
3777777777775
2666666666664
Ht+t1
Ht+t2
Ht+t3
Ht+t4
Ht+t5
Ht+t6
3777777777775
=
2666666666664
~G1
~G2
~G3
Ht+tbc;4
~G5
Ht+tbc;6
3777777777775
(4.12)
S4.7 Solving the internal superlink states
After computing the superjunction heads, the depths and flows inside each superlink are
computed by combining the boundary condition equations with the superlink recurrence
relations.
First the boundary condition equations at the upstream and downstream ends of each
superlink are solved to determine the superlink boundary depths and flows. For the
boundary flows:
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Qt+tuk = ukH
t+t
juk + ukH
t+t
jdk + uk (4.1)
Qt+tdk = dkH
t+t
juk + dkH
t+t
jdk + dk (4.2)
For the boundary depths:
h1k = ukQ
t+t
uk +Hjuk - zinv;uk (4.3)
hNk+1 = dkQ
t+t
dk +Hjdk - zinv;dk (4.4)
With these boundary conditions established, the internal depth states (h2k;   hNk)
and flow states (Q1k   QNk) can be solved using the forward and backward recurrence
relations. From Section S4.4, the recurrence relations give the following two sets of
equations.
Qt+tik = UIkh
t+t
I+1k + VIk +WIkh
t+t
1k ; i = I = 1; 2   Nk (4.5)
Qt+tik = XIkh
t+t
Ik + YIk + ZIkh
t+t
Nk+1; i = I = 1; 2   Nk (4.6)
Subtracting the second set of equations from the first:
0 = UIkh
t+t
I+1k - XIkh
t+t
Ik + (VIk - YIk +WIkh
t+t
1k - ZIkh
t+t
Nk+1); I = 1; 2   Nk (4.7)
Because ht+t1k and ht+tNk+1 are known, the result is a system of Nk equations with
Nk-1 unknowns. Thus, it would appear that the system of equations is overdetermined.
However, it can be shown that only Nk- 1 of the equations are linearly independent. A
demonstration of this fact is too long to include here, but is included as a notebook in
the software repository linked with the main paper.
S4.8 Addition of dynamic control structures
One major innovation we present with respect to the hydraulic model is the inclusion of
dynamic control structures, such as orifices, weirs and pumps. These control structures
are an integral component of many real-world stormwater networks, and thus repre-
senting their dynamics is important for achieving accurate simulation results. In addition
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to allowing better representation of real-world stormwater networks, our contribution
paves the way for real-time control in an operational context by allowing the user to
specify an input signal !(t) for each control structure. Users may execute arbitrary dy-
namic control strategies, ranging from simple rule-based control to more sophisticated
strategies such as linear-quadratic regulation (LQR) or model-predictive control (MPC).
When combined with the Kalman filter developed in the following sections, this capa-
bility yields a powerful tool for implementing real-time control of stormwater and sewer
networks. In the following section, we present the governing equations for each control
structure and show how these equations can be embedded into the state space model.
S4.9 Representing orifices
For orifices, six different flow cases are possible:
• Side-mounted orifice with both sides submerged
• Side-mounted orifice with one side submerged
• Side-mounted orifice with weir-like flow
• Bottom-mounted orifice with both sides submerged
• Bottom-mounted orifice with one side submerged
• No-flow condition
Governing equations for orifices
The governing equations for each condition are presented here:
Side-mounted orifice with both sides submerged
This flow regime occurs when both of the following conditions are met:
• max(Hjuo - zinv;juo; Hjdo - zinv;juo) > zo +!ymax;o
• min(Hjuo - zinv;juo; Hjdo - zinv;juo) > zo + !ymax;o2
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The effective head is computed as:
He;o = jHjuo -Hjdoj (4.1)
And the flow is computed as:
Qo = sgn(Hjuo -Hjdo)  CoAo
p
2gHe;o (4.2)
Side-mounted orifice with one side submerged
This flow regime occurs when both of the following conditions are met:
• max(Hjuo - zinv;juo; Hjdo - zinv;juo) > zo +!ymax;o
• min(Hjuo - zinv;juo; Hjdo - zinv;juo) < zo + !ymax;o2
The effective head is computed as:
He;o = 

max(Hjuo - zinv;juo; Hjdo - zinv;jdo) - (zo +
!ymax;o
2
)
 (4.3)
And the flow is computed as:
Qo = sgn(Hjuo -Hjdo)  CoAo
p
2gHe;o (4.4)
Side-mounted orifice with weir-like flow
This flow regime occurs when both of the following conditions are met:
• max(Hjuo - zinv;juo; Hjdo - zinv;juo) > zo
• max(Hjuo - zinv;juo; Hjdo - zinv;juo) < zo +!ymax;o
The effective head is computed as:
He;o = max(Hjuo - zinv;juo; Hjdo - zinv;juo) - zo (4.5)
And the flow is computed as:
Qo = sgn(Hjuo -Hjdo)CoAo
p
g
!ymax;o
p
He;o (4.6)
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Bottom-mounted orifice with both sides submerged
This flow regime occurs when both of the following conditions are met:
• max(Hjuo - zinv;juo; Hjdo - zinv;juo) > zo
• min(Hjuo - zinv;juo; Hjdo - zinv;juo) > zo
The effective head is computed as:
He;o = jHjuo -Hjdoj (4.7)
And the flow is computed as:
Qo = sgn(Hjuo -Hjdo)  CoAo
p
2gHe;o (4.8)
Bottom-mounted orifice with one side submerged
This flow regime occurs when both of the following conditions are met:
• max(Hjuo - zinv;juo; Hjdo - zinv;juo) > zo
• min(Hjuo - zinv;juo; Hjdo - zinv;juo) < zo
The effective head is computed as:
He;o = 

max(Huo - zinv;uo; Hdo - zinv;do) - zo
 (4.9)
And the flow is computed as:
Qo = sgn(Hjuo -Hjdo)  CoAo
p
2gHe;o (4.10)
No-flow condition
This flow regime occurs when the following condition is met:
• max(Hjuo - zinv;juo; Hjdo - zinv;juo) 6 zo
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In this case, the effective head and flow are both zero:
He;o = 0 (4.11)
Qo = 0 (4.12)
Representing orifice equations in the solution matrix
Orifices can be represented in the solution matrix as follows.
Define the following indicator functions:

(Hjuo; Hjdo) =
8><>:1; Hjuo > Hjdo0; o=w (4.13)
(o) =
8><>:1; orifice o is side-mounted0; orifice o is bottom-mounted (4.14)
Similarly, define boolean-valued functions to represent the following flow conditions:
Submerged on high-head side
o;1 =
8><>:1; 
Hjuo + (1-
)Hjdo > zo + zinv;juo + !ymax;o0; o=w (4.15)
Submerged on low-head side
o;2 =
8><>:1; (1-
)Hjuo +
Hjdo > zo + zinv;juo +
!ymax;o
2
0; o=w
(4.16)
Above bottom rim on high-head side
o;3 =
8><>:1; 
Hjuo + (1-
)Hjdo > zo + zinv;juo0; o=w (4.17)
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The flow through an orifice can now be represented using the following linearized
coefficient equation:
Qt+to = oH
t+t
juo + oH
t+t
jdo + o (4.18)
Where:
o =
8>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>:
o!
2; o;1 ^o;2
o
(-1)
1-
!2; o;1 ^ :o;2
o
2y2max;o

(-1)1-
; :o;1 ^o;3
0; :o;3
(4.19)
o =
8>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>:
-o!
2; o;1 ^o;2
o(1-
)(-1)
1-
!2; o;1 ^ :o;2
o
2y2max;o
(1-
)(-1)1-
; :o;1 ^o;3
0; :o;3
(4.20)
o =
8>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>:
0; o;1 ^o;2
o(-1)
1-
(-zinv;uo - zo -
!ymax;o
2
); o;1 ^ :o;2u
2
o
2y2max;o
(-zinv;uo - zo); :o;1 ^o;3
0; :o;3
(4.21)
o =
2gC2oA
2
o
jQtoj
(4.22)
These equations can be added to the solution matrix in much the same way as the
linearized superlink coefficients (uk; uk; uk; dk; dk; dk). Thus, define the matrix
AO(t) and the vectorDO(t). The elements of AO(t) are defined such that AOj;j(t) = Foj;j;
AOj;juo` = 
o
j;juo`
; and AOj;jdom = 	oj;jdom (with all other elements of AO(t) equal to zero).
Foj;j =
NOUjX
m=1
om -
NODjX
`=1
o` (4.23)
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oj;juo` = -o` (4.24)
	oj;jdom = om (4.25)
Similarly, the elements of DO(t) are defined such that DOj = Goj .
Goj =
NOUjX
m=1
om -
NODjX
`=1
o` (4.26)
S4.10 Representing weirs
This section discusses the governing equations for weirs, and explains how weirs can be
incorporated into the solution matrix. Only transverse weirs will be considered.
Governing equations for weirs
First, without loss of generality, assume all weirs can be represented as trapezoidal weirs
(given that both rectangular and triangular weirs are special cases of the trapezoidal
weir).
The effective head on a weir can be defined as:
He;w = max

max (Hjuw; Hjdw) - (zw + zinv;juw + (1-!)ymax;w); 0

(4.1)
The flow through a trapezoidal weir is the sum of the flow through the rectangular
and triangular sections:
Qw = CwRLwH
3=2
e;w + CwTswH
5=2
e;w (4.2)
The flow at the next time step can thus be estimated as:
Qt+tw =
CwRLwH
t
e;w + CwTsw(H
t
e;w)
2
jQtwj
Ht+te;w (4.3)
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Representing weirs in the solution matrix
Define the following indicator function:

(Hjuw; Hjdw) =
8><>:1; Hjuw > Hjdw0; o=w (4.4)
Similarly, define boolean-valued functions to represent the following flow conditions:
Submerged on high-head side
w;1 =
8><>:1; 
Hjuw + (1-
)Hjdw > zw + zinv;juw + (1-!)ymax;w0; o=w (4.5)
Submerged on low-head side
w;2 =
8><>:1; (1-
)Hjuw +
Hjdw > zo + zinv;juw + (1-!)ymax;w0; o=w (4.6)
The flow through a weir can now be represented using the following linearized coef-
ficient equation:
Qt+tw = wH
t+t
juw + wH
t+t
jdw + w (4.7)
Where:
w =
8>>>><>>>>:
w; w;1 ^w;2
w
(-1)
1-
; w;1 ^ :w;2
0; :w;1
(4.8)
w =
8>>>><>>>>:
-w; w;1 ^w;2
w(1-
)(-1)
1-
; w;1 ^ :w;2
0; :w;1
(4.9)
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w =
8>>>><>>>>:
0; w;1 ^w;2
w(-1)
1-
[-zinv;juw - zw - (1-!)ymax;w]; w;1 ^ :w;2
0; :w;3
(4.10)
w =
CwRLwH
t
e;w + CwTsw(H
t
e;w)
2
jQtwj
(4.11)
Thus, define the matrix AW(t) and the vector DW(t). The elements of AW(t) are
defined such that AWj;j(t) = Fwj;j; AWj;juw` = wj;juw`; and AWj;jdwm = 	wj;jdwm (with all
other elements of AW(t) equal to zero).
Fwj;j =
NWUjX
m=1
wm -
NWDjX
`=1
w` (4.12)
wj;juw` = -w` (4.13)
	wj;jdwm = wm (4.14)
Similarly, the elements of DW(t) are defined such that DWj = Gwj .
Gwj =
NWUjX
m=1
wm -
NWDjX
`=1
w` (4.15)
S4.11 Representing pumps
Governing equations for pumps
The relationship between flow and head in a pump is usually defined by a pump curve.
For this implementation, we assume that the flow/head relationship can be approximated
by an ellipse centered at the origin defined over the support [Hmin;p; Hmax;p].
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First, define the effective head for the pump as follows:
He;p =
8>>>><>>>>:
Hmax;p; Hjdp -Hjup > Hmax;p
Hjdp -Hjup; Hmin;p < Hjdp -Hjup < Hmax;p
Hmin;p; Hjdp -Hjup < Hmin;p
(4.1)
Then, using the elliptical approximation, the flow through the pump can be repre-
sented as:
Qp = !
s
a2q
 
1-
H2e;p
a2h
 (4.2)
Representing pumps in the solution matrix
Define boolean-valued functions to represent the following flow conditions:
Submerged inlet
p;1 =
8><>:1; Hjup > zinv;jup + zp0; o=w (4.3)
Head in pump curve range
p;2 =
8><>:1; Hmin;p < Hjdp -Hjup < Hmax;p0; o=w (4.4)
The flow through a pump can now be represented using the following linearized co-
efficient equation:
Qt+tp = pH
t+t
jup + pH
t+t
jdp + p (4.5)
p =
8>>>><>>>>:
p!
2; p;1 ^p;2
0; p;1 ^ :p;2
0; :p;1
(4.6)
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p =
8>>>><>>>>:
-p!
2; p;1 ^p;2
0; p;1 ^ :p;2
0; :p;1
(4.7)
p =
8>>>>><>>>>>:
a2q
jQtpj
; p;1 ^p;2
!
r
a2q
 
1-
(Hte;p)
2
a2h

; p;1 ^ :p;2
0; :p;1
(4.8)
p =
a2qjH
t
dp -H
t
upj
a2hjQ
t
pj
(4.9)
Thus, define thematrixAP(t) and the vectorDP(t). The elements ofAP(t) are defined
such that APj;j(t) = Fpj;j; APj;jup` = pj;jup`; and APj;jdpm = 	pj;jdpm (with all other elements
of AP(t) equal to zero).
Fpj;j =
NPUjX
m=1
pm -
NPDjX
`=1
p` (4.10)
pj;jup` = -p` (4.11)
	pj;jdpm = pm (4.12)
Similarly, the elements of DP(t) are defined such that DPj = Gpj .
Gpj =
NPUjX
m=1
pm -
NPDjX
`=1
p` (4.13)
Reformulation as an LTV system with controls
Combining together the governing equations for superlinks and dynamic control struc-
tures, we reformulate the hydraulic model’s governing equations into the standard form
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of an implicit linear time-varying state space model:
A1(t)x(t+ t) = A2(t)x(t) + B(t)u(t) +D(t) (4.14)
The left-hand side state transition matrix, A1, is the sum of the corresponding left-
hand solution matrices for superlinks, orifices, weirs and pumps.
A1(t) = AK(t) +AO(t) +AW(t) +AP(t) +AS(t) (4.15)
The right-hand state transition matrix is a diagonal matrix that represents the current
storage capacity of each superjunction, and is simply equal to As.
A2(t) = AS(t) (4.16)
The constant term D(t) is a vector representing the sum of the  coefficients for su-
perlinks, orifices, weirs and pumps.
D(t) = DK(t) +DO(t) +DW(t) +DP(t) (4.17)
Note that for superjunctions with a fixed boundary head Ht+tbc;j , the elements of the
LTV system take the following values: A1i;j = f1 8 i = j; 0 8 i 6= jg, A2j;j = 0 8 j, u(t)j = 0,
and D(t)j = Ht+tbc;j .
S4.12 Mobile computational elements
Another major methodological advance that we introduce to the hydraulic solver is the
idea of movable computational elements that track discontinuities in the water surface
profile. Crucially, this modification enables better handling of backwater effects imposed
by storage basins (such as retention basins and dams). Because storage elements often
have a dominating effect on the system response, this modification allows for more ac-
curate representation of real-world stormwater networks.
The original SUPERLINK formulation struggles to capture backwater effects induced
by large storage elements because it is unable to represent discontinuities in the water
surface at locations where no computational elements exist. To illustrate this problem,
consider a superlink (k) that connects two superjunctions (j1 and j2) as shown in Figure
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S4.3a. Moreover, assume that the head at the downstream junction lies between the
invert elevations of junctions 2 and 3, and that there is no flow entering from either the
upstream or downstream superjunctions. In this case, solving the recurrence relations will
correctly predict the depths h2 = 0 and h3 = H2 - zinv;3. However, because there are
no computational elements between these two junctions, the water surface in between
them will be implicitly represented as a gradually-varied profile with slope So;2 + h2-h3x2 .
Because this water surface is not parallel with the horizontal, it will induce a flow Q2 that
will cause mass to accumulate in the downstream superjunction until the head at the
downstream junction is equal to H2 = h2 + zinv;2. This issue introduces mass balance
errors into the model in situations where backwater profiles are present.
To handle backwater effects, we introducemovable computational elements that track
discontinuities in the water surface profile. This scheme is illustrated in Figure S4.3b. At
each time step, the movable computational element is repositioned within the superlink
such that the invert elevation is level with the downstream superjunction head. When
the internal recurrence relations are solved to determine the depths and flows within the
superlink, the discontinuity in the water surface will be properly captured at the location
of the movable element. Note that while our primary intention is to more accurately
model backwater effects, this same scheme can be used to track other discontinuities in
the water surface profile, such as locations of transcritical flow.
Figure S4.3. Mobile computational elements. Left: original superlink formulation. Right: superlink with mobile
internal computational elements
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S4.13 Step size control
Adaptive step size control is achieved using the digital filter approach proposed by
Söderlind (2003) [3], using the generic stepsize recursion:
tn+1 =


r^n
1 
r^n-1
2 
r^n-2
3 tn
tn-1
-2tn-1
tn-2
-3
tn (4.1)
Where tn+1 is the next time step size (at step n + 1), tn is the current time step
size (at step n), r^n is the truncation error estimate at the current time step, and the 
and  exponents are filter parameters. The variable  is a user-specified fraction of the
allowable tolerance:
 =   TOL (4.2)
Where  < 1 is some suitable safety factor. The variable r^n is an estimate of the
truncation error at iteration n. Consider a generic differential function f. The discrete
approximation of this function at time step n + 1, f^n+1, is given by the Backward Euler
method as:
f^n+1 = f^n + t  f(f^n+1; tn+1) + O(t)2 (4.3)
An estimate of the truncation error can be given by comparing the output at two
different time steps.
Coarse step:
f^
(0)
n+1 = f^n + t  f(f^n+1; tn+1) (4.4)
Fine step:
f^n+ 12
= f^n +
t
2
 f(f^n+ 12 ; tn+ 12 ) (4.5)
f^
(1)
n+1 = f^n+ 12 +
t
2
 f(f^n+1; tn+1) (4.6)
Then the truncation error estimate is given by:
r^n+1 = f^
(1)
n+1 - f^
(0)
n+1 (4.7)
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Table S4.5. Adaptive step filter parameters. Recommended filter parameters from Söderlind (2003) [142]. Note
that k refers to the order of the error, which in the case of the Backward Euler method is k = 2.
k1 k2 k3 2 3 Class
1/2 1/2 0 1/2 0 H0211
1/6 1/6 0 0 0 H211 PI
1/4 1/2 1/4 3/4 1/4 H0312
1/18 1/9 1/18 0 0 H312 PID
5/4 1/2 -3/4 -1/4 -3/4 H0321
1/3 1/18 -5/18 -5/6 -1/6 H321
The choice of  and  parameters determines the properties of the filter. Recom-
mended filter parameters are shown in Table S4.5.
S4.14 Hydrology
To enable pipedream to be used as a standalone stormwater management model, we in-
clude a fully-featured hydrologic module that computes infiltration and runoff using the
Green-Ampt method. At each time step, the integrated form of the Green-Ampt equa-
tion is solved to estimate the cumulative infiltration depth for a soil element (indexed by
f).
ht+tf = Kst+ h
t
f + fd

log(ht+tf + fd) - log(h
t
f + fd)

(4.1)
Where ht+tf is the cumulative infiltration depth at time t+t (m), Ks is the saturated
hydraulic conductivity (m/s),  f is the suction head of the wetting front (m), and d is the
soil moisture deficit (unitless). The infiltration rate, if (m/s) is then estimated as:
it+tf =
ht+tf - h
t
f
t
(4.2)
The runoff rate per unit area is equal to the precipitation rate minus the infiltration
rate:
qt+tf = p
t+t
f - i
t+t
f (4.3)
Where qt+tf is the runoff rate per unit area (m/s), and pf is the precipitation rate per
unit area (m/s).
The process of soil recovery (by which soil gradually dries due to evaporation and
drainage), is implemented using the empirical method of Huber et al. (2005) [116].
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To facilitate more realistic representation of overland flow, the infiltration model can
be coupled with the hydraulic model. In this case (i) the runoff computed by the infil-
tration model is used as the lateral inflow to an overland flow element in the hydraulic
model, and (ii) the routed depth from the hydraulic model is applied as the ponded
depth in the infiltration calculation. By comparison, SWMM assumes that overland flow
is instantaneously routed to the receiving channel, with a uniform flow rate given by
Manning’s equation. Coupling the infiltration and routing models enables a more realis-
tic representation of the overland flow transport process, and also enables more accurate
calculation of infiltration rates.
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S4.15 Model comparisons
Scenario 
Figure S4.4. Model comparison: . Model output for scenario alpha: comparison between pipedream and SWMM.
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Scenario 
Figure S4.5. Model comparison: . Model output for scenario beta: comparison between pipedream and SWMM
(first 35 elements out of 210).
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Scenario 
Figure S4.6. Model comparison: . Model output for scenario epsilon: comparison between pipedream and SWMM
(first 35 elements out of 78).
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S4.16 Kalman filtering as an alternative to rating curves
In addition to assisting with real-time operations, Kalman filtering may also prove useful
for design and planning of water infrastructure by providing a robust method for esti-
mating discharge from depth measurements. While water depth is significantly easier
to measure, discharge measurements are indispensable for applications such as water
resources planning, design of control structures, and estimation of environmental im-
pacts. Traditionally, water resources engineers have used site-specific rating curves to
estimate discharge based on stream stage observations. Rating curves are typically cal-
ibrated based on a limited number of flow measurements, and embed several assump-
tions about the underlying hydraulic system—namely, that there is a one-to-one relation-
ship between depth and flow at a given site. In general, this assumption only holds under
relatively special conditions (e.g. normal or critical flow), and may not be accurate for
urban stormwater systems featuring control structures, water surface profile transitions,
and highly unsteady flow through conduits (which may potentially be pressurized).
Through the application of Kalman filtering, discharge rates may be computed from
measured depths using the full one-dimensional Saint-Venant equations, yielding a re-
sult that is both data-driven and theoretically justified. Figure S4.7 shows the discharge
rates (left) and total discharged volume (right) for each site, as computed by the Kalman
filter. In this case, the Kalman filter assimilates depth data from each site, and the result-
ing dynamical system is solved to compute discharges based on these updated depths.
Compared to rating curves, Kalman filtering offers the added benefit of ensuring inter-
nal consistency between computed flows. Because the Kalman filter acts on the entire
dynamical system at once, computed flows necessarily satisfy the mass and momentum
balances that define the evolution of the system through time. This result is not guaran-
teed for rating curves, which may generate internally inconsistent flow estimates.
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Figure S4.7. Estimation of flow using Kalman Filtering.
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Chapter 5
A New Numerical Scheme for Water Quality Routing in
Urban Drainage Networks
Abstract
Some of the most serious challenges posed by urban flooding pertain to its impacts on
water quality; however, existing methods for modeling contaminant transport are often
not well-suited for the complex and heterogeneous structure of stormwater networks.
This chapter presents preliminary work towards a new numerical scheme for modeling
contaminant fate and transport in urban drainage networks using the one-dimensional
advection-reaction-diffusion equation. This numerical scheme can be paired with the
hydrodynamic model developed in the previous chapter to enable detailed simulations
of urban water quality. The numerical scheme is tested against analytical solutions to
the advection-reaction-diffusion equation, and is found to be accurate and stable over
large timesteps (on the order of several minutes). This numerical scheme will provide
a vital tool for practitioners seeking to implement real-time modeling, state estimation
and control of water quality in urban drainage systems.
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5.1 Introduction
In addition to its direct impacts on human life and property, urban flooding presents
major challenges for urban water quality. Intense flows associated with flooding often
carry sediments, metals, nutrients and other contaminants into receiving water bodies,
resulting in fish kills and algal blooms that decimate aquatic habitats [14–17]. For cities
that rely on combined sewer systems, flooding can result in combined sewer overflows
that discharge human and industrial waste into rivers and estuaries [150]. These incidents
cost cities millions of dollars in fines and can negatively impact public health [150]. To
plan for these contingencies, stormwater managers typically use contaminant transport
models to estimate water quality impacts under future storm scenarios and evaluate how
infrastructure expansions may mitigate these impacts.
The most frequently-used model for simulating water quality in urban drainage sys-
tems is the EPA Stormwater Management Model (SWMM) [116]. Despite its widespread
use in industry, SWMM uses a relatively simplified model of contaminant transport. This
formulation assumes that each element in the model is a continuously-stirred tank re-
actor in which contaminants are mixed instantaneously [43]. Contaminants are routed
through the network by applying a mass balance to each element at each timestep [43].
While fast and intuitive, this formulation is difficult to reconcile with the physics of real-
world drainage networks. In particular, this model is not well-suited to representing long
channels in which contaminant transport is dominated by advection, and may give rise
to misleading results.
The dynamics of contaminant transport in stormwater networks are more accurately
described by the advection-diffusion equation—a hyperbolic partial differential equa-
tion that describes the evolution of a contaminant concentration in time and space when
subjected to the motion of a carrier fluid [41]. When combined with relations describing
reaction kinetics, this equation becomes the advection-reaction-diffusion (ARD) equa-
tion [41]. A large body of literature has been dedicated to solving the ARD equation in
various contexts using an array of numerical techniques [42]—including explicit methods
like Lax-Freidrichs, Lax-Wendroff, and Leapfrog schemes, or implicit methods like the
Backward Euler and Crank-Nicolson schemes. However, stormwater networks present
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many particular challenges that are not handled well by canonical numerical schemes for
the ARD equation. In particular, general-purpose numerical schemes typically assume
that the problem domain is defined on a regular grid [42]. Stormwater networks, how-
ever, are composed of highly heterogenous elements including pressurized pipes, open
channel sections, and large storage elements. While methods have been developed for
solving the ARD equation in irregular geometries or meshless settings [151–153], these
techniques are not necessarily amenable to networks composed of different types of
computational elements that are governed by different dynamics. Methods for solving
the ARD equation in stormwater networks must account for this heterogeneous structure
by supplying suitable boundary relations at the interface between different elements.
In this chapter, I present preliminary work towards a new numerical scheme for simu-
lating contaminant fate and transport in urban drainage networks. This scheme models
contaminant dynamics by solving the one-dimensional ARD equation within stormwater
networks using an implicit staggered-grid formulation. The numerical scheme is inspired
by the SUPERLINK algorithm for solving the one-dimensional Saint-Venant equations in
urban drainage networks [40]. In addition to its computational efficiency, this numeri-
cal scheme offers a number of advantages that make it especially suitable for real-time
simulations:
• The numerical scheme is fully implicit and unconditionally stable6. This stability is
important for online simulations in which the model is run continuously alongside a
real-world system.
• The numerical scheme produces a state-space representation of the system that
allows for the application of techniques from control theory—such as Kalman filter-
ing for fusing sensor data into the model, or feedback control for regulating the
concentration of contaminants within the system.
• The model structure is compatible with the online hydraulic model developed in
the previous chapter, meaning that the two models can be combined for end-to-
end real-time simulations of water quantity and quality.
6Note that stability is predicated on well-defined flow conditions. A no-flow condition can result in a rank-deficient or poorly-
conditioned solution matrix which will lead to instability.
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The following sections present the derivation of the numerical scheme, evaluate its
implementation through comparison to analytical solutions of the ARD equation, and
discuss the broader implications of this new methodology.
5.2 Methods
Theory
The transport of a contaminant through a control volume like a stormwater pipe is de-
scribed by the one-dimensional advection-reaction-diffusion equation [41]:
@c
@t
+
@(uc)
@x
-
@
@x

D
@c
@x

- r(c) = 0 (5.1)
Where c is the concentration of the contaminant, u is the velocity of flow, D is the
diffusion coefficient, r(c) is the endogenous reaction rate, t is time and x is distance.
To solve this equation, one must supply a set of boundary conditions. For a stormwa-
ter system consisting of junctions connected by conduits, the boundary conditions for
a conduit are given by the concentrations at the upstream and downstream junctions.
Applying the continuity equation to the mass of the contaminant, the concentration at
these junctions is given by the sum of inflows minus outflows minus any loss of material
due to reactions:
d(Vc)
dt
= Qucu -Qdcd +Qoco - Vr(c) (5.2)
Where c is the concentration of the contaminant in the junction, V is the volume of
solution in the junction, Qu and Qd are the upstream and downstream volumetric flow
rates, cu and cd are the upstream and downstream concentrations, Qo is the exogenous
lateral inflow, co is the concentration of the exogenous lateral inflow, and r(c) is the
endogenous reaction rate.
To solve these equations in the general case, a numerical integration scheme is needed.
The following sections derive a numerical scheme for solving these equations that is
specifically adapted to the dynamics of stormwater networks.
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Model structure and solution procedure
Before discussing the numerical scheme in detail, we first discuss the basic model struc-
ture. Stormwater systems typically consist of storage elements connected together by
conduits. In storage elements, contaminant transport is dominated by mixing, while in
conduits contaminant transport is dominated by advection. To account for this structure,
the water quality model presented in this chapter uses four different types of compu-
tational elements inspired by the SUPERLINK algorithm for solving the one-dimensional
Saint Venant equations for unsteady open-channel flow [40]. The four computational el-
ements include superjunctions, superlinks, junctions, and links. Superjunctions are basic
finite volumes that represent storage structures such asmanholes or retention basins. Su-
perlinks represent pipe or open channel sections and connect superjunctions together.
Each superlink is segmented into a linear chain of n links and n+ 1 junctions.
Within the staggered-grid numerical scheme proposed in this chapter, the advection-
reaction-diffusion equation is applied to each link, while a mass balance equation is ap-
plied to each junction. Using these two sets of equations, recurrence relations are de-
rived to relate the contaminant concentrations within each superlink to the contaminant
concentrations at each superjunction. The system is then reformulated as a sparse matrix
equation in which all unknown concentrations are expressed in terms of the concentra-
tions at the superjunctions. After simultaneously solving for all unknown superjunction
concentrations, the recurrence relations are used to solve for the internal concentrations
within each superlink. The following sections describe the numerical scheme in detail.
Discretization of advection-reaction-diffusion equation
Figure 5.1. Control volume for advection-reaction-diffusion equation. Indexing scheme is shown centered around
link i.
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The advection-reaction-diffusion equation is discretized using a Backward Euler scheme,
and applied to each link ik (see Figure 5.1 for an illustration of the link control volume):
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(5.3)
Where cik is the concentration in the link, cIk and cI+1k are the concentrations at
the upstream and downstream junctions, uIk and uI+1k are the flow velocities at the
upstream and downstream junctions, Dik is the diffusion coefficient in the conduit, xik
is the length of the conduit, and t is the time step. Here, it is assumed that the reaction
rate can be represented by a first-order reaction with constant K1:
r(c) = Kikc (5.4)
Combining terms, this equation can be written in terms of the following coefficient
equation:
ikc
t+t
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ikc
t+t
ik + ikc
t+t
I+1k = ik (5.5)
Where the coefficients are given by the following equations:
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ik =
1
t
ctik (5.9)
Velocities are computed using the upwind advection scheme:
u^Ik = -max(uIk; 0) (5.10)
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u^I+1k = -max(-uI+1k; 0) (5.11)
Discretization of mass conservation
Figure 5.2. Control volume for mass conservation equation. Indexing scheme is shown centered around junction
I.
Using a staggered-grid formulation, themass conservation equation is applied around
each junction Ik (see Figure 5.2 for an illustration of the junction control volume):
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Where Qik is the flow rate in link i, hIk is the depth in junction I, As;Ik is the surface
area of junction I, Bik is the top width of flow in link i, Q0;Ik is the lateral overflow into
the control volume, and c0;Ik is the contaminant concentration in the lateral overflow.
Through substitution, the discretized continuity equation can be represented in terms
of the following coefficient equation:
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With the coefficients given by the following equations:
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Forming the solution matrix
The contaminant concentrations at each time step are determined by first solving for the
contaminant concentrations within each superjunction, and then using the recurrence re-
lations to solve for the internal contaminant concentrations within each superlink. Apply-
ing the mass balance equation to each superjunction, the change in contaminant mass
within the superjunction is equal to the sum of inflowsminus outflows and reaction losses:
NKDjX
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-
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Through a series of recurrence relations, it can be shown that the contaminant con-
centrations at the upstream and downstream ends of each superlink can be expressed as
affine functions of the concentrations at the upstream and downstream superjunctions
(see Section S5.5 in the Supplementary Information for details of the derivation):
ct+tuk = ukc
t+t
juk + ukc
t+t
jdk +!uk (5.19)
ct+tdk = dkc
t+t
juk + dkc
t+t
jdk +!dk (5.20)
Where cuk and cdk are the concentrations of contaminant at the upstream and down-
stream ends of superlink k, respectively; and cjuk and cjdk are the concentrations of
contaminant in the superjunctions upstream and downstream of superlink k, respectively.
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The coefficients uk, uk,!uk, dk, dk, and!dk are relatively complex expressions that
incorporate the continuity and advection-reaction-diffusion equations within superlink k.
Substituting the affine equations for the superlink boundary concentrations into the
superjunction mass balance equation yields the following equation:
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At each time step, this system of equations is solved to determine the contaminant
concentrations at each superjunction. These concentrations are then substituted into
the affine superlink boundary relations to determine the contaminant concentrations en-
tering and exiting each superlink. These concentrations are in turn substituted into the
recurrence relations to determine the concentrations within each internal junction and
link.
Like the hydrodynamic model developed in the previous chapter, the water quality
scheme is implemented in the Python programming language [144]. The numba just-
in-time compiler is used to accelerate numerical code [145]. At each time step of the
simulation, the water quality solver first imports hydraulic states from the hydrodynamic
model (including flow rates, depths, cross-sectional areas of flow, and flow velocities).
The water quality numerical scheme is then executed using the following steps:
1. Advection-reaction-diffusion coefficients ik, ik,ik and ik are calculated for each
link in the network (see Section S5.1).
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2. Continuity coefficients Ik, Ik,Ik and Ik are calculated for each node in the net-
work (see Section S5.2).
3. Forward recurrence coefficients UIk, VIk andWIk are computed (see Section S5.3).
4. Backward recurrence coefficients XIk, YIk and ZIk are computed (see Section S5.4).
5. Superlink boundary coefficients uk, dk, uk, dk,!uk and!dk are computed (see
Section S5.5).
6. The solution matrix is constructed using the superlink boundary coefficients, and
is solved to determine the concentrations at each superjunction for the next time
step, ct+tj (see section S5.6).
7. Using the superjunction concentrations as the boundary conditions for each super-
link, the recurrence relations are used to solve for the internal concentrations within
each superlink.
5.3 Results
The numerical scheme is evaluated by comparing simulation results against two analytical
solutions to the advection-reaction-diffusion equation. The first test investigates the case
of a constant contaminant concentration applied to the upstream boundary of an open
channel with uniform flow (i.e. the step response of the system). The second test case
investigates the case of a point source of contamination applied as the initial condition
(i.e. the impulse response of the system). Testing against analytical solutions ensures
that the theoretical basis of the numerical scheme is sound, and also helps to ensure
that the solver is free of serious implementation bugs.
Test 1: Constant concentration at upstream boundary
For the first test, we evaluate the ability of the numerical scheme to model contaminant
transport in an open channel with an initial concentration of zero within the channel and
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Figure 5.3. Step response test of water quality solver. Analytical vs. numerical solution, with a constant concen-
tration of 1 kg=m3 applied to the upstream boundary.
a constant boundary concentration applied to the upstream end of the channel. Stated
mathematically:
c(x; 0) = 0 (5.1)
c(0; t) = c0 (5.2)
Under these conditions, the analytical solution to the advection-reaction-diffusion
equation is given by:
c(x; t) =
c0
2

1- erf

-
x
4Dt

(5.3)
Flow is assumed to be uniform with constant depth, velocity and discharge described
by the well-known Manning’s equation:
Q =
A5=3
p
S0
nP2=3
(5.4)
The channel is taken to be rectangular with a length of 10,000 m, a width of 2 m, a
bottom slope of 0.0001 h:v, and a Manning’s roughness of 0.01. The depth of flow is
set to h = 0:5 m. Under these conditions, the flow is equal to Q = 0:481 m3=s and the
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velocity is equal to u = 0:481m=s. Applying these hydraulic states to each computational
element in the channel, the numerical scheme is solved using a spatial discretization of
100 junctions and a time step of t = 100 s.
Figure 5.3 shows the results of the constant boundary concentration test case. The
numerical results show a strong correspondence with the analytical solution, with the
numerical solution exhibiting a slight downwind bias. At a timestep of 100 s, the effects
of numerical dispersion are limited—however, dispersion becomes more significant with
decreasing time step sizes.
Test 2: Instantaneous point source concentration
Figure 5.4. Impulse response test of water quality solver. Analytical vs. numerical solution, assuming an initial
concentration of 10 kg=m3 at x = 2000 m.
For the second test, we evaluate the ability of the numerical scheme to model con-
taminant transport in an open channel with a point source of contaminant placed at an
initial location x0 within the channel and a concentration of zero everywhere else. Stated
mathematically:
c(x; 0) = c0(x0) (5.5)
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Under these conditions, the analytical solution to the advection-reaction-diffusion
equation is given by:
c(x; t) =
c0
A0
p
4Dt
exp

-
(x- (x0 + ut)
2
4Dt

(5.6)
Where A0 is the cross-sectional area of flow at initial location x0. As with the previ-
ous test, flow is assumed to be uniform with the same flow rate, velocity, and hydraulic
geometry. The same spatial and temporal discretization are also used.
Figure 5.4 shows the results of the instantaneous point source test case. As with the
previous test case, the numerical solution shows a very slight downwind bias. However,
the overall agreement between the numerical and analytical solutions is strong.
5.4 Discussion
The preliminary model presented in this chapter will provide system operators with the
tools needed to run continuous real-time simulations of contaminant fate and transport
in stormwater networks. The model is particularly well-suited to real-time simulations
for a number of reasons. First, the numerical scheme is highly stable, which helps en-
sure that the model does not crash during continuous execution. Second, the model
is capable of maintaining accuracy at large time steps. The ability to take large time
steps is crucial because it ensures that the model is able to keep pace with real-world
dynamics in large stormwater systems. Finally, much like the hydraulic model presented
in the previous chapter, the water quality scheme admits a state space representation of
system dynamics. This state space representation allows for the application of Kalman
Filtering to fuse sensor data into the dynamical model, ensuring that system states are
in continuous agreement with real-world dynamics.
In addition to providing the tools for continuous modeling, the numerical scheme
presented in this chapter also provides a basis for real-time water quality control. Within
the literature, a large number of studies have investigated the use of real-time control
to improve water quality in urban drainage systems [20, 154]. However, due to a lack of
interactive models with programmatic access, these studies have largely had to rely on
surrogate models to implement control strategies. By exposing a state-space represen-
tation of system dynamics, the water quality model proposed in this study will enable
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practitioners to regulate water quality using powerful control algorithms such as model-
predictive control and linear quadratic regulation.
5.5 Conclusion
This chapter presents preliminary work towards a new numerical scheme for modeling
contaminant fate and transport in urban drainage networks. This numerical scheme
uses a staggered-grid implicit discretization scheme inspired by the SUPERLINK hydro-
dynamic solver that emphasizes model stability at large time steps. We evaluate the
numerical scheme by comparing simulation results against analytical solutions of the
advection-reaction-diffusion equation and find that the numerical scheme is accurate
and stable at time steps on the order of several minutes. For this reason, the numerical
scheme is particularly suited for online modeling scenarios in which the simulation is ex-
ecuted alongside the real-world system in real-time. When paired with state estimation
and feedback control techniques, the numerical scheme presented in this chapter will
provide stormwater managers with a powerful tool for online monitoring and control of
contaminants in stormwater networks.
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Supplementary Information
S5.1 Discretization of advection/diffusion equation
Starting with the 1d advection-diffusion equation:
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Where c is the concentration of the contaminant, u is the velocity of flow, D is the
diffusion coefficient, r(c) is the endogenous reaction rate, t is time and x is distance.
For this application, we will assume that the reaction rate can be represented by a
first-order reaction with constant K1:
r(c) = Kikc (5.2)
The following discretization scheme can be applied to link i (see Fig. 5.1 for an illus-
tration of the link control volume):
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Where cik is the concentration in the link, cIk and cI+1k are the concentrations at
the upstream and downstream junctions, uIk and uI+1k are the flow velocities at the
upstream and downstream junctions, Dik is the diffusion coefficient in the conduit, xik
is the length of the conduit, and t is the time step.
Rearranging:
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This equation can be written in terms of the following coefficient equation:
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And using the upwind advection scheme:
u^Ik = -max(uIk; 0) (5.10)
u^I+1k = -max(-uI+1k; 0) (5.11)
S5.2 Discretization of mass conservation
The following discretization scheme can be applied to junction I (see Fig. 5.2 for an
illustration of the junction control volume):
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(5.1)
Where Qik is the flow rate in link i, hIk is the depth in junction I, As;Ik is the surface
area of junction I, Bik is the top width of flow in link i, Q0;Ik is the lateral overflow into
the control volume, and c0;Ik is the contaminant concentration in the lateral overflow.
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Through substitution, the discretized continuity equation can be represented as fol-
lows:
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S5.3 Forward recurrence
Starting with the advection-diffusion equation at the first link:
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Next, advancing to the next element downstream:
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Substituting c1k into the continuity equation:
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Substituting this expression back into the advection-diffusion equation:
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Collecting terms:
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Expressing in terms of c2k:
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2k + 2kU1k

ct+t2k =

2k2kW1k
2k + 2kU1k

ct+t1k +

-2k

ct+t3k
+

2k -
2k2k - 2k2kV1k
2k + 2kU1k
 (5.12)
Thus:
ct+t2k = U2kc
t+t
3k + V2k +W2kc
t+t
1k (5.13)
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Where:
U2k = -
2k
T2k
(5.14)
V2k =
2k
T2k
-
2k2k - 2k2kV1k
T2k(2k + 2kU1k)
(5.15)
W2k =
2k2kW1k
T2k(2k + 2kU1k)
(5.16)
T2k = 2k -
2k2k
2k + 2kU1k
(5.17)
Thus, we can define the following recurrence relation for the forward direction:
ct+tik = UIkc
t+t
I+1k + VIk +WIkc
t+t
1k (5.18)
Where:
UIk = -
ik
Tik
(5.19)
VIk =
Ik
Tik
-
ik(Ik - ikVI-1k)
Tik(Ik + IkUI-1k)
(5.20)
WIk =
ikIkWI-1k
Tik(Ik + IkUI-1k)
(5.21)
Tik = ik -
ikIk
Ik + IkUI-1k
(5.22)
S5.4 Backward recurrence
Starting with the advection-diffusion equation at the final link:
nkc
t+t
Nk + nkc
t+t
nk + nkc
t+t
N+1k = nk (5.1)
Rewriting:
ct+tnk = XNkc
t+t
Nk + YNk + ZNkc
t+t
N+1k (5.2)
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Where:
XNk = -
nk
nk
(5.3)
YNk =
nk
nk
(5.4)
ZNk = -
nk
nk
(5.5)
Advancing to the next element upstream:
Nkc
t+t
n-1k + Nkc
t+t
Nk + Nkc
t+t
nk = Nk (5.6)
n-1kc
t+t
N-1k + n-1kc
t+t
n-1k + n-1kc
t+t
Nk = n-1k (5.7)
Substituting cnk into the continuity equation:
Nkc
t+t
n-1k + Nkc
t+t
Nk + Nk(XNkc
t+t
Nk + YNk + ZNkc
t+t
N+1k) = Nk (5.8)
Isolating cNk:
ct+tNk =
Nk - NkYNk - NkZNkc
t+t
N+1k - Nkc
t+t
n-1k
Nk + NkXNk
(5.9)
Substituting this expression back into the advection-diffusion equation:
n-1kc
t+t
N-1k+n-1kc
t+t
n-1k+n-1k

Nk - NkYNk - NkZNkc
t+t
N+1k - Nkc
t+t
n-1k
Nk + NkXNk

= n-1k
(5.10)
Collecting terms:

n-1k

ct+tN-1k +

n-1k -
n-1kNk
Nk + NkXNk

ct+tn-1k
+

-n-1kNkZNk
Nk + NkXNk

ct+tN+1k +

n-1kNk - n-1kNkYNk
Nk + NkXNk
- n-1k

= 0
(5.11)
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Expressing in terms of cn-1k:

n-1k -
n-1kNk
Nk + NkXNk

ct+tn-1k =

-n-1k

ct+tN-1k +

n-1kNkZNk
Nk + NkXNk

ct+tN+1k
+

n-1k -
n-1kNk - n-1kNkYNk
Nk + NkXNk
 (5.12)
Thus:
ct+tn-1k = XN-1kc
t+t
N-1k + YN-1k + ZN-1kc
t+t
N+1k (5.13)
Where:
XN-1k =
-n-1k
On-1k
(5.14)
YN-1k =
n-1k
On-1k
-
n-1kNk - n-1kNkYNk
On-1k(Nk + NkXNk)
(5.15)
ZN-1k =
n-1kNkZNk
On-1k(Nk + NkXNk)
(5.16)
On-1k = n-1k -
n-1kNk
Nk + NkXNk
(5.17)
Thus, we can define the following recurrence relation for the backwards direction:
ct+tik = XIkc
t+t
Ik + YIk + ZIkc
t+t
N+1k (5.18)
Where:
XIk =
-ik
Oik
(5.19)
YIk =
ik
Oik
-
ik(I+1k - I+1kYI+1k)
Oik(I+1k + I+1kXI+1k)
(5.20)
ZIk =
ikI+1kZI+1k
Oik(I+1k + I+1kXI+1k)
(5.21)
Oik = ik -
ikI+1k
I+1k + I+1kXI+1k
(5.22)
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S5.5 Setting system boundary conditions
From the recurrence relations:
ct+tnk = UNkc
t+t
N+1k + VNk +WNkc
t+t
1k (5.1)
ct+t1k = X1kc
t+t
1k + Y1k + Z1kc
t+t
N+1k (5.2)
Recall the continuity equations for the boundary junctions:
1kc
t+t
uk + 1kc
t+t
1k + 1kc
t+t
1k = 1k (5.3)
N+1kc
t+t
nk + N+1kc
t+t
N+1k + N+1kc
t+t
dk = N+1k (5.4)
Substituting into the boundary recurrence relations:
1
N+1k
(N+1k - N+1kc
t+t
N+1k - N+1kc
t+t
dk ) = UNkc
t+t
N+1k + VNk +WNkc
t+t
1k (5.5)
ct+tdk =
-N+1kUNk - N+1k
N+1k
ct+tN+1k +
N+1k - N+1kVNk
N+1k
+
-N+1kWNk
N+1k
ct+t1k (5.6)
1
1k
(1k - 1kc
t+t
uk - 1kc
t+t
1k ) = X1kc
t+t
1k + Y1k + Z1kc
t+t
N+1k (5.7)
ct+tuk =
-1kX1k - 1k
1k
ct+t1k +
1k - 1kY1k
1k
+
-1kZ1k
1k
ct+tN+1k (5.8)
Thus, the concentrations at the inlet and outlet can be described as:
ct+tuk = Xukc
t+t
1k + Yuk + Zukc
t+t
N+1k (5.9)
ct+tdk = Udkc
t+t
N+1k + Vdk +Wdkc
t+t
1k (5.10)
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Where:
Xuk =
-1kX1k - 1k
1k
(5.11)
Yuk =
1k - 1kY1k
1k
(5.12)
Zuk =
-1kZ1k
1k
(5.13)
Udk =
-N+1kUNk - N+1k
N+1k
(5.14)
Vdk =
N+1k - N+1kVNk
N+1k
(5.15)
Wdk =
-N+1kWNk
N+1k
(5.16)
To establish boundary conditions for each superlink, we apply the advection/diffusion
relation to the boundary:
ukc
t+t
juk + ukc
t+t
uk + ukc
t+t
1k = uk (5.17)
dkc
t+t
N+1k + dkc
t+t
dk + dkc
t+t
jdk = dk (5.18)
Thus:
c1k = ukcuk + ukcjuk + uk (5.19)
cN+1k = dkcdk + dkcjdk + dk (5.20)
Where:
uk =
-uk
uk
(5.21)
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uk =
-uk
uk
(5.22)
uk =
uk
uk
(5.23)
dk =
-dk
dk
(5.24)
dk =
-dk
dk
(5.25)
dk =
dk
dk
(5.26)
Plugging this in to the previous relation:
ct+tuk = Xuk(ukcuk + ukcjuk + uk) + Yuk + Zuk(dkcdk + dkcjdk + dk) (5.27)
ct+tdk = Udk(dkcdk + dkcjdk + dk) + Vdk +Wdk(ukcuk + ukcjuk + uk) (5.28)
Rearranging:
(1- Xukuk)c
t+t
uk + (-Zukdk)cdk = (Xukuk)cjuk + (Zukdk)cjdk + uk (5.29)
(-Wdkuk)cuk + (1-Udkdk)cdk = (Wdkuk)cjuk + (Udkdk)cjdk + dk (5.30)
Where:
uk = Yuk + Xukuk + Zukdk (5.31)
dk = Vdk +Udkdk +Wdkuk (5.32)
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Writing as a matrix equation:
24(1- Xukuk) -Zukdk
-Wdkuk (1-Udkdk)
3524cuk
cdk
35 =
24 (Xukuk)cjuk + (Zukdk)cjdk + uk
(Wdkuk)cjuk + (Udkdk)cjdk + dk
35 (5.33)
Computing the inverse:
24cuk
cdk
35 = 1
Dk
24(1-Udkdk) Zukdk
Wdkuk (1- Xukuk)
3524 (Xukuk)cjuk + (Zukdk)cjdk + uk
(Wdkuk)cjuk + (Udkdk)cjdk + dk
35
(5.34)
Where:
Dk = (1- Xukuk)(1-Udkdk) - ZukWdkukdk (5.35)
Carrying out the multiplication:
cuk =

(1-Udkdk)[(Xukuk)cjuk + (Zukdk)cjdk + uk]
+Zukdk[(Wdkuk)cjuk + (Udkdk)cjdk + dk]
	
=Dk
(5.36)
cdk =

Wdkuk[(Xukuk)cjuk + (Zukdk)cjdk + uk]
+(1- Xukuk)[(Wdkuk)cjuk + (Udkdk)cjdk + dk]
	
=Dk
(5.37)
Thus:
cuk =

[(1-Udkdk)Xukuk + ZukdkWdkuk]cjuk
+[(1-Udkdk)Zukdk + ZukdkUdkdk]cjdk
+[(1-Udkdk)uk + Zukdkdk]
	
=Dk
(5.38)
cdk =

[WdkukXukuk + (1- Xukuk)Wdkuk]cjuk
+[WdkukZukdk + (1- Xukuk)Udkdk]cjdk
+[Wdkukuk + (1- Xukuk)dk]
	
=Dk
(5.39)
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Thus, the concentrations at the superlink boundaries can be described as a function
of the upstream and downstream superjunction concentrations:
ct+tuk = ukc
t+t
juk + ukc
t+t
jdk +!uk (5.40)
ct+tdk = dkc
t+t
juk + dkc
t+t
jdk +!dk (5.41)
Where:
uk =
(1-Udkdk)Xukuk + ZukdkWdkuk
Dk
(5.42)
uk =
(1-Udkdk)Zukdk + ZukdkUdkdk
Dk
(5.43)
!uk =
(1-Udkdk)(Yuk + Xukuk + Zukdk) + Zukdk(Vdk +Udkdk +Wdkuk)
Dk
(5.44)
dk =
WdkukXukuk + (1- Xukuk)Wdkuk
Dk
(5.45)
dk =
WdkukZukdk + (1- Xukuk)Udkdk
Dk
(5.46)
!dk =
Wdkuk(Yuk + Xukuk + Zukdk) + (1- Xukuk)(Vdk +Udkdk +Wdkuk)
Dk
(5.47)
Dk = (1- Xukuk)(1-Udkdk) - ZukWdkukdk (5.48)
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S5.6 Forming the solution matrix
The mass balance of contaminants at a superjunction is given by:
NKDjX
l=1
ct+tdkl Q
t+t
dkl
-
NKUjX
m=1
ct+tukm Q
t+t
ukm
+ ct+to;j Q
t+t
o;j - Kjc
t+t
j Vj
=
Asj
t
(ct+tj H
t+t
j - c
t
jH
t
j)
(5.1)
Plugging in the expressions from the recurrence relations:
NKDjX
l=1
Qt+tdkl (dklc
t+t
jukl
+ dklc
t+t
jdkl
+!dkl)
-
NKUjX
m=1
Qt+tukm (ukmc
t+t
jukm
+ ukmc
t+t
jdkm
+!ukm)
+ct+to;j Q
t+t
o;j =
Asj
t
(ct+tj H
t+t
j - c
t
jH
t
j) + KjVjc
t+t
j
(5.2)
Because cjdkl = cj and cjukm = cj:
NKDjX
l=1
Qt+tdkl (dklc
t+t
jukl
+ dklc
t+t
j +!dkl)
-
NKUjX
m=1
Qt+tukm (ukmc
t+t
j + ukmc
t+t
jdkm
+!ukm)
+ct+to;j Q
t+t
o;j =
Asj
t
(ct+tj H
t+t
j - c
t
jH
t
j) + KjVjc
t+t
j
(5.3)
Rearranging:

AsjH
t+t
j
t
+ KjVj +
NKUjX
m=1
Qt+tukm ukm -
NKDjX
l=1
Qt+tdkl dkl

ct+tj
+
NKUjX
m=1
Qt+tukm ukmc
t+t
jdkm
-
NKDjX
l=1
Qt+tdkl dklc
t+t
jukl
= ct+to;j Q
t+t
o;j +
AsjH
t
j
t
+
NKDjX
l=1
Qt+tdkl !dkl -
NKUjX
l=1
Qt+tukm !ukm
(5.4)
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Reducing to a coefficient equation:
Fkj;jc
t+t
j +
NKDjX
l=1
kj;juklc
t+t
jukl
+
NKUjX
m=1
	kj;jdkmc
t+t
jdkm
= ct+to;j Q
t+t
o;j +
AsjH
t
jc
t
j
t
+Gkj
(5.5)
Where:
Fkj;j =
AsjH
t+t
j
t
+ KjVj +
NKUjX
m=1
Qt+tukm ukm -
NKDjX
l=1
Qt+tdkl dkl (5.6)
kj;jukl = -Q
t+t
dkl
dkl (5.7)
	kj;jdkm = Q
t+t
ukm
ukm (5.8)
Gkj =
NKDjX
l=1
Qt+tdkl !dkl -
NKUjX
l=1
Qt+tukm !ukm (5.9)
Solution matrix equation for example network
For brevity, define ~Gj = AsjtHtjctj + co;jQo;j + Gj. Thus, for the example network in Ji
(1998), the sparse matrix equation at time t+ t is expressed as:
2666666666664
Fk1;1 	
k
1;2 0 0 0 0
k2;1 F
k
2;2 	
k
2;3 0 	
k
2;5 0
0 k3;2 F
k
3;3 	
k
3;4 
k
3;5 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 k5;2 	
k
5;3 0 F
k
5;5 	
k
5;6
0 0 0 0 0 1
3777777777775
2666666666664
ct+t1
ct+t2
ct+t3
ct+t4
ct+t5
ct+t6
3777777777775
=
2666666666664
~Gk1
~Gk2
~Gk3
ct+tbc;4
~Gk5
ct+tbc;6
3777777777775
(5.10)
To recover the superjunction concentrations, the matrix equation is solved for the
unknown left-hand side vector at each time step.
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Accounting for control structures
For orifices, weirs, and pumps let:
ct+to = 
oc
t+t
juo + (1-
o)c
t+t
jdo (5.11)
ct+tw = 
wc
t+t
juw + (1-
w)c
t+t
jdw (5.12)
ct+tp = 
pc
t+t
jup + (1-
p)c
t+t
jdp (5.13)
Where:

o =
8><>:1; Qo > 00; Qo < 0 (5.14)

w =
8><>:1; Qw > 00; Qw < 0 (5.15)

p =
8><>:1; Qp > 00; Qp < 0 (5.16)
To account for control structures like orifices, weirs, and pumps, we can modify the
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superjunction continuity equation.
[Fkj;j + F
o
j;j + F
w
j;j + F
o
j;j]c
t+t
j
+
NKDjX
l=1
kj;juklc
t+t
jukl
+
NKUjX
m=1
	kj;jdkmc
t+t
jdkm
+
NODjX
l=1
oj;juolc
t+t
juol
+
NOUjX
m=1
	oj;jdomc
t+t
jdom
+
NWDjX
l=1
wj;juwlc
t+t
juwl
+
NWUjX
m=1
	wj;jdwmc
t+t
jdwm
+
NPDjX
l=1
pj;juplc
t+t
jupl
+
NPUjX
m=1
	pj;jdpmc
t+t
jdpm
= ct+to;j Q
t+t
o;j +
AsjH
t
jc
t
j
t
+Gj
(5.17)
Where:
Orifices
Foj;j =
NOUjX
m=1
Qt+tom 
om -
NODjX
l=1
Qt+tol (1-
ol) (5.18)
j;juol = -Q
t+t
ol

ol (5.19)
	j;jdom = Q
t+t
om
(1-
om) (5.20)
Weirs
Fwj;j =
NWUjX
m=1
Qt+twm 
wm -
NWDjX
l=1
Qt+twl (1-
wl) (5.21)
j;juwl = -Q
t+t
wl

wl (5.22)
	j;jdwm = Q
t+t
wm
(1-
wm) (5.23)
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Pumps
Fpj;j =
NPUjX
m=1
Qt+tpm 
pm -
NPDjX
l=1
Qt+tpl (1-
pl) (5.24)
j;jupl = -Q
t+t
pl

pl (5.25)
	j;jdpm = Q
t+t
pm
(1-
pm) (5.26)
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Chapter 6
Hydrograph Peak-Shaving Using a Graph-Theoretic
Algorithm for Placement of Hydraulic Control Structures
Abstract
The need to attenuate hydrograph peaks is central to the design of stormwater and flood
control systems. However, few guidelines exist for siting hydraulic control structures such
that system-scale benefits are maximized. This study presents a new graph-theoretic
algorithm for stabilizing the hydrologic response of watersheds by placing controllers
at strategic locations in the drainage network. This algorithm identifies subcatchments
that dominate the peak of the hydrograph, and then finds the “cuts” in the drainage
network that maximally isolate these subcatchments, thereby flattening the hydrologic
response. Evaluating the performance of the algorithm through an ensemble of hydrody-
namic simulations, we find that our controller placement algorithm produces consistently
flatter discharges than randomized controller configurations—both in terms of the peak
discharge and the overall variance of the hydrograph. By attenuating flashy flows, our al-
gorithm provides a powerful methodology for mitigating flash floods, reducing erosion,
and protecting aquatic ecosystems. More broadly, we show that controller placement
exerts an important influence on the hydrologic response and demonstrate that analysis
of drainage network structure can inform more effective stormwater control policies.
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6.1 Introduction
In the wake of rapid urbanization, aging infrastructure and a changing climate, effec-
tive stormwater management poses a major challenge for cities worldwide [19]. Flash
floods are one of the largest causes of natural disaster deaths in the developed world
[1], and often occur when stormwater systems fail to convey runoff from urban areas
[18]. At the same time, many cities suffer from impaired water quality due to inadequate
stormwater control [14]. Flashy flows erode streambeds, release sediment-bound pollu-
tants, and damage aquatic habitats [14–17], while untreated runoff may trigger fish kills
and toxic algal blooms [155, 156]. Engineers have historically responded to these prob-
lems by expanding and upsizing stormwater control infrastructure [11]. However, larger
infrastructure frequently brings adverse side-effects, such as dam-induced disruption of
riparian ecosystems [157], and erosive discharges due to overdesigned conveyance in-
frastructure [19]. As a result, recent work has called for the replacement of traditional
peak attenuation infrastructure with targeted solutions that better reduce environmental
impacts [13, 158].
As the drawbacks of oversized stormwater infrastructure become more apparent,
many cities are turning towards decentralized stormwater solutions to regulate and treat
urban runoff while reducing adverse impacts. Green infrastructure, for instance, uses
low-impact rain gardens, bioswales, and green roofs to condition flashy flows and remove
contaminants [159–161]. Smart stormwater systems take this idea further by retrofitting
static infrastructure with dynamically controlled valves, gates and pumps [19, 60, 102,
162]. By actuating small, distributed storage basins and conveyance structures in real-
time, smart stormwater systems can halt combined sewer overflows [12], mitigate flood-
ing [19], and improve water quality at a fraction of the cost of new construction [19,
102]. While decentralized stormwater management tools show promise towards miti-
gating urban water problems, it is currently unclear how these systems can be designed
to achieve maximal benefits at the watershed scale. Indeed, some research suggests
when stormwater control facilities are not designed in a global context, local best man-
agement practices can lead to adverse system-scale outcomes—in some cases inducing
downstream flows that are more intense than those produced under unregulated condi-
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tions [57, 163].
Thus, as cities begin to experiment with decentralized stormwater control, the ques-
tion of where to place control structures becomes crucial. While many studies have
investigated the ways in which active control can realize system-scale benefits (using
techniques like feedback control [44], market-based control [12], or model-predictive
control, [20, 154]), the location of control structures within the drainage network may
serve an equally important function. Hydrologists have long recognized the role that
drainage network topology plays in shaping hydrologic response [164–172]. It follows
that strategic placement of hydraulic control structures can shape the hydrograph to ful-
fill operational objectives, such as maximally flattening flood waves and regulating ero-
sion downstream. To date, however, little research has been done to assess the problem
of optimal placement of hydraulic control structures in drainage networks:
• Recent studies have investigated optimal placement of green infrastructure up-
grades like green roofs, rain tanks and bioswales [46–48, 173–176]. However, these
studies generally focus on quantifying the potential benefits of green infrastructure
projects through representative case studies [47, 48, 173, 174], and do not intend
to present a generalized framework for placement of stormwater control structures.
As a result, many of these studies focus on optimizing multiple objectives (such as
urban heat island mitigation [175], air quality [176], or quality of life considerations
[46]), or use complex socio-physical models and optimization frameworks [48], mak-
ing it difficult to draw general conclusions about controller placement in drainage
networks.
• Studies of pressurized water distribution networks have investigated the related
problems of valve placement [177, 178], sensor placement [179], subnetwork vul-
nerability assessment [180], and network sectorization [181, 182]. While these stud-
ies provide valuable insights into the ways that complex network theory can inform
drinkingwater infrastructure design, water distribution networks are pressure-driven
and cyclic, and are thus governed by different dynamics than natural drainage net-
works, which are mainly gravity-driven and dendritic.
• Recent studies in distributed reservoir management have revealed that the place-
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ment of reservoirs plays an important role in flood control. Ayalew et al. (2013)
develop a framework that combines rainfall-runoff modeling, reservoir routing and
Monte Carlo simulation to assess reservoir-regulated flood response [183], and then
subsequently use this framework to investigate the effects of reservoir placement
on flood frequency [45]. Using a randomly-generated 1,000-year rainfall time se-
ries along with a simulated catchment, they find that two retention basins placed
in parallel provide better flood control than either (i) two retention basis placed
in series along the river main stem, or (ii) a single large retention basin upstream
of the watershed outlet. This research demonstrates that placement of hydraulic
control structures exerts a powerful influence on the performance of flood control
infrastructure, and raises questions about how larger numbers of control structures
should best be distributed throughout a watershed to improve flood control.
• Inspiration for the controller placement problem can be drawn from recent theoret-
ical work into the controllability of complex networks. These studies show that the
control properties of complex systems ranging from power grids to gene expres-
sion pathways are inextricably linked with topological properties of an underlying
network representation [184]. The location of driver nodes needed for complete
controllability of a linear system, for instance, can be determined from the maxi-
mum matching of a graph associated with that system’s state space representation
[185]. For systems in which complete control of the network is infeasible, the relative
performance of driver node configurations can be measured by detecting control-
lable substructures [186], or by leveraging the concept of “control energy” from
classical control theory [187–190]. While these studies bring a theoretical founda-
tion to the problem of controller placement, they generally assume linear system
dynamics, and may thus not be well-suited for drainage networks, which are driven
by nonlinear runoff formation and channel routing processes.
• Recent studies have drawn on advances in complex network theory to examine the
controllability of stream networks [49] and enhance understanding of geomorpho-
logical processes [191]. Riasi and Yeghiazarian (2017) apply several theoretical con-
trollability metrics to real-world drainage networks, ultimately finding that control
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of dendritic river networks requires a relatively large proportion of driver nodes [49].
Czuba and Foufoula-Georgiou (2015) investigate spatial and temporal patterns in
sediment accumulation in a river network arising from the combined effects of trans-
port dynamics and stream network topology [191]. They find that the emergence
of persistent clusters of mass on the network is a major driver of geomorphological
change, and conclude that management efforts should seek to “identify the source
contributions that synchronize on the network to form clusters”, and then break the
synchronization by reducing sediment generation in these regions.
Despite the critical need for system-scale stormwater control, there is to our knowl-
edge no robust theoretical framework to guide the placement of hydraulic control struc-
tures for the purposes of improving hydrograph peak attentuation. To address this
knowledge gap, we formulate a new graph-theoretic algorithm that uses the network
structure of watersheds to determine the controller locations that will maximally “de-
synchronize” tributary flows. By flattening the discharge hydrograph, our algorithm pro-
vides a powerful method to mitigate flash floods and curtail water quality impairments
in urban watersheds. Our approach is distinguished by the fact that it is theoretically-
motivated, and links the control of stormwater systems with the underlying structure
of the drainage network. The result is a fast, generalized algorithm that requires only
digital elevation data for the watershed of interest. More broadly, through our graph-
theoretic framework we show that network structure plays a dominant role in the control
of drainage basins, and demonstrate how the study of watersheds as complex networks
can inform more effective stormwater infrastructure design.
6.2 Algorithm description
Flashy flows occur when large volumes of runoff arrive synchronously at a given location
in the drainage network. If hydraulic control structures are placed at strategic locations,
flood waves can be mitigated by “de-synchronizing” tributary flows before they arrive
at a common junction. With this in mind, we introduce a controller placement algorithm
that minimizes flashy flows by removing regions of the drainage network that contribute
disproportionately to synchronous flows at the outlet. In our approach, the watershed is
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first transformed into a directed graph consisting of unit subcatchments (vertices) con-
nected by flow paths (edges). Next, critical regions are identified by computing the
catchment’s width function (an approximation of the distribution of travel times to the
outlet), and then weighting each vertex in the network in proportion to the number of
vertices that share the same travel time to the outlet. The weights are used to compute
a weighted accumulation score for each vertex, which sums the weights of every possi-
ble subcatchment in the watershed. The graph is then partitioned recursively based on
this weighted accumulation score, with the most downstream vertex of each partition
representing a controller location.
Figure 6.1. Watershed as a directed graph. Left panel: Digital elevation model (DEM) of a watershed with river
network highlighted. Right panel (from left to right, top to bottom): (i) DEM detail (colors not to scale); (ii) flow
directions; (iii) delineated subcatchment graph; (iv) adjacency matrix representation of graph.
Definitions
Graph representation of a watershed: Watersheds can be represented as directed
graphs, in which subcatchments (vertices or cells) are connected by elevation-dependent
flow paths (edges). The directed graph can be formulated mathematically as an adja-
cency matrix, A, where for each element aij, aij 6= 0 if there exists a directed edge
connecting vertex vj to vi, and conversely, aij = 0 if there does not exist a directed
edge connecting vertex vj to vi. Nonzero edge weights can be specified to represent
travel times, distances, or probabilities of transition between connected vertices. Flow
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paths between adjacent cells are established using a routing scheme, typically based on
directions of steepest descent (see Figure 6.1).
In this study, we determine the connectivity of the drainage network using aD8 routing
scheme [192]. In this scheme, elevation cells are treated as vertices in a 2-dimensional
lattice (meaning that each vertex vi is surrounded by eight neighborsNi). A directed link
is established from vertex vi to a neighboring vertex vj if the slope between vi and vj is
steeper than the slope between vi and all of its other neighbors Ni n vj (where vj has a
lower elevation than vi). TheD8 routing scheme produces a directed acyclic graph where
the indegree of each vertex is between 0 and 8 (with an indegree of 8 indicating that
the vertex is a “sink”), and the outdegree of each vertex is 1 (except for the watershed
outlet, which has an outdegree of 0). It should be noted that other schemes exist for
determining drainage network structure, such as the D-infinity routing algorithm, which
better resolves drainage directions on hillslopes [193]. However, because the routing
scheme is not essential to the construction of the algorithm, we focus on the simpler D8
routing scheme for this study. Similarly, to simplify the construction of the algorithm, we
will assume that the vertices of the watershed are defined on a regular grid, such that
the area of each unit subcatchment is equal7. Figure 6.1 shows the result of delineating
a river network from a digital elevation model (left), along with an illustration of the
underlying graph structure and adjacency matrix representation (right).
Controller: In the context of this study, a controller represents any structure or prac-
tice that can regulate flows from an upstream channel segment to a downstream one.
Examples include retention basins, dams, weirs, gates and other hydraulic control struc-
tures. These structures may be either passively or actively controlled. For the validation
assessment presented later in this paper, we will examine the controller placement prob-
lem in the context of volume capture, meaning that controllers are passive, and that they
are large enough to completely remove flows from their upstream contributing areas.
However, the algorithm itself does not require the controller to meet these particular
conditions.
Mathematically, we can think of a controller as a cut in the graph that removes one
of the edges. This cut halts or inhibits flows across the affected edge. Because the
7Thus, for watershed models derived from a digital elevation model (DEM), a unit subcatchment is equivalent to a single DEM
cell.
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watershed has a dendritic structure, any cut in the network will split the network into
two sub-trees: (i) the delineated region upstream of the cut, and (ii) all the vertices that
are not part of the delineated region. Placing controllers is thus equivalent to removing
branches (subcatchments) from a tree (the parent watershed).
Delineation: Delineation returns the set of vertices upstream of a target vertex. In
other words, this operation returns the contributing area of vertex vi. Expressed in terms
of the adjacency matrix:
Vd(A; vi) = fvj 2 V j(An)ij 6= 0 for some n 6 Dg (6.1)
Where An is the adjacency matrix A raised to the nth power, i is the row index, j is
the column index, V is the vertex set of A, andD is the graph diameter. Note that (An)ij
is nonzero only if vertex vj is located within an n-hop neighborhood of vertex vi. Note
that the delineation operation can also be performed in a single step by analyzing the
null space of the graph Laplacian of the watershed’s adjacency matrix [171].
Pruning: Pruning is the complement of delineation. This operation returns the vertex
set consisting of all vertices that are not upstream of the current vertex.
Vp(A; vi) = V n Vd(A; vi) (6.2)
Subgraphs induced by the delineated and pruned vertex sets are defined as follows:
Ad(A; vi) = A(G[Vd])
Ap(A; vi) = A(G[Vp])
(6.3)
WhereA(G[V]) represents the adjacencymatrix of the subgraph induced by the vertex
set V.
Width function: The width function describes the distribution of travel times from
each upstream vertex to some downstream vertex, vi8 [195]. In general terms, the width
8The width function H(x) was originally defined by Shreve (1969) to yield the number of links in the network at a topological
distance x from the outlet [194]. Because travel times may vary between hillslope and channel links, we present a generalized
formulation of the width function here.
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function can be expressed as:
H(t; vi) =
X
2 i
I(; t) (6.4)
Along with an indicator function, I(; t):
I(; t) =
8><>:1 T() = t0 otherwise (6.5)
Where  i is the set of all directed paths to the target vertex vi, and T() is the travel
time along path . If the travel times between vertices are constant and equal for all
vertices, the width function of the graph at vertex vi can be described as a linear function
of the adjacency matrix:9
H(t; vi) = (A
t1)(i) (6.6)
Where 1 signifies the vector of all ones, At represents the adjacency matrix A raised
to the power t (with t representing the discrete time step), and (At1)(i) indicates the
ith element of the vector At1. In real-world drainage networks, travel times between
grid cells are not uniform. Crucially, the travel time for channelized cells will be roughly
1-2 orders of magnitude faster than the travel time in hillslope cells [195, 196]. Thus, to
account for this discrepancy, we define  to represent the ratio of hillslope to channel
travel times:
 =
th
tc
(6.7)
Where th is the travel time for hillslopes and tc is the travel time for channels. Figure
6.2 (left) shows the width function for an example watershed, under the assumption that
channel velocity is ten times faster than hillslope velocity ( = 10). Thewidth functions for
various values of  are shown in Figures S6.3 and S6.4 in the Supplementary Information.
Note that when the effects of hydraulic dispersion are ignored, the width function is
equivalent to the geomorphological impulse unit hydrograph (GIUH) of the basin [195].
9While mathematically concise, this equation is computationally inefficient. See Section S6.1 in the Supplementary Information
for the efficient implementation used in our analysis.
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Figure 6.2. Width function and vertex weights. Left: width function (travel-time histogram) of the watershed,
assuming that channelized travel time is ten times faster than on hillslopes ( = 10). Right: weights associated with
each vertex of the graph. Brighter regions correspond to areas that contribute to the peaks of the width function.
The GIUH represents the response of the basin to an instantaneous impulse of rainfall
distributed uniformly over the catchment; or equivalently, the probability that a particle
injected randomly within the watershed at time t = 0 exits the watershed through the
outlet at time t = t 0.
Accumulation: The accumulation at vertex vi describes the number of vertices lo-
cated upstream of vi (or alternatively, the upstream area [197]). It is equivalent to the
cumulative sum of the width function with respect to time10:
C(vi) = (
1X
t=0
At1)(i) (6.8)
Figure 6.3 (left) shows the accumulation at each vertex for an example catchment. Be-
cause upstream area is correlated with mean discharge [195], accumulation is frequently
used to determine locations of channels within a drainage network [197].
Weighting function: To identify the vertices that contribute most to synchronous
flows at the outlet, we propose a weighting function that weights each vertex by its rank
in the travel time distribution. Let ij represent the known travel time from a starting ver-
tex vj to the outlet vertex vi. Then the weight associated with vertex vj can be expressed
10See Section S6.1 in the Supplementary Information for the efficient implementation of the accumulation algorithm.
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Figure 6.3. Accumulation and weighted accumulation. Left: accumulation (number of cells upstream of every cell).
Right: ratio of weighted accumulation to accumulation (Cw=C).
in terms of a weighting functionW(vi; vj):
wj =W(vi; vj) =
H(ij; vi)
max
t
(H(vi))
(6.9)
Where ij represents the travel time from vertex vj to vertex vi, H(ij; vi) represents
the width function for an outlet vertex vi evaluated at time ij, and the normalizing factor
max
t
(H(vi)) represents the maximum value of the width function over all time steps t. In
this formulation, vertices are weighted by the rank of the associated travel time in the
width function. Vertices that contribute to the maximum value of the width function
(the mode of the travel time distribution) will receive the highest possible weight (unity),
while vertices that contribute to the smallest values of the width function will receive
small weights. In other words, vertices will be weighted in proportion to the number
of vertices that share the same travel time to the outlet. Figure 6.2 shows the weights
corresponding to each bin of the travel time distribution (left), along with the weights
applied to each vertex (right). Weights for varying values of  are shown in Figures S6.3
and S6.4 in the Supplementary Information.
Weighted accumulation: Much like the accumulation describes the number of ver-
tices upstreamof each vertex vi, theweighted accumulation yields the sumof theweights
upstream of vi. If each vertex vj is given a weight wj, the weighted accumulation at ver-
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tex vi can be defined:
Cw(vi;w) = (
1X
t=0
Atw)(i) (6.10)
Where w is a vector of weights, with each weight wj associated with a vertex vj in
the graph. When the previously-defined weighting function is used, the weighted ac-
cumulation score measures the extent to which a subcatchment delineated at vertex vi
contributes to synchronous flows at the outlet. In other words, if the ratio of weighted
accumulation to accumulation is large for a particular vertex, this means that the sub-
catchment upstream of that vertex contributes disproportionately to the peak of the
hydrograph. Figure 6.3 (right) shows the ratio of weighted accumulation to accumula-
tion for the example catchment. The weighted accumulation provides a natural metric
for detecting the cuts in the drainage network that will maximally remove synchronous
flows, and thus forms the basis of the controller placement algorithm.
Controller placement algorithm definition
The controller placement algorithm is described as follows. Let A represent the adja-
cency matrix of a watershed delineated at some vertex vi. Additionally, let k equal the
desired number of controllers, and c equal themaximum upstream accumulation allowed
for each controller. The graph is then partitioned according to the following scheme:
1. Compute the width function, H(t; vi), for the graph described by adjacency matrix
A with an outlet at vertex vi.
2. Compute the accumulation C(vj) at each vertex vj.
3. Use H(t; vi) to compute the weighted accumulation Cw(vj) at each vertex vj.
4. Find the vertex vopt, where the accumulation C(vopt) is less than the maximum
allowable accumulation and the weighted accumulation Cw(vopt) is maximized:
vopt  argmax
vs2Vs
(Cw(vs)) (6.11)
Where Vs is the set of vertices such that vertex vi is reachable from any vertex in Vs
and the accumulation C at any vertex in Vs is less than c.
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Figure 6.4. Optimal partitions and stacked histogram. Left: partitioning of the example watershed using the
controller placement algorithm. Numeric labels indicate the order in which partitions are generated (from first to last).
Right: stacked width functions for each partition. The brightness expresses the priority of each partition, with the
darker partitions being prioritized over the brighter ones.
5. Prune the graph at vertex vopt: A Ap(A; vopt)
6. If the cumulative number of partitions is equal to k, end the algorithm. Otherwise,
start at (1) with the catchment described by the new A matrix.
The algorithm is described formally in Algorithm 1. An open-source implementation
of the algorithm in the Python programming language is also provided [198], along with
the data needed to reproduce our results. Efficient implementations of the delineation,
accumulation, and width function operations are provided via the pysheds toolkit, which
is maintained by the authors [199].
Figure 6.4 shows the controller configuration generated by applying the controller
placement algorithm to the example watershed, with k = 15 controllers, each with a
maximum accumulation of c = 900 (i.e. each controller captures roughly 8% of the
catchment’s land area). In the left panel, partitions are shown in order of decreasing
priority from dark to light (i.e. darker regions are partitioned first by the algorithm). The
right panel shows the stacked width functions for each partition. The sum of the width
functions from each partition reconstitute the original width function for the catchment.
From the stacked width functions, it can be seen that the algorithm tends to prioritize
the pruning of subgraphs that align with the peaks of the travel time distribution. Note
for instance, how the least-prioritized paritions gravitate towards the low end of the
travel-time distribution, while the most-prioritized partitions are centered around the
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mode. Controller placement schemes corresponding to different numbers of controllers
are shown in Figure S6.5 in the Supplementary Information.
Data:
A directed graph described by adjacency matrix A;
A target vertex vi with index i;
A desired number of partitions k;
The maximum accumulation at each controller, c;
Result: Generate partitions for a catchment
Let q be a vector representing all vertices in the graph;
Let kc equal the current number of partitions;
Let  represent a vector of travel times from each vertex to vertex vi;
Let A represent the adjacency matrix of the system;
Let Ac represent the adjacency matrix for the current iteration;
Ac  A;
kc  0;
while kc < k do
H(t; vi) (Atc1)(i);
C (P1t=0Atc1);
w W(vi; q);
Cw  (
P1
t=0A
t
cw);if C(vi) > 0 then
Vc  fvm 2 V jC(vm) 6 cg;
Vs  Vd(Ac; vi) \ Vc;
vopt  argmax
vs2Vs
(Cw(vs));
Ac  Ap(Ac; vopt);
kc  kc + 1;
else
end
end
Algorithm 1: Controller placement algorithm
6.3 Algorithm validation
To evaluate the controller placement algorithm, we simulate the controlled network us-
ing a hydrodynamic model, and compare the performance to a series of randomized
controller placement configurations. Performance is characterized by the “flatness” of
the flow profile at the outlet of the watershed, as measured by both the peak discharge
and the variance of the hydrograph (i.e. the extent to which the flow deviates from the
mean flow over the course of the hydrologic response). To establish a basis for compari-
son, we simulate a “volume capture” scenario [57], wherein roughly half of the total con-
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tributing area is controlled, and each controller completely captures the discharge from
its respective upstream area. Additionally, we simulate a “delayed release” scenario in
which each controller continuously releases water from a large, bottom-mounted orifice,
thereby delaying rather than halting flows from the upstream channel network. These
scenarios are chosen as bounding cases, given that most real-world reservoir operation
will fall somewhere between these two regimes.
The validation experiment is designed to test the central premises of the controller
placement algorithm: that synchronous cells can be identified from the structure of the
drainage network, and that maximally capturing these synchronous cells will lead to a
flatter overall hydrologic response. If these premises are accurate, we expect to see
two results. First, the controller placement algorithm will produce flatter flows than the
randomized control trials. Second, the performance of the algorithm will be maximized
when using a large number of small partitions. Using many small partitions allows the al-
gorithm to selectively target the highly-weighted cells that contribute disproportionately
to the peak of the hydrograph. Conversely, large partitions capture many extraneous
low-weight cells that don’t contribute to the peak of the hydrograph. In other words, if
increasing the number of partitions improves the performance of the algorithm, it not
only confirms that the algorithm works for our particular experiment, but also justifies
the central premises on which the algorithm is based.
Experimental design
We evaluate controller configurations based on their ability to flatten the outlet hydro-
graph of a test watershed when approximately 50% of the contributing area is controlled.
This test case is chosen because it presents a practical scenario with real-world con-
straints, and because it allows for direct comparison of many different controller place-
ment strategies. For our test case, we use the Sycamore Creek watershed, a heavily ur-
banized creekshed located in the Dallas–Fort Worth Metroplex with a contributing area
of roughly 83 km2 (see Figure 6.1). This site is the subject of a long-termmonitoring study
led by the authors [102], and is chosen for this analysis because (i) it is known to expe-
rience issues with flash flooding, and (ii) it is an appropriate size for our analysis—being
large enough to capture fine-scale network topology, but not so large that computation
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time becomes burdensome.
A model of the stream network is generated from a conditioned digital elevation
model (DEM) by determining flow directions from the elevation gradient and then as-
signing channels to cells that fall above an accumulation threshold. Conditioned DEMs
and flow direction grids at a resolution of 3 arcseconds (approximately 70 by 90 m) are
obtained from the USGS HydroSHEDS database [200]. Grid cells with an accumulation
greater than 100 are defined to be channelized cells, while those with less than 100 accu-
mulation are defined as hillslope cells. This threshold is based on visual comparison with
the stream network defined in the National Hydrography Dataset (NHD) [201]. Hillslope
cells draining into a common channel are aggregated into subcatchments, with a flow
length corresponding to the longest path within each hillslope, and a slope correspond-
ing to the average slope over all flow paths in the subcatchment. Percent impervious
area and land cover classifications for each subcatchment are obtained from the National
Land Cover Database [202], allowing for overland flow velocities to be reasonably ap-
proximated (see Section S6.3 in the Supplementary Information). Channel geometries
are assigned to each link within the channelized portion of the drainage network. We
assume that each stream segment can be represented by a “wide rectangular channel”,
which is generally accurate for natural river reaches in which the stream width is large
compared to the stream depth [54]. To simulate channel width and depth, we assume
a power law relation between accumulation and channel size based on an empirical for-
mulation from Moody and Troutman (2002) [203]:
! = 7:2 Q0:500:02
h = 0:27 Q0:300:01
(6.1)
Where! is stream width, h is stream depth, andQ is the mean river discharge. Know-
ing the width and depth of themost downstream reach, and assuming that the accumula-
tion at a vertex is proportional to the mean flow, we generate channel geometries using
the mean parameter values from the above relations. To simulate the effect of floodplain
storage and prevent channel overflow, a trapezoidal floodplain section is added to the
top of each channel (see Section S6.4 of the Supplementary Information for additional
implementation details).
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Controllers are implemented as retention basins regulated by outlet structures with
controllable orifices. Orifices are mounted on the bottom of each outlet structure and
have approximately 10% of the cross-sectional area of the upstream channel section. For
the “volume capture” scenario the orifice is left closed, while for the “delayed release”
scenario the orifice is left open. Retention basins are sized using a linear relationship
between depth and surface area, and are checked against known real-world retention
basins to ensure realistic storage capacities (for additional details, see Section S6.4 in
the Supplementary Information).
Using the controller placement algorithm, control structures are placed such that ap-
proximately 503% of the catchment area is captured by storage basins. To investigate
the effect of the number of controllers on performance, optimized controller strategies
are generated using between k = 1 and k = 35 controllers. The ratio of hillslope-to-
channel travel times is estimated as  = 50 based on simulations of the catchment un-
der uncontrolled conditions. We compare the performance of our controller placement
algorithm to randomized controller placement schemes, in which approximately 503%
of the catchment area is controlled but the placement of controllers is random. For this
comparison assessment, we generate 50 randomized controller placement trials, each
using between k = 1 and k = 24 controllers.11 For each randomized trial, the max-
imum and minimum accumulation that can be handled by each controller is selected,
then controllers are placed sequentially until 503% of the total catchment is upstream
of at least one controller. This procedure is similar to the controller placement algorithm,
except that at each iteration, the controller is placed at a random candidate cell (i.e. a
cell with an accumulation in the appropriate range) instead of the candidate cell with the
greatest weighted accumulation (see Section S6.2 in the Supplementary Information for
a detailed description of the procedure).
We simulate the hydrologic response using a hydrodynamic model, and evaluate con-
troller placement performance based on the flatness of the resulting hydrograph. To
capture the hydrologic response under various rainfall conditions, we simulate small,
medium and large rainfall events, corresponding to 11.2, 16.9, and 23.4 mm of rainfall
11While the controller randomization codewas programmed to use between 1 and 35 controllers, the largest number of controllers
achieved was 24. This result stems from the fact that the randomization algorithm struggled to achieve 30+ partitions without
selecting cells that fell below the channelization threshold (100 accumulation).
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delivered instantaneously over the first five minutes of the simulation. These rainfall vol-
umes are based on the 1-year, 10-year and 100-year design storms (5-minute duration)
from intensity-duration-frequency curves for Tarrant county in Texas [204]. A hydrody-
namic model is used to simulate the hydrologic response at the outlet by routing runoff
through the channel network using the dynamic wave equations [205]. The simulation
performance is measured by both the peak discharge and the total variance of the hy-
drograph. The variance of the hydrograph (which we refer to as “flashiness”) is defined
as:
2 =
1
N
NX
i=1
(Qi - Q)
2 (6.2)
Where Q is the discharge, Q is the mean discharge in the storm window, and N is
the number of data points in the storm window. This variance metric captures the flow’s
deviation from the mean over the course of the hydrologic response, and thus provides
a natural metric for the flatness of the hydrograph. This metric is important for water
quality considerations like first flush contamination or streambed erosion—in which the
volume of transported material (e.g. contaminants or sediments) depends not only on
the maximum discharge, but also on the duration of flow over a critical threshold [87].
Note that the validation experiment is not intended to faithfully reproduce the precise
hydrologic response of our chosen study area, but rather, to test the basic premises of
the controller placement algorithm. As such, site-specific details—such as soil types
and existing infrastructure—have been deliberately simplified. For situations in which
these characteristics exert an important influence on the hydrologic response, one may
account for these factors by adjusting the inter-vertex travel times used in the controller
placement algorithm.
6.4 Results
The controller placement algorithm produces consistently flatter flows than randomized
control trials. Figure 6.5 shows the results of the hydraulic simulation assessment in
terms of the resulting hydrographs (bottom left), and the overall flashiness and peak dis-
charge of each simulation (right) for the 1-year storm event under the volume capture
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Figure 6.5. Hydraulic modeling results. Results of the hydraulic simulation experiment for the 1-year storm event
(11.2 mm) under the volume capture scenario. Top left: best-performing controller placement (k = 30), with captured
regions in red. Bottom left: hydrographs resulting from each simulation. The uncontrolled simulation is shown in black,
while the optimized controller placement simulations are shown in red, and the randomized controller simulations are
shown in gray. Right: the overall flashiness (variance of the hydrograph) and peak discharge for each simulation, using
the same coloring scheme.
scenario. The best performance is achieved by using the controller placement algorithm
with k = 30 controllers (see Figure 6.5, top left). Comparing the overall variances and
peak discharges, it can be seen that this controller placement produces flatter outlet
discharges than any of the randomized controller placement strategies.12 Specifically,
the best controller placement predicted by the algorithm achieves a peak discharge that
is roughly 29% of that of the uncontrolled case, while the randomized simulations by
comparison achieve an average peak discharge that is more than 61% of that of the
uncontrolled case. Similarly, the hydrograph variance of the best controller placement
predicted by the algorithm is roughly 9.1% of that of the uncontrolled case, compared to
12Note that the controller placement algorithm results in a longer falling limb than the randomized trials. This result stems from
the fact that the algorithm prioritizes the removal of grid cells that contribute to the peak and rising limb of the hydrograph, while
grid cells contributing to the falling limb are ignored. In other words, the controller placement algorithm shifts discharges from the
peak of the hydrograph to the falling limb.
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27% for the randomized simulations on average. Across all numbers of controllers con-
sidered, the controller placement algorithm yields results in approximately 20% lower
variance and 15% lower peak discharge on average compared to the randomized place-
ment strategy.
The performance of the controller placement algorithm holds under varying rainfall
scenarios and reservoir operating rules. When tested against storm events of different
sizes (10-year and 100-year storm events), the controller placement algorithm continues
to outperform randomized control trials, with roughly 18% lower hydrograph variance
and 13% lower peak discharge over all numbers of controllers considered (see Figures
S6.6-S6.9 in the Supplementary Information). Moreover, when tested under the delayed
release scenario (in which each reservoir continuously releases water from a bottom-
mounted orifice), the controller placement algorithm performs better than under the
volume capture scenario. In particular, the algorithm achieves 28% lower hydrograph
variance on average, while the best controller placement strategy obtained by the algo-
rithm achieves 80% lower hydrograph variance than the average randomized placement
(see Figures S6.10-S6.13 in the Supplementary Information). While the performance of
the algorithm holds under different rainfall and reservoir operation scenarios, it should
be noted that the within-group performance varies with rain event size, which could re-
sult from the nonlinearities inherent in wave propagation speed (see the supplementary
note in Section S6.7). Thus, while the optimized controller placement still produces flat-
ter flows than randomized control trials, the performance of the controller placement
algorithm could be further improved by tuning the assumed inter-vertex travel times to
correspond to the expected speed of wave propagation.
Under the controller placement algorithm, the best performance is achieved by using
a large number of small-scale controllers; however, more controllers does not gener-
ally lead to better performance for the randomized controller placement scheme. Given
that increasing the number of controllers allows the algorithm to better target highly
synchronous cells, this result is consistent with the central premise that capturing syn-
chronous cells will lead to a flatter hydrologic response. Figure 6.6 shows the hydrologic
response when the controller placement algorithm is applied using varying numbers of
controllers (left), along with associated hydrograph variances (top right) and peak dis-
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Figure 6.6. Performance vs. number of controllers. Left: hydrographs associated with varying numbers of con-
trollers (k), using the controller placement algorithm with 50% watershed area removal (1-year event, volume capture
scenario). Right: hydrograph variance (top) and peak discharge (bottom) vs. number of controllers. In general, more
controllers produces a flatter response.
charges (bottom right). In all cases, roughly 50% of the watershed is controlled; how-
ever, configurations using many small controllers consistently perform better than con-
figurations using a few large controllers. This trend does not hold for the randomized
controller placement strategy (see Figures S6.14 and S6.14 in the Supplementary In-
formation). Indeed, the three best-performing randomized controller placements use a
median of k = 17 controllers, while the three worst-performing randomized controller
placements use a median of k = 10 controllers (where performance is measured in terms
of the hydrograph variance). By comparison, when the controller placement algorithm is
used, the three best-performing simulations use a median of k = 30 controllers, while the
three worst-performing simulations use a median of k = 2 controllers. The finding that
the controller placement algorithm converges to a (locally) optimal solution follows from
the fact that as the number of partitions increases, controllers are better able to capture
highly-weighted regions without also capturing extraneous low-weight cells. This in turn
implies that the weighting scheme used by the algorithm accurately identifies the re-
gions of the watershed that contribute disproportionately to synchronized flows. Thus,
in spite of various sources of model and parameter uncertainty, the experimental results
confirm the central principles under which the controller placement algorithm operates:
namely, that synchronous regions can be deduced from the graph structure alone, and
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Figure 6.7. Intuition behind controller placement algorithm. Left: Best controller placement in terms of peak dis-
charge (k = 30 controllers, using the controller placement algorithm). Center: worst controller placement in terms of
peak discharge (k = 6 controllers, randomized). Controller locations are indicated by black crosses, and controlled
partitions are indicated by colored regions. Right: hydrographs associated with the best and worst controller place-
ment strategies (1-year storm event, volume capture scenario).
that controlling these regions results in a flatter hydrograph compared to randomized
control trials.
In addition to demonstrating the efficacy of the controller placement algorithm, the
validation experiments reveal some general principles for organizing hydraulic control
structures within drainage networks to achieve downstream streamflow objectives. Over-
all, the controller placement strategies that perform best—whether achieved through
optimization or randomization—tend to partition the watershed axially rather than lat-
erally. These lengthwise partitions result in a long, thin drainage network that prevents
tributary flows from “piling up”. Figure 6.7 shows the partitions corresponding to the
best-performing and worst-performing controller placement strategies with respect to
peak discharge (left and center, respectively), along with the associated hydrographs
(right). While the best-performing controller placement strategy evenly distributes the
partitions along the length of the watershed, the worst-performing controller placement
strategy controls only the most upstream half of the watershed. As a result, the worst-
performing strategy removes the largest part of the peak, but completely misses the
portion of the peak originating from the downstream half of the watershed. In order to
achieve a flat downstream hydrograph, controller placement strategies should seek to
evenly distribute controllers along the length of the watershed.
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6.5 Discussion
The controller placement algorithm presented in this study provides a tool for designing
stormwater control systems to better mitigate floods, regulate contaminants, and pro-
tect aquatic ecosystems. By reducing peak discharge, optimized placement of stormwa-
ter control structures may help to lessen the impact of flash floods. Existing flood con-
trol measures often focus on controlling large riverine floods—typically through existing
centralized assets, like dams and levees. However, flash floods may occur in small trib-
utaries, canals, and even normally dry areas. For this reason, flash floods are not typi-
cally addressed by large-scale flood control measures, despite the fact that they cause
more fatalities than riverine floods in the developed world [1]. By facilitating distributed
control of urban flash floods, our controller placement strategy could help reduce flash
flood related mortality. Moreover, by flattening the hydrologic response, our controller
placement algorithm promises to deliver a number of environmental and water quality
benefits, such as decreased first flush contamination [87], decreased sediment transport
[206], improved potential for treatment in downstream green infrastructure [19, 102],
and regulation of flows in sensitive aquatic ecosystems [207].
Key features of the algorithm
The controller placement algorithm satisfies a number of important operational consid-
erations:
• Theoretically motivated. The controller placement algorithm has its foundation in
the theory of the geomorphological impulse unit hydrograph—a relatively mature
theory supported by a established body of research [164–169, 195]. Moreover, the
algorithmworks in an intuitive way—by recursively removing the subcatchments of a
watershed that contribute most to synchronized flows. This theoretical basis distin-
guishes our algorithm from other strategies that involve exhaustive optimization or
direct application of existing graph theoretical constructs (such as graph centrality
metrics).
• Generalizable and extensible. Because it relies solely on network topology, the
controller placement algorithm will provide consistent results for any drainage net-
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work, including both natural stream networks and constructed sewer systems. More-
over, because each step in our algorithm has a clear meaning in terms of the un-
derlying hydrology, the algorithm can be modified to satisfy more complex control
problems (such as systems in which specific regulatory requirements must be met).
• Flexible to user objectives and constraints. The controller placement algorithm
permits specification of important practical constraints, such as the drainage area
that each control site can capture, and the number of control sites available. More-
over, the weighting function can be adjusted to optimize for a variety of objectives
(such as the overall “flatness” of the hydrograph, or removal of flows from a con-
taminated upstream region).
• Parsimonious with respect to data requirements. The controller placement algo-
rithm requires only a digital elevation model of the watershed of interest. Additional
data—such as land cover and existing hydraulic infrastructure—can be used to fine-
tune estimates of travel times within the drainage network, but are not required by
the algorithm itself.
• Fast implementation For the watershed examined in this study (consisting of about
12,000 vertices), the controller placement algorithm computes optimal locations for
k = 15 controllers in roughly 3.0 seconds (on a 2.9 GHz Intel Core i5 processor).
While the computational complexity of the algorithm is difficult to characterize13, it
is faster than other comparable graph-cutting algorithms, such as recursive spectral
bisection or spectral clustering, both of which are O(n3) in computational complex-
ity.
Taken together, our algorithm offers a solution to the controller placement problem
that is suitable for research as well as for practical applications. On one hand, the al-
gorithm is based in hydrologic and geomorphological theory, and provides important
insights into the connections between geomorphology and the design of the built envi-
ronment. On the other hand, the algorithm is fast, robust, and easy-to-use, making it a
useful tool for practicing engineers and water resource managers.
13The computational complexity of the controller placement algorithm depends on the implementation of component functions
(such as delineation and accumulation computation), which can in turn depend on the structure of the watershed itself.
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Caveats and directions for future research
While our controller placement algorithm is robust and broadly-applicable, there are a
number of important considerations to keep in mind when applying this algorithm to
real-world problems.
• The controller placement algorithm implicitly assumes that rainfall is uniform over
the catchment of interest. While this assumption is justified for small catchments
in which the average spatial distribution of rainfall will be roughly uniform, this as-
sumption may not hold for large (e.g. continent-scale) watersheds. Modifications to
the algorithm would be necessary to account for a non-uniform spatial distribution
of rainfall.
• The controller placement algorithm is sensitive to the chosen ratio of hillslope to
channel speeds, . Care should be taken to select an appropriate value of  based
on site-specific land cover and morphological characteristics. More generally, for
situations in which differential land cover, soil types, and existing hydraulic infras-
tructure play a dominating role, the performance of the algorithmmay be enhanced
by adjusting inter-vertex travel times to correspond to estimated overland flow and
channel velocities.
• Our assessment of the algorithm’s performance rests on the assumption that in-
stalled control structures (e.g. retention basins) are large enough to capture up-
stream discharges. The algorithm itself does not explicitly account for endogenous
upstream flooding that could be introduced by installing new control sites.
• In this study, experiments were conducted only for impulsive rainfall inputs (i.e.
with a short duration of rainfall). Future work should assess the performance of the
distance-weighted controller placement strategy under arbitrary rainfall durations.
• Our analysis assumes that reservoirs are initially empty before each storm event.
While some previous studies in distributed reservoir operation contend that an
initially-empty condition is “the simplest andmost defensible approach” [208], other
studies use random initialization of reservoir depths to simulate the effect of suc-
cessive storm events when reservoir operation rules are unknown [183]. While this
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latter approach may provide more realistic results under unknown reservoir oper-
ating conditions, we ultimately use an initially-empty condition due to the combi-
natorial difficulty of assessing the effect of random initial depths alongside varying
numbers of controllers, controller placement strategies, and rainfall scenarios. Ran-
dom initialization could potentially effect the results by inducing overflows under
the volume capture scenario, or by quickening the rising limb under the delayed
release scenario. Additional work is needed to understand how these effects would
impact the performance of the controller placement algorithm compared to ran-
domized control trials. With this in mind, it should be noted that new “smart” water
systems are enabling more flexible control of distributed stormwater infrastructure
[19], which may in turn strengthen the assumption of initially-empty storage condi-
tions. Bartos et al. (2018), for instance, present a real-world case study in which
real-time analytics and control are used to pre-emptively evacuate retention basins
before a storm event, reducing the magnitude of the downstream hydrologic re-
sponse [102]. Because initially emptying storage basins often leads to a favorable
hydrologic response [106], assuming empty or near-empty initial storage conditions
may bemore realistic than assuming random initial depths for systems with real-time
control capabilities.
• This study focuses primarily on event-based diagnostics of system performance—
specifically, by measuring the flatness of the hydrologic response under indepen-
dent storm events. However, it should be noted that water infrastructure may also
be evaluated in terms of long-term performance—for instance, by measuring the
response of the system to an extended stochastic rainfall time series. While not
computationally feasible for the model used in this study, future work should in-
vestigate the performance of the controller placement algorithm under extended
hydrodynamic simulations.
More broadly, future research should investigate the problem of sensor placement
in stream networks using the theoretical framework developed in this paper. While this
study focuses on the problem of placement of hydraulic control structures, our algorithm
also suggests a solution to the problem of sensor placement. Stated probabilistically,
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the geomorphological impulse unit hydrograph (GIUH) represents the probability that
a “particle” injected randomly within the watershed at time t = 0 exits the outlet at
time t = t 0. Thus, the peaks of the GIUH correspond to the portions of the hydrologic
response where there is the greatest amount of ambiguity about where a given “parti-
cle” originated. It follows that the same locations that maximally de-synchronize flows
may also be the best locations for disambiguating the locations from which synchronous
flows originated. Future experiments should investigate the ability to estimate upstream
states (e.g. flows) within the network given an outlet discharge along with internal state
observers (e.g. flow sensors) placed using the algorithm developed in this study.
6.6 Conclusions
We develop an algorithm for placement of hydraulic control structures that maximally
flattens the hydrologic response of drainage networks. This algorithm uses the geomor-
phological impulse unit hydrograph to locate subcatchments that dominate the peaks
of the hydrograph, then partitions the drainage network to minimize the contribution of
these subcatchments. We find that the controller placement algorithm produces flatter
hydrographs than randomized controller placement trials—both in terms of peak dis-
charge and overall variance. By reducing the flashiness of the hydrologic response, our
controller placement algorithm may one day help to mitigate flash floods and restore ur-
ban water quality through reduction of contaminant loads and prevention of streambed
erosion. We find that the performance of the algorithm is enhanced when using a large
number of small, distributed controllers. In addition to confirming the central hypothesis
that synchronous cells can be identified based on network structure of drainage basins,
this result lends justification to the development of decentralized smart stormwater sys-
tems, in which active control of small-scale retention basins, canals and culverts enables
more effective management of urban stormwater. Overall, our algorithm is efficient,
requires only digital elevation model data, and is robust to parameter and model un-
certainty, making it suitable both as a research tool, and as a design tool for practicing
water resources engineers.
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Supplementary Information
S6.1 Implementations of algorithms used in the study
Width function
For the software implementation used in this study, the width function is computed by
determining the travel times from each vertex to the outlet, and then generating a binned
histogram of these travel times. The travel times from each vertex to the outlet are com-
puted by performing a depth-first search on the graph representation of the watershed
starting with the outlet, and then recording the distances from each vertex to the outlet.
The travel times are then binned to produce the width function. The travel time compu-
tation is implemented as grid.flow_distance in the pysheds software package, available
at github.com/mdbartos/pysheds.
Note that if matrix multiplication is used to compute the width function, the inter-
vertex travel times cannot be used as the weights of the adjacency matrix. Rather, dif-
ferential travel times may be accounted for by modifying the topology of the graph. For
instance, consider a graph consisting of fast nodes and slow nodes, where fast nodes
transfer flow 10 times as quickly as slow nodes. In this scheme, slow nodes can be mod-
eled using 10 “dummy” vertices placed in series. It should be noted however, that this
implementation is inefficient both in terms of speed of computation and memory usage.
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Flow accumulation
The vectorized flow accumulation algorithm (developed previously by the authors, but
unpublished) is reproduced here for the reader’s convenience:
1. Create an m x n array, edges to represent the edges of the directed graph. For
each entry in the array, the index corresponds to the index of the start node, and
the value corresponds to the index of the end node.
2. Create an m x n array, in_degree, to hold the in-degree of each grid cell (i.e. the
number of cells currently pointing to that cell). This can be accomplished by count-
ing the number of occurrences of each unique value in edges.
3. Create an m x n array of ones flow_accumulation to hold the computed number of
upstream cells for each cell.
4. Define a 1 x nm array startnodes with entries equal to the indices of edges.
5. Define a 1 x nm array endnodes with entries equal to the values of edges.
6. Create a 1 x nm boolean index no_pred which is 0 where in_degree is greater than
0, and 1 where in_degree is equal to zero.
7. Select the subset of start nodes and end nodes that have no predecessors: startn-
odes = startnodes[no_pred] and endnodes = endnodes[no_pred]. This selects
the “outermost layer” of nodes.
8. While endnodes is not empty:
• Add the flow accumulation at the start nodes to the flow accumulation of the
end nodes:
– flow_accumulation[endnodes] += flow_accumulation[startnodes]
• Decrement the in-degree of the endnodes by the number of start nodes that
are linked to it in the current step. With endnodes containing repeated entries
this operation can be represented as: in_degree[endnodes] -= 1.
• Set the new value of startnodes as the unique elements in endnodes with a
current in-degree of zero: startnodes = unique(endnodes)[(in_degree == 0)]
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• Set endnodes as the end nodes corresponding to the new start nodes: endnodes
= edges[startnodes].
This algorithm is implemented as grid.accumulation in the pysheds software package,
available at github.com/mdbartos/pysheds.
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S6.2 Randomized controller placement procedure
In this section, we describe the randomized controller placement procedure. Before
running the randomized controller placement procedure, the following parameters must
be specified:
• A target number of controllers, k.
• A tolerance parameter, , which determines the range of contributing areas that
each controller can handle.
• The total number of cells, n to be captured by all controllers. In our experiment,
this parameter is set to equal 50 3% of the total catchment area.
Once these parameters have been selected, the randomized placement procedure
proceeds as follows:
1. The accumulation ai for each vertex in the catchment is computed.
2. Based on the target number of controllers k, and the tolerance parameter, , a range
of feasible accumulation values [amin; amax] for the controller is selected. For our
experiment, this range is defined by n
k
 .
3. All vertices that have accumulation values within the range [amin; amax] are selected
and placed into a list of candidate cells.
4. A random vertex v is selected from this list of candidate cells. The controller is
placed at this vertex, and the area upstream of the vertex is removed from the
catchment before recomputing the accumulation.
5. If the number of cells captured by all controllers is less than n-, return to step (1).
6. If the number of cells captured by all controllers is within [n - ; n + ], end the
procedure and retain the resulting controller placement.
7. If the number of cells captured by all controllers is greater than n  , abort the
procedure and start over.
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S6.3 Determination of land cover information
Percent impervious area and land cover classifications are retrieved from the National
Land Cover Database (NLCD). Next, estimated Manning’s n values for each NLCD class
are mapped to corresponding pixels in the land cover dataset [210]. The NLCD datasets
are then clipped to the catchment of interest using the pysheds library and then used in
the generation of subcatchments in the hydrodynamic model. Visualizations of impervi-
ous area and estimated Manning’s n values are shown in Figure S6.1.
Figure S6.1. Impervious area and Manning’s n. Determination of percent impervious area (left) and estimated
Manning’s n for pervious subareas.
S6.4 Description of channel geometry and storage elements
Channel geometry is modeled using a wide rectangular channel section along with a
trapezoidal floodplain section attached to the top of the channel to capture overflow.
A schematic of the channel geometry is shown in Figure S6.2 (left). The width (w) and
depth (d) of the rectangular section are computed based on contributing area using the
hydraulic geometry relations specified in the main paper. The width and depth of the
trapezoidal section are computed by scaling the width and depth of the main channel.
Given no prior information, we take  = 1 and  = 1:5. Because the floodplain section
rarely fills except for the case of channel sections located upstream of storage elements
during large storm events, these parameter values have a minimal effect on the down-
stream hydrograph.
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Figure S6.2. Channel and storage geometry. Channel geometry (left) and geometry of outlet structure (right).
Controllers are implemented as storage ponds throttled by controllable orifices. Ori-
fices are positioned at the bottom of each outlet structure, and their cross-sectional areas
are set at approximately 10% of the cross sectional area of the upstream channel section,
as shown in Figure S6.2 (right). This large cross-sectional area is chosen to differentiate
the “delayed release” scenario from the “volume capture scenario”. For the “volume
capture” scenario, the orifice is completely closed, while for the “delayed release” sce-
nario, the orifice is completely open. The elevation of the bottom of the storage pond is
taken to be equal to the elevation of the upstream channel bottom. The storage curve
is specified in terms of a functional relationship between depth and surface area:
S = 7:5e4

m2
m

 h+ 1000 m2 (6.1)
Where S represents the surface area of the pond in meters, and h represents the
depth of the pond in meters. This relation was chosen based on its ability to prevent
flooding during the 1-controller, 100-year storm scenario. It should be noted that this
functional relationship has no effect on the results of the “volume capture” scenario, in
which all runoff upstream of the storm event is captured.
Storage volumes are found to be realistic for all scenarios considered. The largest
storage volumes are required under the single-controller scenario. Under this scenario,
the storage volumes required for the 1-year, 10-year and 100-year storm events are ap-
proximately 160,000 m3, 270,000 m3 and 400,000 m3, respectively. For the more real-
istic 30-pond scenario, the largest storage volumes required are 10,000 m3, 16,000 m3,
and 22,000 m3 for the same set of rainfall scenarios. While there is little public infor-
mation available regarding typical retention basin sizes, we can compare these volumes
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to known retention basin volumes from the city of Ann Arbor. The largest stormwater
retention basin in the city of Ann Arbor has a capacity of roughly 70,000 m3, and drains
an area roughly one-third the size of the catchment used in this study (27 km2). Thus,
the storage volumes used in our experiments appear to be reasonable.
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S6.5 Vertex weights as a function of 
Figure S6.3. Left: width function. Right: vertex weights.
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Figure S6.4. Left: width function. Right: vertex weights.
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S6.6 Optimal controller placements for various numbers of controllers (k)
Figure S6.5. Partitions and stacked width functions for varying numbers of controllers. Optimized controller
placements (left) and stacked width functions (right) for varying number of controllers k 2 f7; 10; 25g,  = 10.
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S6.7 Performance under rainfall events of different sizes
When tested against storm events of different sizes, the controller placement algorithm
generally outperforms randomized control trials. However, the relative performance be-
tween simulations varies with rainfall intensity, which suggests that a uniquely optimal
controller placement may not exist for rainfall events of all sizes. As shown in Figures
S6.6 and S6.7, the optimized controller placement still produces flatter flows overall com-
pared to randomized trials for the small and large storm events. However, for the large
storm event, one of the randomized simulations produces a slightly smaller peak dis-
charge than the best-performing optimized controller placement. Moreover, the within-
group performance of controller placement strategies varies with storm event size, as
seen in Figures S6.8 and S6.9. For instance, the controller placement that produces the
smallest peak discharge under the large storm event produces the 3rd smallest peak
discharge under the medium storm event, and the 5th smallest peak discharge under
the small storm event (Figure S6.9). These results suggest that the optimal controller
placement for large storms may not be the same as the optimal controller placement
for small storms. This situation may result from the fact that larger flood waves travel
faster, meaning that inter-vertex travel times will change depending on the scale of the
hydrologic response. Consequently, assumed inter-vertex travel times (controlled in this
experiment by the parameter ) may need to be tuned depending on storm event size
to account for the nonlinearities inherent in flood wave travel times. Despite these pa-
rameter selection issues, the experiments show that controller placement algorithm still
produces flatter flows overall than random control trials for storm events of various sizes.
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S6.8 Hydrograph variance for storm events of different sizes under volume
capture scenario
Figure S6.6. Hydrograph variance by storm size for volume capture. Left: simulated hydrographs for the uncon-
trolled scenario (black), randomized controller placement (gray), and the optimized controller placement (red) under
1-year, 10-year and 100-year storm events (top to bottom) for the “volume capture” scenario. Right: flashiness (as
measured by the variance of the hydrograph) for each simulation.
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S6.9 Peak discharge for storm events of different sizes under volume capture
scenario
Figure S6.7. Peak discharge by storm size for volume capture. Left: simulated hydrographs for the uncontrolled
scenario (black), randomized controller placement (gray), and the optimized controller placement (red) under 1-year,
10-year and 100-year storm events (top to bottom) for the “volume capture” scenario. Right: peak discharge for each
simulation.
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S6.10 Hydrograph variance for all simulations under volume capture
Figure S6.8. All hydrograph variances for volume capture. Hydrograph variance for 1-year, 10-year and 100-year
storms under all model runs for the “volume capture” scenario.
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S6.11 Peak discharge for all simulations under volume capture
Figure S6.9. All peak discharges for volume capture. Peak discharge for 1-year, 10-year and 100-year storms under
all model runs for the “volume capture” scenario.
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S6.12 Hydrograph variance for storm events of different sizes under delayed
release scenario
Figure S6.10. Hydrograph variance by storm size for delayed release. Left: simulated hydrographs for the uncon-
trolled scenario (black), randomized controller placement (gray), and the optimized controller placement (red) under
1-year, 10-year and 100-year storm events (top to bottom) under the “delayed release” scenario. Right: flashiness (as
measured by the variance of the hydrograph) for each simulation.
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S6.13 Peak discharge for storm events of different sizes under delayed release
scenario
Figure S6.11. Peak discharge by storm size for delayed release. Left: simulated hydrographs for the uncontrolled
scenario (black), randomized controller placement (gray), and the optimized controller placement (red) under 1-year,
10-year and 100-year storm events (top to bottom) under the “delayed release” scenario. Right: peak discharge for
each simulation.
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S6.14 Hydrograph variance for all simulations under delayed release
Figure S6.12. All hydrograph variances for delayed release. Hydrograph variance for 1-year, 10-year and 100-year
storms under all model runs for the “delayed release” scenario.
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S6.15 Peak discharge for all simulations under delayed release
Figure S6.13. All peak discharges for delayed release. Peak discharge for 1-year, 10-year and 100-year storms
under all model runs for the “delayed release” scenario.
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S6.16 Performance metrics by number of controllers under volume capture
Figure S6.14. Performance metrics by number of controllers for volume capture scenario. Performance metrics
are shown for both optimized (left) and randomized (right) controller placements by number of controllers used for
the 1-year storm event under the “volume capture” scenario. The top panel measures performance in terms of
flashiness (hydrograph variance), while the bottom panel measures performance by peak discharge. The optimized
controller placements show consistently better performance metrics as the number of controllers is increased, while
the randomized simulations do not.
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S6.17 Performance metrics by number of controllers under delayed release
Figure S6.15. Performance metrics by number of controllers for delayed release scenario. Performance met-
rics are shown for both optimized (left) and randomized (right) controller placements by number of controllers used
for the 1-year storm eventunder the “delayed release” scenario. The top panel measures performance in terms of
flashiness (hydrograph variance), while the bottom panel measures performance by peak discharge. The optimized
controller placements show consistently better performance metrics as the number of controllers is increased, while
the randomized simulations do not.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion
7.1 Summary of discoveries
The goal of this dissertation is to lay the groundwork for future smart urban water systems
that use real-time sensing and control to improve urban flood resilience. In service of this
larger goal, several fundamental discoveries are made in each chapter:
Chapter 2: I discover that combining low-power embedded devices with cloud services
enables monitoring and control of urban drainage networks at previously unachievable
scales. The hardware and software framework developed in this chapter will enable
engineers to better understand stormwater networks and how to operate them.
Chapter 3: I discover that windshield wiper data from connected vehicles are a better
indicator of the binary rainfall state (raining/not raining) than either rain gage or weather
radar data. Moreover, I discover that combining windshield wiper data with weather
radar data produces a new data product with greater binary detection accuracy than
weather radar alone. In addition to providing emergency managers with new tools for
flash flood nowcasting, this work opens the door to an entirely new field of vehicle-based
environmental sensing.
Chapter 4: I discover that fusing sensor data into a hydrodynamic model improves inter-
polation and forecasting of hydraulic states within stormwater networks. This discovery
paves the way for a new generation of digital twin models that fuse real-time sensor
data to estimate flooding at ungaged locations, detect maintenance emergencies, and
facilitate dynamic control of urban drainage networks.
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Chapter 5: I discover a new numerical scheme for modeling contaminant transport in
stormwater networks that is capable of maintaining numerical accuracy and stability over
large time steps. This work will provide modelers with unprecedented tools for real-time
modeling and state estimation of water quality in urban watersheds.
Chapter 6: I discover that the network structure of watersheds reveals important infor-
mation about the optimal placement of hydraulic control structures. I then use this dis-
covery to derive an effective heuristic algorithm for maximally attenuating peak flows by
placing hydraulic control structures at strategic locations in the network. This work will
provide practitioners with a powerful, general-purpose tool for siting stormwater control
facilities in decentralized flood control networks.
7.2 Directions for future work
In the process of completing this thesis, many interesting research questions arose that
could not be addressed within the scope of the current work. I present some of these
future directions for research here:
Chapter 2: Future research should examine the problem of real-time water quality mon-
itoring in greater detail. The sensor networks described in this chapter primarily focus
on characterizing catchment hydraulics by measuring water depth. While some sensors
were deployed to measure water quality indicators (such as dissolved oxygen and pH),
these deployments were difficult to maintain and suffered from frequent outages and
biofouling. Despite the difficulty in obtaining water quality measurements, urban water
quality is a major concern for many cities and true in-situ monitoring systems would have
an immense impact on stormwater management. For these reasons, future research
should examine how embedded systems can be designed for long-term monitoring of
water quality in urban catchments.
To increase the acceptance of smart water systems within the water resources commu-
nity at large, future research should also explore new techniques for automated quality
control of streaming hydrologic sensor data. With respect to the sensor network deploy-
ments described in this chapter, quality control of raw sensor data has been a persistent
concern among system operators and stakeholders alike. While manual curation and
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filtering of data has proven effective at addressing these concerns, automated quality
control of sensor data remains elusive. To date, I have not identified any algorithms
that are capable of detecting and flagging all the types of sensor faults encountered in
real-world hydrologic sensor data. Future work should explore the problem of real-time
quality control on streaming sensor data produced by smart stormwater networks.
Chapter 3: Future work should explore how vehicle-based measurements can improve
estimation of rainfall intensity. Perhaps the most significant limitation of this study is the
fact that it focuses on binary detection of rainfall as opposed to rainfall intensity. The
reason for this focus is twofold—first, the ground truth dataset only describes the binary
rainfall state, and second, the windshield wiper measurements are not a strong predic-
tor of rainfall intensity. However, other vehicle-based measurements have the potential
to improve rainfall intensity estimates. Within this vein, one promising future research
direction is the application of computer vision techniques to estimate rainfall intensity
and drop size distribution from vehicle dashboard camera footage. Another promising
approach is the use of onboard optical rain sensors to directly measure rainfall intensity.
Future work should explore these new data sources and their potential usefulness for
estimation of rainfall intensity.
Another potential limitation of this study is that there is ultimately no foolproofmethod
for obtaining the “ground truth” rainfall state at high spatiotemporal resolutions. Given
that radar and gage data are both subject to significant uncertainties, we decided to use
video footage as the source of ground truth data. However, even with frame-by-frame
manual review of the camera data, the potential for uncertainty still exists. For instance,
droplets of water can fall on the windshield from overhanging trees. Moreover, leading
vehicles can “spray” the windshields of tailing vehicles with water from the road, which
can lead to some confusion over what is rain and what is not. The best way to address
these limitations is to combine different sources of data together. Cross-referencing
and combining radar, gage, wiper and camera data will help to eliminate uncertainties
inherent to each technology in isolation, and lead to a better understanding of how lo-
calized rainfall propagates. This study presents some foundational work towards this
goal, although future studies should investigate new data assimilation approaches that
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are better able to handle the unique uncertainties associated with each data source.
While this chapter examines the particular application of vehicle-based rainfall de-
tection, vehicles are also capable of detecting various other environmental parameters
of interest. One particularly useful application is the estimation of ambient tempera-
ture from vehicle-based thermometers. In many arid cities, urban microclimates are an
important research concern with implications for ecology, public health and environ-
mental justice. However, stationary sensor networks are often too sparse to properly
characterize these microclimates. Future research should examine the potential to use
vehicle-based measurements to better monitor and understand urban microclimates.
Chapter 4: Future work should investigate new methods for tuning the hydrodynamic
solver’s numerical scheme to ensure greater accuracy and stability. The hydraulic solver
proposed in this chapter currently has a number of numerical quirks that deserve future
study. First, while the numerical scheme is generally very stable, it often suffers from
oscillations and spurious generation of mass. Orifices are a particular problem due to
the potential for rapid flow reversals. Future work should examine methods for handling
these numerical issues in greater detail. Another numerical concern is the method by
which nonlinear coefficients in the continuity/momentum equations are linearized. Cur-
rently, a number of different linearization techniques are employed, and in some cases
the nonlinear coefficients are approximated by simply using the value at the previous
timestep. In the future, more formal methods for estimating these coefficients (e.g. Tay-
lor expansions) should be explored.
Future work should also explore different formulations for the hydrodynamic model’s
boundary conditions. One of the most significant theoretical limitations of the hydraulic
solver is the assumption of orifice-like flow at the boundary between superlinks and su-
perjunctions. This assumption essentially ignores the inertial component of the momen-
tum balance for flows entering and exiting each superjunction. While the existing formu-
lation works well for retention basins and manholes, there are certain situations where
it may perform poorly—for example, at the convergence of two tributaries where iner-
tial forces are significant. Future research should explore how momentum flux can be
incorporated into the superlink boundary conditions.
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Finally, future work should explore the application of classical control algorithms to
the hydrodynamic solver proposed in this chapter. The hydrodynamic solver provides a
full state-space representation of stormwater system dynamics, facilitating the use of al-
gorithms such as Linear Quadratic Regulation (LQR) andModel Predictive Control (MPC).
When combined with the solver presented in this chapter, these algorithms would pro-
vide system operators with powerful tools for mitigating floods and combined sewer
overflows. However, these control techniques are not explored in the current work.
Future studies should explore how the hydrodynamic solver can accommodate these
techniques.
Chapter 5: Future work should explore the application of state estimation and control
algorithms to the water quality model developed in this chapter. Like the hydrodynamic
model, the water quality model admits a state space representation that facilitates the
use of powerful state estimation and control techniques. Kalman Filtering, for example,
would enable better detection of contaminant releases by fusing real-time sensor data
into the dynamical model. Similarly, feedback control algorithms such as LQR would
enable operators to better understand how to regulate water quality within urban catch-
ments. While these applications are not examined in the current work, they present
promising directions for future studies.
Future research should also examine the effect of applying different advection schemes
to the water quality model. Currently, an upwind scheme is used to handle advec-
tion; however, this scheme results in significant numerical dispersion at small timesteps.
This numerical dispersion could potentially lead to misleading results when investigat-
ing highly dynamic flow regimes where small timesteps are required. Subsequent work
should examine other discretization schemes for advection such as the Lax-Wendroff or
Lax-Friedrichs schemes.
Finally, future work should validate the water quality model developed in this chapter
using real-world data. Due to the difficulty in obtaining real-world water quality data for
stormwater networks, the water quality model was validated against analytical solutions
to the advection-reaction diffusion equation under simplified uniform flow conditions.
However, no such analytical solutions exist for the complicated and heterogeneous flow
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regimes found in stormwater networks. To demonstrate the real-world effectiveness of
the water quality model, future work should validate the model against tracer experi-
ments or other real-world data.
Chapter 6: With respect to the problem of controller placement in drainage networks,
the most obvious direction for future research is the complementary control-theoretic
question: what is the optimal placement of sensors? In some preliminary work, I found
that insight to this problem can be gained through analysis of the hydrodynamic system’s
Observability Gramian. Specifically, optimal sensor placements for different applications
can be found by maximizing various scalar metrics of the Observability Gramian (such as
the rank and trace). While initial results are promising, more work is needed to test and
validate this sensor placement approach.
Future work should also focus on generalizing the controller placement algorithm pro-
posed in this chapter. The algorithm incorporates a number of assumptions that may
limit its general applicability. First, the algorithm assumes that the rainfall input is im-
pulsive (i.e. with a short onset and duration). Second, the algorithm assumes uniform
velocity of flow within the catchment (speed is only differentiated between hillslope and
channelized segments). Finally, the algorithm assumes that the distribution of rainfall is
uniform over the catchment. In many real-world applications, these assumptions may
be violated. Future research should adapt the controller placement algorithm to more
general conditions by revisiting some of these assumptions.
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